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Abstract

We discuss a definition of Morphological Cellular Neural Networks
(MCNN) where the state change operator are Auto-associative Morpho-
logical Memories (AMM). The fast convergence properties of AMM and
the shape of its fixed point set make the MCNN dynamics trivial. How-
ever, segmentation results are poor. We propose a Morphological Cellular
Automata (MCA) with assured convergence to a state characterized by
morphological dependences and independences between neighbouring cell
states. Cell dynamic rules test morphological dependence among neigh-
bouring cell’s states. When neighbouring cell states are morphological
dependent in the erosive or dilative sense, the morphologically dominant
state colonizes the neighbour with morphological dependent state. The
resulting configuration of cell states is composed of homogeneous regions
whose boundaries are defined by the morphological independence relation.
Results are given on image segmentation, where MCA cells correspond to
image pixels.

1 Introduction
Massively parallel neural networks have been applied to solve NP-complete prob-
lems, such as the satisfiability problem [5, 7] in propositional logic. Cellular
Neural Networks (CNN) have been applied to image processing and segmenta-
tion [1, 2, 3], however they are mostly restricted to one channel images. We look
for an extension of this elegant approach to multispectral images. We propose
the application of morphological operators and properties arising from the work
on Associative Morphological Memories (AMM) [17, 13, 16] which lately have
become Lattice Associative Memories [14, 15]. AMM’s are constructed as lattice
correlation matrices. Dual AMM constructions can be made using the dual min
and max operators. Morphological Cellular Neural Network (MCNN) provide
a formal morphological extension to the CNN, consisting in using the AMM
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as the synaptic operators between neighbouring cells. Though theoretically ap-
pealing, and possessing a really fast convergence, segmentation results are poor
in practice, until further theoretical developments allow to identify regions of
lattice dependent pixels.

The AMM are selectively sensitive to specific types of noise (erosive and
dilative noise). The notion of morphological independence and morphological
strong independence was introduced in [16] to study the construction of AMM
robust to general noise. It was established that AMM are able to robustly store
and recall sets of morphologically strongly independent patterns. That leads us
to the idea of considering morphological dependence as a kind of equivalence
relation. Pixel regions could be identified by being morphologically dependent
on a given morphologically dominant, some kind of morphological region repre-
sentative vector which can be found in the image. For the visual identification
of the region, we can substitute all the morphologically dependent pixels by the
morphologically dominant one. This in essence the working of the Morphologi-
cal Cellular Automata (MCA) proposed and tested in this paper. The work in
this paper is an hybridization [4, 18] of CNN and morphological neural network
approaches.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the definition
and basic results of Cellular Neural Networks. Section 3 reviews the definitions
of Associative Morphological Memories and Morphological Independence. Sec-
tion 4 introduces the MCNN. Section 5 introduces the MCA. Section 6 gives
results on image segmentation of MCNN and MCA. Finally, section 7 gives our
conclusions.

2 Cellular Neural Networks
Cellular Neural Networks (CNN) have been introduced in [1, 2, 3] as a power-
ful distributed computational model. A standard CNN architecture consists of
an M ! N rectangular array of cells C (i, j) where (i, j) are the cell Carte-
sian coordinates on a grid, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M , j = 1, 2, . . . , N . The sphere
of influence Sr (i, j) of radius r of the cell C (i, j) is the set of cells in grid
site coordinates whose Manhattan distance is less than the radius: Sr (i, j) =!

C (k, l)
"""" max
1!k!M,1!l!N

{|k " i| , |l " j|} # r

#
, where r is a positive integer.

A M ! N standard CNN is defined by a rectangular grid of cells C (i, j),
each defined mathematically by its state and output equations:

ẋij = "xij +
$

Sr(i,j)

A (i, j; k, l) ykl +
$

Sr(i,j)

B (i, j; k, l) ukl + zij (1)

yij = f (xij) (2)

where xij $ R, yij $ R, uij $ R, and zij $ R are the state, output, in-
put signal and threshold of cell C (i, j), respectively. The output function is
a non-linear function, corresponding to the activation function of conventional
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Artificial Neural Networks. The simplest one is the standard nonlinearity [1]:
f (xij) = 1

2 |xij " 1| + 1
2 |xij " 1|. The evolution of the CNN cell states starts

from an initial condition xij (0), i = 1, 2, . . . ,M , j = 1, 2, . . . , N . The synaptic
connections A (i, j; k, l) and B (i, j; k, l) can be non-linear operators, denoted
A (i, j; k, l)%ykl and B (i, j; k, l)%ukl. They can be time variant, though usually
they are assumed time invariant. If the synaptic connections are space invariant
they are denote A (k, l) and B (k, l).

The CNN e!ectively implements a system of ordinary di!erential equations.
The existence and uniqueness of solutions are guaranteed in the case of linear
synaptic operators and continuous input signal, threshold and Lipschitz con-
tinuous non-linearity f (x). If the initial state, input signal and threshold are
bounded then the solution of the standard CNN is bounded.

The time and space invariant CNN with a linear output function implements
a linear system that performs linear filtering of the input signal, usually an im-
age. Therefore they can be designed to perform edge detection, smoothing,
contrast boosting and other linear filtering operations on the input image [1].
Synaptic connections may have delays, so that they are systems with memory
and inner states. The inclusion of delays allows to work on image sequences,
performing temporal filtering for motion detection and other time based oper-
ations. Morphological image operators, such as erosion and dilation, can be
approximated with appropriate nonlinearities.

3 Associative Morphological Memories and mor-
phological independence

One of the most outstanding areas of Lattice Computing [6], the work on
Associative Morphological Memories (AMM) stems from the consideration of
the partially ordered ring (R,&,',+) instead of the algebraic ring (R,+, ·) as
the computational framework for the definition of Neural Networks algorithms
[17, 13]. The operators & and ' denote, respectively, the max and min oper-
ators. The AMM are the morphological counterpart of the well known Hop-
field Associative Memories [11]. Given a set of input/output pairs of pattern
(X, Y ) =

%&
x!,y!

'
; ! = 1, .., k

(
, an heteroassociative memory based on the pat-

tern’s cross correlation [11] is built up as W =
)

! y! ·
&
x!

'"
. Mimicking this

construction procedure [17, 13] propose the following dual constructions of Het-
eroassociative Morphological Memories (HMM’s), the erosive HMM: WXY =
*k

!=1

+
y! !

&
"x!

'", and the dilative HMM MXY =
-k

!=1

+
y! !

&
"x!

'",where
! can be the &! or '! operators. Here &! and '! denote the max and min matrix
product, respectively defined as follows:

C = A &! B = [cij ] ( cij =
.

k=1..n

{aik + bkj} , (3)

C = A '! B = [cij ] ( cij =
/

k=1..n

{aik + bkj} . (4)
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If X = Y then the HMM memories are Autoassociative Morphological Mem-
ories (AMM). Memory recall is the response obtained from the HMM or AMM
when presented with a pattern. Pattern presentation consists in the max or
min matrix product with the W or M memory, respectively. For HMM memory
recall is equivalent to realization of an input/output map. For the AMM it is
equivalent to recalling an stored pattern. The interest of associative memories
lies in its ability to recover stored patterns when presented with incomplete or
distorted patterns.

In the continuous case, the AMM’s are able to store and recall any set of
patterns, that is, WXX &! x = x = MXX '! x, )x $ X, which can be stated
in compact form as follows WXX &! X = X = MXX '! X, for any X. That is,
AMMs possess perfect recall for noiseless patterns [17, 13]. It is also interesting
to note that if we iterate the memory recall we obtain a fixed point very fast,
in fact it is obtained at the second iteration:

WXX &! z = v * WXX &! v = v, (5)

MXX '! z = u * MXX '! u = u. (6)

The set of fixed points F (X) of the morphological memories constructed
from the set of patterns X is the same for both types of AMM: F (X) =
{x |WXX &! x = x} = {x |MXX '! x = x} . They are the set of vectors lattice
dependent on X.

Let it be 0x" a noisy version of x" . If 0x" # x" then 0x" is the result of applying
erosive noise to x" . If 0x" + x" then 0x" is the result of applying dilative noise
to x" . Morphological memories are selectively sensitive to erosive and dilative
noise. The conditions of robust perfect recall (i.e. perfect recall from noisy
patterns) are the following ones[17, 13]. Given a set of patterns X, the equality

WXX &! 0x" = x" , x" $ X (7)

holds when the noise a!ecting the pattern is erosive 0x" # x" and the following
relation holds:

)i,ji; 0x"
ji

= x"
ji
&

1

2
.

! #="

3
x"

i " x!
i + x!

ji

4
5

6 . (8)

Similarly, the equality

MXX '! 0x" = x" (9)

holds when the noise a!ecting the pattern is dilative 0x" + x" and the following
relation holds:

)i,ji; 0x"
ji

= x"
ji
'

1

2
/

! #="

3
x"

i " x!
i + x!

ji

4
5

6 . (10)
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The recall with both dual AMM will fail to recover the stored pattern if it is
a!ected by a mixture of erosive and dilative noise.

To obtain general noise robustness [12] some works proposed the kernel
method and some enhancements [13, 16]. In the formalization of the kernel
construction, [16] introduced the notion of morphological independence. Here
we distinguish erosive and dilative versions of this definition. Given vectors
x,y $ Rd, y is morphologically dependent in the erosive sense of x if y # x, y
is morphologically dependent in the dilative sense of x if y + x. In both cases,
we say that x is dominant. Given a set of vectors X =

&
x1,x2, . . . ,xk

'
, a vector

of the same dimensionality y is said to be morphologically independent of X
in the erosive sense if y ! x" ; " = {1, .., k} , and morphologically independent
of X in the dilative sense if y " x" ; " = {1, .., k} . The set of vectors X is
said to be morphologically independent in either sense when all the patterns
are morphologically independent of the remaining patterns in the set. Given
the erosive WXX and dilative MXX memories constructed from X, if a test
pattern y /$ X is morphologically independent of X in the erosive sense, then
WXX &! y /$ X. Also, if y is morphologically independent of X in the dilative
sense, then MXX '! y /$ X. Morphological independence has been generalized to
lattice independence in recent works [14, 15] establishing its relation with a"ne
independence. This equivalence is very useful for the induction of endmembers
from data for linear unmixing processes [10, 9].

4 The Morphological Cellular Neural Network
(MCNN)

The aim of Morphological Cellular Neural Network (MCNN) is to perform the
segmentation of images with multidimensional range, such as colour, multispec-
tral or hyperspectral images, on the basis of the morphological properties of the
pixel values. First we consider the definition of MCNN along the lines of the
conventional CNN described in section 2. Let us consider that cells C (i, j) have
a multidimensional state xij $ Rd. Let us denote Yij (t) the set of the states of
the neighbouring cells in Sr (i, j) at time t. The MCNN synaptic operators will
be based on the erosive and dilative memories: WY Y and MY Y , respectively,
built from Yij (t)1. According to the kind of the AMM, we can define dual
MCNN dynamics. The erosive MCNN

xij (t + 1) = WY Y &! xij (t) , (11)

and the dilative MCNN. The dynamics of the MCNN can be defined formally
as follows:

xij (t + 1) = MY Y '! xij (t) . (12)

The convergence of the MCNN dynamics is related to the properties of AMM
fixed points. Although both memories share the same fixed point set they do

1(We have taken a notation liberty: Yij (t) ! Y )
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not obtain the same result for non-fixed point vectors, therefore dynamics of
equations (11) and (12) will produce divergent behaviours starting from the
same initial conditions.

Will the MCNN converge to a fixed point global state in finite time?. If
xij (t + 1) -= xij (t) and the neighbouring cells do not change Yij (t) = Yij (t + 1),
then xij (t + 2) = xij (t + 1) by equation (5) or (6), depending on the MCNN
type. If there is a change in the neighbouring cells, i.e. Yij (t) -= Yij (t + 1),
there will be a finite number of state changes before the cell’s state reaches a
fixed point even if all the neighbouring cells change their states. However, there
is not guarantee that no indefinite cycling behaviours may appear. The process
may only be proved to converge if it is possible to prove that the sequences
of fixed points F (Yij) and F (Ykl) are ordered and have a limit value. To our
knowledge, this is an open question.

In the stationary configuration we have that each cell state is a fixed point
of the AMM constructed with its corresponding neighbouring cell states:

xij = WYijYij &! xij , i = 1, 2, . . . , N ; j = 1, 2, . . . ,M.

From the review of the section 3, this condition holds when some of the following
situations arise:

• xij = xkl for at least one (k, l) $ Sr (i, j). If all the neighbouring cells have
the same state, then the cell is in the middle of an homogenous region of
the MCNN configuration. If some of the neighbouring cells have di!erent
states, then it is in the boundary between regions.

• xij is lattice dependent of Yij . That means that stationary regions can be
composed of cell states which are di!erent, but mutually lattice dependent.
This is a drawback from the image segmentation point of view, unless some
kind of equivalence relation can be defined allowing to identify the same
region.

5 The Morphological Cellular Automata (MCA)

We look for the detection of homogeneous image regions. The MCNN con-
verge to a segmentation of the image into regions of lattice dependent states,
which are not visually identified as an homogenous region. Therefore, we re-
turn to the concept of morphological independence. Our aim is to obtain as
boundaries morphological independent neighbours, while using morphological
dependence to “assimilate” neighbouring pixels. This Morphological Cellular
Automata (MCA) is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Let us define
%
f (i, j) $ Rd; i = 1, .., N ; j = 1, ..,M

(
the RGB, multispectral

or hyperspectral image, µ and ! the vectors of the mean and standard de-
viations of each band computed over the image, # the band-wise equivalence
interval factor. The addition and subtraction of #! to each state vector allows
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Algorithm 1 Morphological Cellular Automata dynamics
1. Initialize the MCNN state to the image pixel values: X (0) =

{xij (0) = f c (i, j)} .

2. Repeat until convergence X (t) = X (t + 1), for increasing t:

(a) For each pair of neighbouring cells (i, j), (k, l) $ S1 (i, j):

i. compute the upper and lower bounds of the interval defined as-
suming independent Gaussian noise sources x$ij = xij (t) " #!

and x+
ij = xij (t) + #!

ii. if (x$ij < xkl (t) < x+
ij and .xij (t). < .xkl (t). ) or&

x$ij # xkl (t)
'

or
&
xkl (t) + x+

ij

'

• then xij (t + 1) = xkl (t + 1) = xkl (t),
• else xij (t + 1) = xij (t); xkl (t + 1) = xkl (t)

to define an interval of equivalence between cell states intended to overcome
over-segmentation when morphological independence is due to noise conditions.
The image is preprocessed as in the previous algorithm so that each pixel is a
zero mean vector {f c (i, j) = f (i, j)" µ; i = 1, .., N ; j = 1, ..,M}. Algorithm 1
is initialized with this centred image. It repeats the computation of the new
configuration X (t) until convergence is reached. Convergence consists in the
absence of changes. Cells are considered in pairs, and their state is changed ac-
cording to the following reasoning: If there is morphological dependence (either
erosive or dilative) the dominant cell assimilates the dependent cell. Previ-
ously, we consider the existence of an equivalence interval defined on the basis
of the band-wise variance. If the neighbouring cell falls in this interval, then
the one with the greatest norm dominates, regardless of morphological indepen-
dence/dependence relation.

6 Results on image segmentation
The experimental image is the well known “lena” image. To reduce the com-
putational burden, we have down sampled it to a 64 ! 64 size. The actual
image used in the experiments is shown in figure 1a. The segmentation ob-
tained with the algorithm of the MCA without equivalence interval (# = 0) is
shown in figure 1b. This segmentation is obtained when the algorithm reaches
an invariant state. The colours shown correspond to the morphologically inde-
pendent colours that have propagated from their original pixel sites, absorbing
morphologically dependent pixel sites. The main features of the image can be
distinguished in this segmentation. Observe that some regions of similar colour
are not identified because they are separated by connected regions of an mor-
phologically independent colour. For comparison we show in figure 2 the results
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Original Lena image. (b) Segmentation of the lena image obtained
without noise parameter

(a) (b)

Figure 2: colour quantization into 8 colours (a) and 32 colours (b).

of the identification of colour regions performed by standard colour Quantiza-
tion algorithms based on the minimization of the quantization distortion. The
activation of the noise related equivalence interval has the e!ect of allowing the
fusion of regions of morphologically independent colours. As can be appreci-
ated in figure 3, increasing # decreases the number of identified regions until
all detail is lost. This mechanism may allow to obtain segmentations at diverse
resolutions.

7 Conclusions
We have first proposed a MCNN based on the application of AMM as synap-
tic operators. The approach has a very fast convergence but introduces little
changes in the image and does not detect homogenous regions for segmentation.
Therefore, we have introduced a MCA based on the morphological dependence
and independence notions to obtain homogeneous regions from morphological
dependent pixels, with the boundary of such regions defined by the morpho-
logical independence between neighbouring pixels. We have shown that the
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alpha=1 alpha=2

alpha=3 alpha=4

Figure 3: Evolution of the segmentation obtained increasing the parameter #

approach produces consistent connected regions of homogeneous colours. Be-
sides, we introduce a colour equivalence parameter # controlling the size of an
equivalence interval defined on the colour component variances which allows to
control the resolution of the segmentation. We look forward to the application
of these works in practical devices such as intelligent blackboards [8].
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Abstract
Dementia is a growing concern due to the aging process of the west-

ern societies. Non-invasive detection is therefore a high priority research
endeavor. In this paper we report results of classification systems applied
to the feature vectors obtained by a feature extraction method computed
on Structural Magnetic Resonance Imaging (sMRI) volumes for the detec-
tion of two neurological disorders with cognitive impairment: Myotonic
Dystrophy of type 1 (MD1) and Alzheimer Disease (AD). The feature
extraction process is based on the voxel clusters detected by Voxel Based
Morphometry (VBM) analysis of sMRI upon a set of patient and control
subjects. This feature extraction process is specific for each kind of dis-
ease and is grounded on the findings obtained by medical experts. The
10-fold cross-validation results of several statistical and neural network
based classification algorithms trained and tested on these features show
high specificity and moderate sensitivity of the classifiers, suggesting that
the approach is better suited for rejecting than for detecting early stages
of the diseases.

1 Introduction
Nowadays, there is much research e!ort devoted to the development of ways
to provide automatized diagnostic support tools that may help the clinicians
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to perform their work faster with additional assesment data, to meet the ever
increasing demands of primary attention of a rising population of patients with
neurological disorders. The present paper will be focused on the application of
statistical and Computational Intelligence algorithms for the automatic detec-
tion of two very specific pathologies, Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) and Myotonic
Dystrophy of type 1 (MD1), from the analysis of structural (T1 weighted ) Mag-
netic Resonance Imaging (sMRI) data. The AD is a primary dementia while
MD1 is a muscular dystrophy, but both of them show cognitive impairment.
The prevalence of MD1 in our local region of Gipuzkoa (Spain) is high[17, 18].
We describe a feature extraction method based on Voxel Based Morphometry
(VBM). These features will be the input for several Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification systems.

We have found in the literature several sMRI feature extraction proposals for
classification: some based on morphometric methods [16, 20, 37, 65], some based
on ROIs/VOIs (regions-of-interest/volumes-of-interest) [45, 43, 24], and some
on gray matter (GM) voxels in automated segmentation images [39]. There are
also studies aiming to explore the improvement obtained in the SVM classifier
by adding covariates such as demographic or genotype information [64]. Work
has also been reported on the selection of the most informative features for
classification, such as the SVM-Recursive Feature Elimination [20], the selection
based on statistical tests [45, 53] or the wavelet decomposition of the RAVENS
maps [43], among others.

Our approach uses the VBM detected clusters as a mask to select the poten-
tially most discriminating voxels on the Grey Matter (GM) segmentation vol-
umes. Feature vectors for classification are either the GM segmentation voxel
values or some summary statistics of each cluster. We both consider the feature
vector computed from all the VBM clusters and the combination of the indi-
vidual classifiers built from the clusters independently. We test classification
systems built using the standard SVM, with linear and non-linear (RBF) ker-
nels, and some ANN architectures: Learned Vector Quantization (LVQ), Multi-
Layer Perceptron (MLP), Radial Basis Function (RBF), Probabilistic Neural
Networks (PNN). We have also tested combinations of SVM classifiers trained
on independent VBM clusters and an Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) strategy
tailored to the SVM [44]. As a general result, the diverse systems showed a
moderate accuracy due to a moderate sensitivity, and high specificity. Best re-
sults we obtained with an LVQ approach and an AdaBoost on SVM classifiers.
Some of the results have been published separately in conference proceedings
[25, 56, 55].

Section 2 gives some background medical information on the studied demen-
tia. Section 3 gives a description of the subjects selected for the study, the
image processing and in Section 4 we describe feature extraction details and the
classifier systems. Section 5 gives classification performance results obtained in
the diverse computational experiments performed on the data. Finally, section
6 gives the conclusions of this work and suggestions for further research .
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2 Medical background

2.1 Alzheimer’s Disease
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder, which is one of the
most common cause of dementia in old people. Due to the socioeconomic impor-
tance of the disease in occidental countries there is a strong international e!ort
focus in AD. The diagnosis of AD can be done after the exclusion of other forms
of dementia but a definitive diagnosis can only be made after a post-mortem
study of the brain tissue. This is one of the reasons why Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) based early diagnosis is a current research hot topic in the neuro-
sciences. The pharmaceutical companies have already recognized that imaging
techniques especially MRI and Positron Emission Tomography (PET) provide
"surrogate" information concerning the pattern and rate of neurodegeneration,
which can be used to monitor the e!ects of treatments which slow the progres-
sion of neurodegeneration. Therefore, there is high interest in the development
of automated detection procedures based on MRI and other medical imaging
techniques.

Besides MRI, other medical imaging methods are being studied for AD di-
agnosis. There are studies applying Support Vector Machine (SVM) either with
linear [65, 39, 64] or nonlinear [20, 43] kernels, to discriminate AD patients from
controls based on Positron Emission Tomography (PET), Single-Photon Emis-
sion Tomography (SPECT) functional volumes [24, 46, 38, 53] or studies that
combine structural and functional information such as [19], where sMRI and
PET volumes are used.

Many of the classification studies on the detection of AD were done with both
men and women. However, it has been demonstrated that brains of women are
di!erent from men’s to the extent that it is possible to discriminate the gender
via MRI analysis [42]. Moreover, it has been shown that VBM is sensitive to
the gender di!erences. For these reasons, we have been very cautious in this
study. We have selected a set of 98 MRI women’s brain volumes. It must be
noted that this is a large number of subjects compared with the other studies
referred above.

2.2 Myotonic Dystrophy Type 1
Myotonic Dystrophy type 1 (MD1) is a slowly progressive myopathy charac-
terized by varying multisystemic involvement, a!ecting skeletal and smooth
muscles, the heart (arrhythmia, electrical conductivity defects), the endocrine
system (hyperinsulinemia) and eyes (cataract) [34]. It is transmitted in an au-
tosomal dominant manner and it is due to an unstable pathological expansion of
(CTG)n repeats [6]. Epidemiologically, MD1 is the most frequent neuromuscu-
lar disorder with a reported prevalence between 69 to 90 cases per million [50].
However, the prevalence is significantly higher in Gipuzkoa (North of Spain),
reaching 300 cases per million inhabitants [17].

Previous neuroimaging studies using MRI of MD1 patients have found corti-
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cal atrophy, increased ventricular size with periventricular hypodensity, subcor-
tical white matter involvement and calcification of the basal ganglia [12, 15, 35].
Many brain disorders have subtle morphological abnormalities of the brain not
easily detected on routine examination of MR images [52]; VBM methods have
become popular for detecting these abnormalities [3]. In MD1, volumetric stud-
ies have identified atrophy of the GM along di!erent cortical areas (mainly in
prefrontal area) but these previous studies are methodologically limited regard-
ing to the sample size and the data correction level [2, 51]. Besides, these studies
have analyzed the association between brain volumes and some clinical as well
as genetic data, but none but none of them have measured the correlation with
neuropsychological data.

3 Materials
In this section we will describe the main characteristics of the sMRI data used
for the computational experiments. The AD experiments were performed on a
subset of the publicly available OASIS database, while the DM1 experiments
were performed on a database that has been developed in the Donostia Hos-
pital along the past years of clinical practice with this disease. The data have
been obtained from diverse MRI scanners and under di!erent imaging proto-
cols, therefore they can not be combined at the present state of our research to
produce AD versus MD1 discriminant systems.

3.1 MD1 Subjects
The MD1 patients analysed in this work were selected from those attending
in the outpatient consultancies at the Neurology Department of the Donostia
Hospital (San Sebastian), a tertiary public hospital which covers a population
of 650,000 inhabitants (almost all of Guipuzcoa province). All patients were
explored by a neurologist and had previously participated in another study in
which we assessed them neuropsychologically [59]. The patient-selection criteria
were as follows: Inclusion criteria for MD1 patients: Between 18 and 65 years
old and molecular confirmation of the clinical diagnosis. Exclusion criteria: A
history of a major psychiatric or somatic disorder (in accordance with DSM-IV
criteria), acquired brain damage or alcohol or drug abuse, the presence of cor-
poral paramagnetic body devices (pacemaker, etc.) that impedes a MRI study
and the presence of cerebral anomalies which could a!ect the volumetric analy-
sis. An age and sex matched healthy control subject (CS) was included for each
MD1 patient. This control group consisted of una!ected family members and
healthy volunteers with none of these pathologies. All patients were informed
of the objectives and details of the study and signed an informed consent. The
study was approved by the hospital’s ethics committee.
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MD1 CS
Socio-demographic characteristics

Number of subjects 30 30

Age Mean (SD) 44.0 (11.6) 44.2 (11.7)

Min-Max 24-62 22-62

Sex n (%) Male 14 (47%) 14 (47%)

Female 16 (53%) 16 (53%)

Primary 18 (60%) 5 (21%)

Educational level n (%) Secondary 7 (23%) 9 (37%)

Higher 5 (17%) 10 (41%)

Clinical and molecular characteristics
Muscle weakness (MIRS1) Mean (SD) 2.9 (1.2) –

Min-Max 1-5

Molecular defect (CTG) Mean (SD) 635 (472) –

Min-Max 65-1833

White matter lesions n (%) Yes 16 (53%) 5 (18%)

No 14 (47%) 22 (82%)

Table 1: Summary of subject demographics and MD1 status. 1Muscular Impairment Rating
Scale.

3.1.1 Imaging Protocol for MD1 data

MR scanning was performed on a 1.5 Tesla scanner (Achieva Nova, Philips).
The current results are based on a high-resolution volumetric “turbo field echo”
(TFE) series (sagital 3D T1 weighted acquisition, TR = 7.2, TE = 3.3, flip angle
= 8, matrix = 256 x 232, slice thickness 1mm, voxel dimensions of 1mm x 1mm
x 1mm, NSA = 1, nº slices 160, slice thickness= 1, gap= 0, total scan duration
5!34"). In addition to 3DT1 weighted images, conventional axial dual T2 turbo
spin echo images (TR = 1800, TE = 20, flip angle = 90º , FOV= 230, matrix =
256 x 154, slice thickness= 5, gap= 1, nº acquisition =2, nº slices= 22) and fluid
attenuation inversion recovery images (FLAIR) in coronal plane (TR = 10000,
TI = 2800, TE= 140 , FOV= 230, matrix = 256 x 159, slice thickness= 5, gap=
1, nº acquisition =2, nº slices= 25) were acquired to evaluate the presence of
white matter lesions (WMLs). All the scans were acquired on the same MR
scanner and no hardware or software upgrades of the equipment were carried
out within the study period.

3.2 OASIS subjects
Ninety eight right-handed women (aged 65-96 yr) were selected from the Open
Access Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS) database [48]. OASIS data set has
a cross-sectional collection of 416 subjects covering the adult life span aged
18 to 96 including individuals with early-stage Alzheimer’s Disease. We have
ruled out a set of 200 subjects whose demographic, clinical or derived anatomic
volumes information was incomplete. For the present study there are 49 subjects
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Very mild to mild AD CS
No. of subjects 49 49

Age 78.08 (66-96) 77.77 (65-94)
Education 2.63 (1-5) 2.87 (1-5)

Socioeconomic status 2.94 (1-5) 2.88 (1-5)
CDR (0.5 / 1 / 2) 31 / 17 / 1 0

MMSE 24 (15-30) 28.96 (26-30)

Table 2: Summary of subject demographics and dementia status. Education
codes correspond to the following levels of education: 1 less than high school
grad., 2: high school grad., 3: some college, 4: college grad., 5: beyond college.
Categories of socioeconomic status: from 1 (biggest status) to 5 (lowest status).
MMSE score ranges from 0 (worst) to 30 (best).

who have been diagnosed with very mild to mild AD and 49 non-demented. A
summary of subject demographics and dementia status is shown in table 3.2.

3.2.1 OASIS Imaging Protocol

The OASIS database has been built following a strict imaging protocol, to
avoid variations due to imaging protocol which would pose big image normaliza-
tion problems. Multiple (three or four) high-resolution structural T1-weighted
magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) images were acquired
[21] on a 1.5-T Vision scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) in a single imag-
ing session. Image parameters: TR= 9.7 msec., TE= 4.0 msec., Flip angle= 10,
TI= 20 msec., TD= 200 msec., 128 sagittal 1.25 mm slices without gaps and
pixels resolution of 256!256 (1!1mm).

4 Methods
In this section we will describe the di!erent computational processes applied to
the data. First, we summarize the Voxel Based Morphometry (VBM) process,
and we give details of its independent application to the AD and MD1 data.
Second, we describe the feature extraction process. Finally, we give summary
descriptions of the diverse approaches used to build the classifiers, both single
and combinations of classifiers.

4.1 Voxel-based Morphometry (VBM)
Morphometry analysis has become a common tool for computational brain
anatomy studies. It allows a comprehensive measurement of structural dif-
ferences within a group or across groups, not just in specific structures, but
throughout the entire brain. Voxel Based Morphometry (VBM) is a computa-
tional approach to neuroanatomy that measures di!erences in local concentra-
tions of brain tissue, through a voxel-wise comparison of multiple brain images
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Figure 1: The processing pipeline of the Voxel Based Morphometry (VBM) on
structural MRI volumes.

[3]. For instance, VBM has been applied to study volumetric atrophy of the
grey matter (GM) in areas of neocortex of AD patients vs. control subjects
[9, 57, 23]. The processing pipeline of VBM is illustrated in figure 1. The
procedure involves the spatial normalization of subject images into a standard
space, segmentation of tissue classes using a priori probability maps, smoothing
to correct noise and small variations, and voxel-wise statistical tests. Smoothing
is done by convolution with a Gaussian kernel whose the Full-Width at Half-
Maximum (FWHM) is tuned to the data of ech case study. Statistical analysis
is based on the General Linear Model (GLM) to describe the data in terms of
experimental and confounding e!ects, and residual variability, applied to each
voxel independently. Statistical inference is used to test hypotheses that are ex-
pressed as linear functions of the GLM estimated regression parameters. These
linear scalar functions are called contrasts in SPM terminology. The value of
this contrast at each voxel constitutes a Statistical Parametric Map (SPM),
which is thresholded according to the Random Field theory.

4.1.1 Image processing and VBM for OASIS

We have used the average MRI volume for each subject, provided in the OA-
SIS data set. These images are already registered and re-sampled into a 1-mm
isotropic image in atlas space and the bias field has been already corrected [48].
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The Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM8) [1] was used to compute
the VBM which gives us the spatial mask to obtain the classification features.
Images were reoriented into a right-handed coordinate system to work with
SPM8. The tissue segmentation step does not need to perform bias correction.
We performed the modulation normalization for GM, because we are interested
in this tissue for this study. We performed a spatial smoothing before perform-
ing the voxel-wise statistics, setting the FWHM of the Gaussian kernel to 10mm
isotropic. A GM mask was created from the average of the GM segmentation
volumes of the subjects under study. Thresholding the average GM segmenta-
tion, we obtain a binary mask that includes all voxels with probability greater
than 0.1 in the average GM segmentation volume. This interpretation is not
completely true, since the data is modulated, but it is close enough for the
mask to be reasonable. We designed the statistical analysis as a two-sample
t-test in which the first group corresponds with AD subjects. In SPM software
jargon: the contrast has been set to [-1 1], a right-tailed (groupN > groupAD),
correction FWE, p-value=0.05. The VBM detected clusters are used for the
feature extraction for the classification procedures. Statistical significance was
determined using an extent threshold of 0 adjacent voxels for two sample com-
parisons. The clusters of significant voxels detected by the VBM analysis are
displayed in figure 2, they agree with the findings reported in the literature
[9, 57, 23].

Figure 2: SPM results: clusters of significant voxels with increased gray matter
density in the controls relative to the patient subjects, detected by the VBM
process.

4.1.2 Image processing and VBM for MD1

The Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM8) [1] was used to compute
the VBM which gives us the spatial mask to obtain the classification features.
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Images were reoriented into a right-handed coordinate system to work with
SPM8. The tissue segmentation step does not need to perform bias correction.
We performed the modulation normalization for GM, because we are interested
in this tissue for this study. We performed a spatial smoothing before perform-
ing the voxel-wise statistics, setting the FWHM of the isotropic Gaussian kernel
to 8mm, 9mm, 10mm, 11mm and 12mm . For all comparisons we have applied
a significance probability threshold of p<0.05 FWE corrected for multiple com-
parisons at a voxel-level. Statistical significance was determined using spatial
extent thresholds of 0, 100 and 200 adjacent voxels for two sample comparisons.

4.2 Feature extraction
We have tested two di!erent feature vector extraction processes, based on the
voxel location clusters detected as a result of the VBM analysis. The process
is illustrated in figure 3. The VBM detected clusters are used as masks to
determine the voxel positions where the features are extracted. These masks
are applied to the GM density volumes result of the segmentation step in the
VBM analysis.

1. The first feature extraction process computes the mean and standard de-
viation of the GM voxel values of each voxel location cluster, we denote
these features as MSD in the result tables given below.

2. The second feature extraction process computes a very high dimensional
vector with all the GM segmentation values for the voxel locations included
in each VBM detected cluster. The voxel values were ordered in this
feature vector according to the coordinate lexicographical ordering. We
denote these features as VV in the result tables below.

4.3 Neural Network and Statistical Classification Algo-
rithms

We deal with two class classification problems, given a collection of train-
ing/testing input feature vectors X = {xi " Rn, i = 1, . . . , l} and the corre-
sponding labels {yi " {#1, 1}, i = 1, . . . , l}, which sometimes can be better de-
noted in aggregated form as a binary vector y " {#1, 1}l. The algorithms
described below build some classifier systems based on this data. The simplest
algorithm is the 1-NN which involves no adaptation and uses all the training
data samples. The classification rule is of the form:

c (x) = yi! where i! = arg min
i=1,...,l

{$x# xi$} ,

that is, the assigned class is that of the closest training vector. To validate their
generalization power we use ten fold cross-validation.
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Figure 3: Flow diagram of the feature extraction process from the subjects’ GM
segmentation volumes.
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4.3.1 Support Vector Machines

The Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have attracted attention from the pattern
recognition community [24, 62] owing to a number of theoretical and computa-
tional merits derived from [63]. SVM separates a given set of binary labelled
training data with a hyperplane that is maximally distant from the two classes
(known as the maximal margin hyperplane). The objective is to build a discrim-
inating function using training data that will correctly classify new examples
(x, y). When no linear separation of the training data is possible, SVMs can
work e!ectively in combination with kernel techniques using the kernel trick,
so that the hyperplane defining the SVMs corresponds to a nonlinear decision
boundary in the input space that is mapped to a linearised higher- dimensional
space [63]. In this way the decision function can be expressed in terms of the
support vectors only:

f (x) = sign
!"

!iyiK (si,x) + w0

#

where K(., .) is a kernel function, !i is a weight constant derived from the
SVM process and the si are the support vectors [63].

The Support Vector Machine (SVM)[63] algorithm used for this study is in-
cluded in the libSVM (http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/) soft-
ware package. The implementation is described in detail in [13]. Given training
vectors xi " Rn, i = 1, . . . , l of the subject features of the two classes, and a vec-
tor y " Rl such that yi " {#1, 1} labels each subject with its class, in our case,
for example, patients were labeled as -1 and control subject as 1. To construct
a classifier, the SVM algorithm tries to maximize the classification margin. To
this end it solves the following optimization problem:

min
w,b,!

1

2
wTw + C

l"

i=1

!i

subject to yi(wT"(xi) + b) % (1 # #i), #i % 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The dual opti-
mization problem is

min
"

1

2
"TQ"# eT",

subject to yT" = 0, 0 & !i & C, i = 1, . . . , l, where e is the vector of all ones,
C > 0 is the upper bound on the error, Q is an l!l positive semi-definite matrix,
Qij ' yiyjK(xi,xj), and K(xi,xj) ' "(xi)T"(xj) is the kernel function that
describes the behavior of the support vectors. Here, the training vectors xi are
mapped into a higher (maybe infinite) dimensional space by the function "(xi).
C is a regularization parameter used to balance the model complexity and the
training error.

The kernel function chosen results in di!erent kinds of SVM with di!erent
performance levels, and the choice of the appropriate kernel for a specific ap-
plication is a di"cult task. In this study two di!erent kernels were tested: the
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linear and the radial basis function (RBF) kernel. The linear kernel function is
defined as K(xi,xj) = 1+xT

i xj , this kernel shows good performance for linearly
separable data. The RBF kernel is defined as K(xi,xj) = exp(# ||xi"xj ||2

2#2 ). This
kernel is best suited to deal with data that have a class-conditional probabil-
ity distribution function approaching the Gaussian distribution [8]. The RBF
kernel is largely used in the literature because it corresponds to the mapping
into an infinite dimension feature space, and it can be tuned by its variance
parameter $.

4.3.2 Multi Layer Perceptron trained with Backpropagation

Backward propagation of errors, or backpropagation (BP), [54, 36, 33] is a non-
linear generalization of the squared error gradient descent learning rule for up-
dating the weights of artificial neurons in a single-layer perceptron, generalized
to feed-forward networks, also called Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). Backprop-
agation requires that the activation function used by the artificial neurons (or
"nodes") is di!erentiable with its derivative being a simple function of itself.
The backpropagation of the error allows to compute the gradient of the error
function relative to the hidden units. It is analytically derived using the chain
rule of calculus. During on-line learning, the weights of the network are updated
at each input data item presentation. We have used the resilient backpropaga-
tion, which uses only the derivative sign to perform the weight updating.

We restrict our presentation of BP to train the weights of the MLP for the
current two class problem. Let the instantaneous error Ep be defined as:

Ep (w) =
1

2
(yp # zK (xp))

2 , (1)

where yp is the p-th desired output yp, and zK (xp) is the network output when
the p-th training exemplar xp is inputted to the MLP composed of K layers,
whose weights are aggregated in the vector w. The output of the j-th node in
layer k is given by:

zk,j (xp) = f

$

%
Nk"1"

i=0

wk,j,izk"1,i (xp)

&

' , (2)

where zk,j is the output of node j in layer k, Nk is the number of nodes in layer
k, wk,j,i is the weight which connects the i-th node in layer k # 1 to the j-th
node in layer k, and f (·) is the sigmoid nonlinear function, which has a simple
derivative:

f # (!) =
df (!)

d!
= f (!) (1# f (!)) . (3)

The convention is that z0,j (xp) = xp,j . Let the total error ET be defined as
follows:
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ET (w) =
l"

p=1

Ep (w) , (4)

where l is the cardinality of X. Note that ET is a function of both the training
set and the weights in the network. The backpropagation learning rule is defined
as follows:

!w (t) = #%
&Ep (w)

&w
+ !!w (t# 1) , (5)

where 0 < % < 1, which is the learning rate, the momentum factor ! is also
a small positive number, and w represents any single weight in the network.
In the above equation, !w (t) is the change in the weight computed at time
t. The momentum term is sometimes used (! (= 0) to improve the smooth
convergence of the algorithm. The algorithm defined by equation (5) is often
termed as instantaneous backpropagation because it computes the gradient based
on a single training vector. Another variation is batch backpropagation, which
computes the weight update using the gradient based on the total error ET .

To implement this algorithm we must give an expression for the partial
derivative of Ep with respect to each weight in the network. For an arbitrary
weight in layer k this can be written using the Chain Rule:

&Ep (w)

&wk,j,j
=

&Ep (w)

&zk,j (xp)

&zk,j (xp)

&wk,j,i
. (6)

Because the derivative of the activation function follows equation 3, we get:

&zk,j (xp)

&wk,j,i
= zk,j (xp) (1# zk,j (xp)) zk"1,j (xp) , (7)

and

&Ep (w)

&zk,j (xp)
=

Nk+1"

m=1

&Ep (w)

&zk+1,m (xp)
zk+1,m (xp) (1# zk+1,m (xp))wk+1,m,j ,

which at the output layer corresponds to the output error :

&Ep (w)

&zK (xp)
= zL (xp)# yp. (8)

4.3.3 Radial Basis Function Networks

Radial Basis Function networks (RBF) [14, 36] are a type of ANN that use
radial basis functions as activation functions. RBFs consist of a two layer neural
network, where each hidden unit implements a radial activated function. The
output units compute a weighted sum of hidden unit outputs. Training consists
of the unsupervised training of the hidden units followed by the supervised
training of the output units’ weights. RBFs have their origin in the solution of
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a multivariate interpolation problem [7]. Arbitrary function g (x) : Rn ) R can
be approximated by a map defined by a RBF network with a single hidden layer
of K units:

ĝ! (x) =
K"

j=1

wj" ($j , $x# cj$) , (9)

where # is the vector of RBF parameters including wj ,$j " R, and cj " Rn;
let us denote w = (w1, w2, . . . , wp)

T , then the vector of RBF parameters can be
expressed as #T =

(
wT ,$1, cT1 , . . . ,$K , cTK

)
. Each RBF is defined by its center

cj " Rn and width $j " R, and the contribution of each RBF to the network
output is weighted by wj . The RBF function " (·) is a nonlinear function that
monotically decreases as x moves away from its center cj . The most common
RBF used is the isotropic Gaussian:

ĝ! (x) =
p"

j=1

wj exp

*
#$x# cj$2

2$2
j

+
.

The network can be thought as the composition of two functions ĝ! (x) =
W *" (x), the first one implemented by the RBF units " : Rn ) RK performs
a data space transformation which can be a dimensionality reduction or not,
depending on whether K > n. The second function corresponds to a single layer
linear Perceptron W : RK ) R giving the map of the RBF transformed data
into the class labels. Training is accordingly decomposed into two phases. First
a clustering algorithm is used to estimate the Gaussian RBF parameters (centres
and variances). Afterwards, linear supervised training is used to estimate the
weights from the hidden RBF to the output. In order to obtain a binary class
label output, a hard limiter function is applied to the continuous output of the
RBF network.

4.3.4 Probabilistic Neural Networks

A Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) [61] uses a kernel-based approximation
to form an estimate of the probability density function of categories in a classifi-
cation problem. In fact, it is a generalization of the Parzen windows distribution
estimation, and a filtered version of the 1-NN classifier. The distance of the in-
put feature vector x to the stored patterns is filtered by a RBF function. Let us
denote the data sample partition as X = X1 +X"1, where X1 =

,
x1
1, . . . ,x

1
n1

-

and X1 =
.
x"1
1 , . . . ,x"1

n"1

/
. That is, superscripts denote the class of the feature

vector and n1+n"1 = n. Each pattern xi
j of training data sample is interpreted

as the weight of the j-th neuron of the i-th class. Therefore the response of the
neuron is computed as the probability of the input feature vector according to
a Normal distibution centered at the stored pattern:

"i,j (x) =
1

(2')
n/2 $n

exp

0
#
11x# xi

j

11

2$2

2
, (10)
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Therefore the output of the neuron is inside [0, 1]. The tuning of a PNN
network depends on selecting the optimal sigma value of the spread $ of the
RBF functions, which can be di!erent for each class. In this paper an exhaustive
search for the optimal spread value in the range (0, 1) for each training set has
been done. The output of the PNN is an estimation of the likelihood of the
input pattern x being from class i " {#1, 1} by averaging the output of all
neurons that belong to the same class:

pi (x) =
1

ni

ni"

j=1

"i,j (x) . (11)

The decision rule based on the output of all the output layer neurons is simply:

ŷ (x) = argmax
i

{pi (x)} , i " {#1, 1} . (12)

where ŷ (x) denotes the estimated class of the pattern x. If the a priori prob-
abilities for each class are the same, and the losses associated with making an
incorrect decision for each class are the same, the decision layer unit classifies
the pattern x in accordance with the optimal Bayes’ rule.

4.3.5 Learning Vector Quantization

Learning vector quantization (LVQ) [40, 60] Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ)
as introduced by Kohonen [41] represents every class c " {#1, 1} by a set
W (c) = {wi " Rn; i = 1, . . . , Nc} of weight vectors (prototypes) which tesselate
the input feature space. Let us denote W the union of all prototypes, regardless
of class. If we denote ci the class the weight vector wi " W is associated with,
the decision rule that classifies a feature vector x is as follows:

c (x) = ci!

where
i! = argmin

i
{$x#wi$} .

The training algorithm of LVQ aims at minimizing the classification error on
the given training set, i.e., E =

3
j (yj # c (xj))

2, modifying the weight vectors
on the presentation of input feature vectors. The heuristic weight updating rule
is as follows:

!wi! =

4
(· (xj #wi!) if ci! = yj
#(· (xj #wi!) otherwise

, (13)

that is, the input’s closest weight is adapted either toward the input if their
classes match, or away from it if not. This rule is highly unstable, therefore, the
practical approach consists in performing an initial clustering of each class data
samples to obtain an initical weight configuration using equation 13 to perform
the fine tuning of the classification boundaries. This equation corresponds to
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a LVQ1 approach. The LVQ2 approach involves determining the two input
vector’s closest weights. They are moved toward or away the input according
to the matching of their classes.

4.3.6 Combination of independent SVMs trained per VBM cluster

We have considered also the construction of independent SVM classifiers for
each VBM detected cluster, meaning that only the corresponding features are
used for train/test, and the combination of their responses in two ways:

1. By a simple majority voting, using the cluster with greatest statistical
significance to resolve ties. This can be viewed as a simplified combination
of classifiers. We denote this system Indep-SVM in the results reported
below.

2. We have defined a combination of classifiers weighted by the individual
training errors, where the classifier weights are computed using the Ad-
aBoost SVM algorithm [44], assuming an uniform weighting of the data
samples. We present this approach in Algorithm 1. We denote AB-SVM
this approach in the tables below.

4.3.7 Adaptive Boosting

Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost)[58, 22] is a meta-algorithm for machine learning
that can be used in conjunction with many other learning algorithms to improve
their performance. AdaBoost is adaptive in the sense that subsequent classifiers
built are tweaked in favor of those instances misclassified by previous classifiers.
AdaBoost is sensitive to noisy data and outliers. Otherwise, it is less susceptible
to the over-fitting problem than most learning algorithms.

AdaBoost calls a weak classifier repeatedly in a series of rounds t = 1, ..., T .
For each call a distribution of weights Wt is updated and indicates the impor-
tance of examples in the data set for the classification. On each round, the
weights of each incorrectly classified example are increased (or alternatively,
the weights of each correctly classified example are decreased), so that the new
classifier focuses more on those examples.

Following these ideas, we have also tested a combination of SVM classifiers
following the the Diverse-AdaBoost-SVM [44], shown here as Algorithm 2. In
this approach we built a sequence of SVM classifiers of increasing variance pa-
rameter. The results of the classifiers are weighted according to their statistical
error to obtain the response to the test inputs in the 10-fold validation process.
We denote DAB-SVM this approach in the tables below.

5 Computational Experiments Results
We evaluate the performance of the classifiers built with the diverse strategy
using a 10-fold cross-validation methodology, illustrated in figure 4. We have
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Algorithm 1 Combining the independent SVM trained per cluster
1. Input: as many sets of training samples with labels as clusters in the

statistical parametric map T k = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xN , yN )}, k = 1..C, where
N is the number of samples of each cluster.

2. Initialize: the weights of training samples: wk
i = 1/N , for all i = 1, ..., N

3. For each k cluster do

(a) Search the best ) for the RBF kernel for the training set Tk, we
denote it as )k.

(b) Train the SVM with Tk and )k, we denote the classifier as hk.

(c) Classify the same training Tk set with hk.

(d) Calculate the training error of hk: (k =
3N

i=1 w
k
i , yi (= hk(xi).

(e) Compute the weight of the cluster classifier hk: !k = 1
2 ln(

$k
1"$k

).

4. Output: for each test data x its classification is f(x) =

sign(
3C

k=1 !khk(x)).

Figure 4: Flow chart of the 10-fold cross validation procedure followed in the
experiments reported in this paper.
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Algorithm 2 Diverse AdaBoostSVM
1. Input: a set of training samples with labels {(x1, y1), . . . , (xN , yN )}; the

initial $, $ini; the minimal $, $min; the step of $, $step; the threshold on
diversity DIV.

2. Initialize: the weights of training samples: wt
i = 1/N , for all i = 1, ..., N

3. Do while ($ > $ini)

(a) Calculate gamma: ! =
!
2"2

"!1.

(b) Use $ to train a component classifier ht on the weighted training set.

(c) Calculate the training error of ht: (t =
3N

i=1 w
t
i , yi (= ht(xi).

(d) Calculate the diversity of ht: Dt =
3N

i=1 dt(xi), where dt(xi) =4
0 if ht(xi) = yi
1 if ht(xi) (= yi

(e) Calculate the diversity of weighted component classifiers and the cur-
rent classifier: D =

3T
t=1

3N
i=1 dt(xi).

(f) If (t > 0.5 or D < DIV : decrease $ by $step and go to (a).
(g) Set weight of the component classifier ht: !t =

1
2 ln(

$t
1"$t

).

(h) Update the weights of training samples: wt+1
i = wt

iexp(#!yiht(xi).
(i) Normalize the weights of training samples: wt+1

i =

wt+1
i (

3N
i=1 w

t+1
i )"1.

4. Output: f(x) = sign(
3C

k=1 !khk(x)).
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enconded the classes as follows: 0 for patients, 1 for controls. Positives corre-
spond to class 0. To quantify the results we measured the Accuracy defined as
the ratio of the number of test volumes correctly classified to the total of tested
volumes. We also quantified the sensitivity and specificity of each test defined
as Sensitivity = TP

TP+FN and Specificity = TN
TN+FP , where true positives (TP)

is the number of patient volumes correctly classified; true negatives (TN) is the
number of control volumes correctly classified; false positives (FP) is the num-
ber of control volumes classified as diseased patients and false negatives (FN)
is the number of diseased patient volumes classified as control subjects. As the
image assessment is an additional finding meant to support other diagnostic
information sources, there is a specific need for high sensitivity and specificity
systems. Thus, these performance measure were preferred above others, like
the F-measure or the Area under ROC, which are better suited to explore and
discuss the parameter sensitivity of the classification building algorithm [47].

5.1 Results on AD detection on the OASIS data
We report the average accuracy, sensitiviy and specificity of the 10-fold cross-
validation of the systems developed for AD detection computed over the OASIS
data. For all the classifiers, we have determined the optimal values of the
classifier parameters via independent grid searches performed at each cross-
validation fold. For the SVM we searched for the optimal C and ) values. For
the MLP-BP we look for the optimal number of hidden units. For the RBF and
PNN, the spread of the radial basis functions was determined. For the LVQ
the number of hidden units was determined. For the Diverse AdaBoost SVM
(DAB-SVM) the parameters of the AdaBoost were set as follows: $min = 0.1,
$ini = 100, $step = 0.1. The DIV value is set as as 0.6.

The results on the MSD features (24 values from each volume) are presented
in table 3. The best accuracy results were obtained by the non linear SVM
with RBF kernels, specially when embedded in the AdaBoost process (0.85).
The LVQ approach give almost comparable results. Overall, it must be noted
that the specificity is systematically higher than the sensitivity for all the clas-
sification strategies tested. Detailed examination of the results reveals that the
decrease of sensitivity is due to the bad recognition results on the AD subjects
at early stages of the disease. As the trend is common to all the classification al-
gorithms tested, this lack of sensitivity must be attributed to the feature vector
computed from the VBM detected clusters.

The average results of 10-fold cross-validation tests computed on the VV
features, are presented in table 4. For this definition of the feature vector,
the number of features is 3611. Again the specificity is systematically greater
than the classifier’s sensitivity at all cases, suggesting that the feature vector
definition must be improved to cope with the early detection cases. We obtain
a best accuracy result with the AdaBoost applied to the SVM with RBF kernel
trained independently at each VBM detected cluster (rbf-AB-SVM). Despite
this result, which is the best accuracy found, the remaining classifier results are
significatively worse for the VV features than for the MSD features. This must
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Classif. Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
linear SVM 0.78 0.72 0.88
rbf SVM 0.81 0.75 0.89
MLP-BP 0.78 0.69 0.88

RBF 0.66 0.65 0.68
PNN 0.78 0.62 0.94
LVQ1 0.81 0.72 0.90
LVQ2 0.83 0.74 0.92

Indep-linear-SVM 0.74 0.51 0.97
Indep-rbf-SVM 0.75 0.56 0.95
linear-AB-SVM 0.71 0.54 0.88
rbf-AB-SVM 0.79 0.78 0.80

rbf-DAB-SVM 0.85 0.78 0.92

Table 3: Results over the MSD features computed from the OASIS data for AD
detection

be accounted to fact that the VV dimensionality is several orders of magnitude
greater than the MSD and the proposed classifiers are unable to deal with that
and the the consequent data scarcity. Note that the best result in table 4
corresponds to the independent training of SVM for each detected cluster. This
“divide and conquer” strategy seems to produce good results in this case.

5.2 MD1 Results
In the computational experiments done on the MD1 data, we focus on the SVM
classifier and explore the e!ect of the various VBM parameters on the result-
ing classification accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. In the tables below we
show results for various FWHM and spatial cluster extent threshold (Size-Thr)
value settings in the SPM processing to obtain the VBM clusters of pixels with
significant di!erences. Note that the increase in the FWHM parameter natu-
rally implies an increase in the number of features considered. The increase of
the Size-Thr parameter implies that more clusters are rejected because of their
small size, and the resulting feature vector has lower dimensionality. The results
on the MSD features are presented in table 5, while the results on the VV fea-
tures are presented in table 6. Note that there are few instances that reach the
80% accuracy. Notice also in both tables that the specificity is systematically
greater than the sensitivity. As was said in the AD study above, this trend
forces to attribute the lack of sensitivity to the feature extraction process. In
order to deal with the milder dementia cases, the process must be improved.
It must be also taken into account that until now there have not been findings
in sMRI associated with the MD1, meaning that the works reported here are
the among the first published results in this sense. Another interesting e!ect
that can be appreciated in the tables 5 and 6 is that growing number of fea-
tures, obtained with stronger smoothing does not imply growing classification
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Classif. Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
linear SVM 0.73 0.72 0.75
rbf SVM 0.76 0.77 0.76
MLP-BP 0.78 0.72 0.84

RBF 0.72 0.65 0.80
PNN 0.74 0.68 0.81
LVQ1 0.79 0.76 0.82
LVQ2 0.77 0.76 0.78

Indep-linear-SVM 0.77 0.74 0.80
Indep-rbf-SVM 0.78 0.76 0.82
linear-AB-SVM 0.73 0.76 0.70
rbf-AB-SVM 0.86 0.80 0.92

rbf-DAB-SVM 0.78 0.71 0.85

Table 4: Results over the VV features computed fom the OASIS data for AD
detection

accuracy. This goes contrary to the assessments by human experts that favor
stronger smoothing in order to obtain better and bigger detections of the e!ect.

5.3 Discussion of results.
The classifiers applied to the data features make decisions based on the whole
of the feature vector. However, the locations of the feature sources, the voxel
cluster found by VBM, has some clinical interpretations. For AD the voxel
cluster findings were mostly located in the temporal lobe, though some voxels in
the frontal lobe have also been detected. These results confirm previous findings
of temporal lobe atrophic changes in AD [4, 11, 10] [. . . ], and suggest that these
abnormalities may be confined to specific sites within that lobe, rather than
showing a widespread distribution. The classification results are a second level
assessment of these findings, because they show that it is possible some degree
of AD prediction from them.

For MD1 the most discriminant voxels were in the caudate nucleus, fronto-
parietal lobe lobe and thalamus. These results involving the fronto-parietal
areas, agree with previous studies [2] and with the profile suggested by our
previous neuropsychological results in a large DM1 sample [59]. In fact, we
have found the volume corresponding to the caudate nuclei and the thalamus
to be smaller in DM1 patients than in the CS. Basal ganglia have traditionally
been associated with motor processes, although there is increasing evidence
to support their role in cognitive functions [49]. Basal ganglia nuclei relate
to one another and to the cortex through di!erent cortico-striatal loops, which
emphasizes the functional interrelationship between the neocortex, the striatum
and the thalamus. Three of the five loops in which the striatum is involved
pass through the caudate and the thalamus on the way to the cortex: the
oculomotor, dorsolateral prefrontal and lateral orbitalfrontal loops [31]. The
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FWHM(mm) Size-Thr #Features Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
8 0 76 0.78 0.73 0.83

100 8 0.77 0.67 0.87
200 4 0.77 0.67 0.87

9 0 76 0.80 0.70 0.90
100 16 0.75 0.67 0.83
200 4 0.76 0.67 0.87

10 0 70 0.78 0.63 0.93
100 22 0.77 0.73 0.80
200 8 0.78 0.70 0.87

11 0 64 0.72 0.63 0.80
100 24 0.75 0.63 0.87
200 12 0.75 0.63 0.87

12 0 68 0.72 0.63 0.80
100 36 0.73 0.63 0.83
200 18 0.75 0.70 0.80

Table 5: SVM classification results (10-fold crossvalidation) for MSD features,
based on t-test VBM of the data, FWE=0.05

FWHM Threshold Features Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
8 0 2059 0.82 0.83 0.80

100 1226 0.78 0.70 0.87
200 958 0.80 0.80 0.77

9 0 2826 0.78 0.73 0.83
100 2044 0.77 0.73 0.80
200 1182 0.75 0.67 0.83

10 0 3710 0.77 0.73 0.80
100 3103 0.80 0.77 83
200 2131 0.73 0.70 0.77

11 0 5022 0.73 0.73 0.73
100 4278 0.78 0.73 0.83
200 3434 0.75 0.70 0.80

12 0 6542 0.76 0.73 0.80
100 6391 0.75 0.70 0.80
200 5148 0.73 0.70 0.76

Table 6: SVM classification results (10-fold crossvalidation) for VV features,
based on t-test VBM of the data, FWE=0.05
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last two target two prefrontal cortical areas that are thought to be involved
in various aspects of cognitive behaviour. In fact, the dorsolateral cortex is
the structure mostly closely associated with executive functions and allows the
organization of information to facilitate a response. The orbitofrontal circuit
allows the integration of limbic and emotional information with behavioural
responses [5].

6 Conclusions
In this work we have studied several supervised classification systems applied to
discriminate patients with neurocognitive disorders (AD and MD1) from control
subjects based on structural MRI (T1-weighted) data. The feature extraction
processes is based on the voxel clusters detected by a VBM analysis. For the
discrimination between AD patients and controls we achieve the construction of
classifiers with an accuracy of 0.86 in the best case shown in table 4 in the case
of OASIS females and 0.82 in case of MD1 subjects. A result of 86% of accuracy
is really encouraging considering the number of subjects in the database and all
the biases and errors involved in the registration, segmentation and smoothing
processes performed in the pre-processing steps of the volumes in the VBM.
After close examination of the results in the AD study, we have found that the
subjects wrongly classified maybe the most critical ones: old control subjects
classified as AD (false positives) and subjects with a very early or mild dementia
classified as normal (false negatives), exactly the ones which are the target in
these studies that try to perform early detection of AD. Post-mortem confir-
mation data of AD diagnosed subjects could improve the results. Something
similar may be happening in the MD1 study. Therefore we may conclude that
additional information sources and improved classification strategies are needed
to reach this additional accuracy increase that would cover the most di"cult
cases.

Further work may be directed in the following lines:

• The consideration of features extracted on the basis of information ob-
tained from other morphological measurement techniques, such as Deformation-
based Morphometry and Tensor-based Morphometry.

• Use additional image modalities (PET, fMRI, DTI) and additional clinical
data. Additional image modalities imply the mutual registration of vol-
umes and the fusion of the diverse information sources. Additional clinical
data may be used as covariates in the GLM resolution within the VBM
analysis.

• Using new classification strategies, such as the uncertain classifiers, which
may assign various grades to the data and provide new ways to evaluate
the classifier response[47]. In the case of of pathologies with cognitive
impairment, it would be more natural to try to rank the image data ac-
cording to the neuropsychological scales than the binary decision that we
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have been trying to implement in this paper, improving results in several
ways. Also Lattice Computing approaches [28, 30, 26, 29, 27, 32]

• Future work may be addressed to the problem of three way discrimination
AD vs. MD1 vs. controls. It needs an elaborated VBM using F test
for the detection of clusters of voxels which can discriminate between the
three classes, as well as multi-class classifiers, which in some cases requires
some elaboration.
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Abstract. Lattice Independent Component Analysis (LICA) approach
consists of a detection of independent vectors in the morphological or
lattice theoretic sense that are the basis for a linear decomposition of the
data. We apply it in this paper to a Voxel Based Morphometry (VBM)
study on Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patients extracted from a well known
public database. The approach is compared to SPM and Independent
Component Analysis results.

1 Introduction

Morphometry analysis has become a common tool for computational brain
anatomy studies. It allows a comprehensive measurement of structural di!erences
within a group or across groups, not just in specific structures, but throughout
the entire brain. Voxel-based Morphometry (VBM) is a computational approach
to neuroanatomy that measures di!erences in local concentrations of brain tissue
through a voxel-wise comparison of multiple brain images [3]. For instance, VBM
has been applied to study volumetric atrophy of the grey matter (GM) in areas
of neocortex of AD patients vs. control subjects [4,17,6]. The procedure involves
the spatial normalization of subject images into a standard space, segmentation
of tissue classes using a priori probability maps, smoothing to correct noise and
small variations, and voxel-wise statistical tests. Statistical analysis is based on
the General Linear Model (GLM) to describe the data in terms of experimental
and confounding e!ects, and residual variability. Classical statistical inference is
used to test hypotheses that are expressed in terms of GLM estimated regression
parameters. This computation is specified as a contrast that produces a scalar
estimate which the Statistical Parametric Map (SPM) thresholds according to
the Random Field theory to obtain clusters of significant voxels.

SPM has been also widely applied to fMRI voxel activation analysis. Alterna-
tive works on fMRI analysis are based on the Independent Component Analysis
(ICA) [18] assuming that the time series observations are linear mixtures of in-
dependent sources which can not be observed. This leads us to consider here
ICA and other approaches for VBM on transversal data. ICA assumes that the
source signals are non-Gaussian and that the linear mixing process is unknown.
The approaches to solve the ICA problem obtain both the independent sources
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and the linear unmixing matrix. These approaches are unsupervised because no
a priori information about the sources or the mixing process is included, hence
the alternative name of Blind Deconvolution. Sources in VBM correspond to
the pattern of intensities of a voxel across the population of subjects. We have
used the FastICA algorithm implementation available at [2] . We have also used
the implementations of Maximum Likelihood ICA [14] (which is equivalent to
Infomax ICA), Mean Field ICA [13], Molgedey and Schouster ICA based on
dynamic decorrelation [15], which are available at [1].

We have proposed [11,9] a Lattice Computing [8] approach that we call Lattice
Independent Component Analysis (LICA) that consists of two steps. Firts it
selects Strong Lattice Independent (SLI) vectors from the input dataset using an
incremental algorithm, the Incremental Endmember Induction Algorithm (IEIA)
[10]. Second, because of the conjectured equivalence between SLI and A"ne
Independence [12], it performs the linear unmixing of the input dataset based on
these endmembers1. Therefore, the approach is a mixture of linear and nonlinear
methods.

We assume that the data is generated as a convex combination of a set of
endmembers which are the vertices of a convex polytope covering some region
of the input data. This assumption is similar to the linear mixture assumed by
the ICA approach, however we do not impose any probabilistic assumption on
the data. The endmembers discovered by the IEIA are equivalent to the GLM
design matrix columns, and the unmixing process is identical to the conventional
least squares estimator so LICA is a kind of unsupervised GLM whose regressor
functions are mined from the input dataset. If we try to stablish correspondences
to the ICA, the endmembers correspond to the unknown sources and the mixing
matrix is the one given by the abundance coe"cients computed by least squares
estimation.

The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 overviews the LICA. Section 3
presents results of the proposed approach on a VBM case study on an Alzheimer’s
Disease population with paired controls. Section 4 provides some conclusions.

2 The Lattice Independent Component Analysis

The linear mixing model can be expressed as follows: x =
!M

i=1 aiei + w =
Ea + w, where x is the d-dimension pattern vector corresponding to the fMRI
voxel time series vector, E is a d!M matrix whose columns are the d-dimensional
vectors, when these vectors are the vertices of a convex region covering the data
they are called endmembers ei, i = 1, .., M, a is the M -dimension vector of lin-
ear mixing coe"cients, which correspond to fractional abundances in the convex
case, and w is the d-dimension additive observation noise vector. The linear mix-
ing model is subjected to two constraints on the abundance coe"cients when the
data points fall into a simplex whose vertices are the endmembers, all abundance
coe"cients must be non-negative ai " 0, i = 1, .., M and normalized to unity
1 The original works were devoted to unsupervised hyperspectral image segmentation,

therefore the use of the name endmember for the selected vectors.
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summation
!M

i=1 ai = 1. Under this circumstance, we expect that the vectors in
E are a"nely independent and that the convex region defined by them includes
all the data points. Once the endmembers have been determined, the unmixing
process is the computation of the matrix inversion that gives the coordinates of
the point relative to the convex region vertices. The simplest approach is the un-
constrained least squared error (LSE) estimation given by: "a =

#
ET E

$"1 ET x.
Even when the vectors in E are a"nely independent, the coe"cients that re-
sult from this estimation do not necessarily fulfill the non-negativity and unity
normalization. Ensuring both conditions is a complex problem.

We call Lattice Independent Component Analysis (LICA) the following
approach:

1. Induce from the given data a set of Strongly Lattice Independent vectors.
In this paper we apply the Incremental Endmember Induction Algorithm
(IEIA) [10,9]. These vectors are taken as a set of a"ne independent vectors.
The advantages of this approach are (1) that we are not imposing statistical
assumptions, (2) that the algorithm is one-pass and very fast because it only
uses comparisons and addition, (3) that it is unsupervised and incremental,
and (4) that it detects naturally the number of endmembers.

2. Apply the unconstrained least squares estimation to obtain the mixing ma-
trix. The detection results are based on the analysis of the coe"cients of
this matrix. Therefore, the approach is a combination of linear and lattice
computing: a linear component analysis where the components have been
discovered by non-linear, lattice theory based, algorithms.

3 A VBM Case Study

3.1 Experimental Data

Ninety eight right-handed women (aged 65-96 yr) were selected from the Open Ac-
cess Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS) database (http://www.oasis-brains.org)
[16]. OASIS data set has a cross-sectional collection of 416 subjects covering the
adult life span aged 18 to 96 including individuals with early-stage Alzheimer’s
Disease. We have ruled out a set of 200 subjects whose demographic, clinical or de-
rived anatomic volumes information was incomplete. For the present study there
are 49 subjects who have been diagnosed with very mild to mild AD and 49 non-
demented. A summary of subject demographics and dementia status is shown in
table 1.

Multiple (three or four) high-resolution structural T1-weighted magnetization-
prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) images were acquired [5] on a 1.5-T
Vision scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) in a single imaging session. Im-
age parameters: TR= 9.7 msec., TE= 4.0 msec., Flip angle= 10, TI= 20 msec.,
TD= 200 msec., 128 sagittal 1.25 mm slices without gaps and pixels resolution
of 256!256 (1!1mm).
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Table 1. Summary of subject demographics and dementia status. Education codes
correspond to the following levels of education: 1 less than high school grad., 2: high
school grad., 3: some college, 4: college grad., 5: beyond college. Categories of socioe-
conomic status: from 1 (biggest status) to 5 (lowest status). MMSE score ranges from
0 (worst) to 30 (best).

Very mild to mild AD Normal
No. of subjects 49 49

Age 78.08 (66-96) 77.77 (65-94)
Education 2.63 (1-5) 2.87 (1-5)

Socioeconomic status 2.94 (1-5) 2.88 (1-5)
CDR (0.5 / 1 / 2) 31 / 17 / 1 0

MMSE 24 (15-30) 28.96 (26-30)

3.2 Algorithms Applied

We have applied both SPM and FSL approaches to this data. Figure 1 shows the
activation results from a FSL study on this data. We have used the preprocessed
volumes as inputs for the ICA and LICA algorithms. Detection of significative
voxels in ICA and LICA approaches is given by setting the threshold on the
mixing/abundance coe"cients to the 95% percentil of the empirical distribu-
tion (histogram) of this coe"cients. We present in figure 2 the activation results
corresponding to the 3d endmember detected by the LICA algorithm, for com-
parison with the FSL results. It can be appreciated a great agreement. Because
both ICA and LICA are unsupervised in the sense that the pattern searched is
not prescribed, they su!er from the identificability problem: we do not know be-
forehand which of the discovered sources/endmembers correspond to the sought
significative pattern, while SPM and FSL approaches are supervised in the sense
that we provide the a priori identification of controls and patients, searching for
voxels that correlate well with this indicative variable.

In order to provide a quantitative assessment of the agreement between the
discoveries of the ICA and LICA and the statistical significances computed by
SPM and FSL we computed the correlations between the abundance/mixture
matrices of the ICA approach. Table 2 shows the correlation between the mix-
ing coe"cients and the abundance coe"cients of the corresponding ICA ML
algorithm sources (the one with best results) and the LICA endmembers, both
before (left) and after (right) the application of the 95% percentil threshold
to determine the signficative voxels. We decide that the best relation is be-
tween the third LICA endmember and the second ICA source, because their
correlation does not drop after thresholding, contrary to LICA#4 with ICA#1
whose correlation drops dramatically after thresholding for significance
detection.

To give some measure of the meaningfulness of the unsupervised approaches,
we must find out if they are able to uncover something that has a good agreement
with the findings of either SPM or FSL approaches. Therefore we compute the
correlation between the mixing/abundance coe"cients of ICA/LICA and the
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Fig. 1. FSL significative voxel detection

Fig. 2. LICA activation results for the endmember #3
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Table 2. Correlation among ICA and LICA mixing coe!cients, before (left) and after
(right) thresholding for activation detection

ICA ML
LICA #1 #2 #3 #4

#1 0.05 0.24 0.44 -0.01
#2 0.19 0.12 -0.28 -0.60
#3 0.38 0.67 0.30 0.24
#4 0.69 0.04 0.26 -0.18

ICA ML
LICA #1 #2 #3 #4

#1 0.003 0.09 0.34 0.03
#2 0.15 0.05 -0.02 -0.02
#3 0.01 0.66 0.007 0.08
#4 0.26 -0.01 0.13 -0.00

Table 3. Agreement between SPM, FSL, ICA and LICA

#1 #2 #3 #4

ICA vs SPM -0.11 0.32 -0.02 0.02
LICA vs SPM -0.03 -0.03 0.23 -0.06
ICA vs FSL 0.08 0.56 0.03 0.07
LICA vs FSL 0.07 0.02 0.58 0.20

statistics computed by SPM and FSL. Table 3 shows these correlations. Here
the agreement between the third endmember of LICA and the secod source of
ICA ML obtains a further support, because both are the ones that show maximal
agreement with SPM and FSL, and in both ICA and LICA the agreement with
FSL is greater than with SPM results.

4 Summary and Conclusions

We have proposed and applied a Lattice Independent Component Analysis
(LICA) to the model-free (unsupervised) VBM analysis. The LICA is based on
the application of a Lattice Computing based algorithm IEIA for the selection
of the endmembers, and the linear unmixing of the data based on these end-
members. We compare our results with those obtained by the conventional SPM
and FSL algorithms, as well as the ICA unsupervised approach. We find a strong
agreement between LICA results and those of ICA, and we can identify endmem-
bers and sources that correspond closely to the significative detection of results
in agreement with SPM and FSL, providing a validation of the approach. The
problem with VBM and similar morphometric approaches is that we need to be
able to give some interpretation to the findings of the ICA and LICA algorithms,
that is, besides the obvious identification of voxels that correlate well with the
indicative variable, the problem is to find additional regularities and give them
some sense. Some kind of hierachical analysis [7] could be advantageous in the
future works.
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Abstract

Dendritic Computing has been proved to produce perfect approximation of any
data distribution. This result guarantees perfect accuracy training. However, we
have found great performance degradation when tested on conventional k-fold
cross-validation schemes. In this paper we propose to use Lattice Independent
Component Analysis (LICA) and the Kernel transformation of the data as an
appropriate feature extraction that improves the generalization of Dendritic
Computing classifiers. We obtain a big increase in classification performance
applying with this schema over a database of features extracted from Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) including Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) patients and
control subjects.

1. Introduction

Dendritic Computing (DC) [1, 9, 13, 14, 16] was introduced as a simple,
fast, e!cient biologically inspired method to build up classifiers for binary class
problems, which could be extended to multiple classes. Specifically the single
neuron lattice model with dendrite computation (SNLDC), has been proved to
compute a perfect approximation to any data distribution [12, 16]. However
it su"ers from over-fitting problems. The results on cross-validation experi-
ments result in very poor performance. We have confirmed that on a partic-
ular database that we have studied in previous works [2, 17, 18]. We found
that SNLDC showed high sensitivity but very low specificity in a 10-fold cross-
validation experiment. These baseline results are reproduced below in section
5. To improve the method, [1] proposed to compute the optimal rotation of
each of the hyperboxes by some optimization method at each step of the train-
ing algorithm. This procedure is computationally very expensive and does not
guarantee optimal generalization of classification performance. It depends on
the local distribution of the data, as a local kernel transformation whose pa-
rameters must be fitted locally.

In this paper we propose to perform a transformation of the data which is
appropriate for later DC based classification systems. This transformation is
composed of a kernel transformation [19] followed by dimension reduction pro-
cess realized by Lattice Independent Component Analysis (LICA). The com-
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posite transformation is the Kernel-LICA approach. The kernel transformation
is intended to produce a high dimensional feature representation of the data
that eases the subsequent processes. The dimension reduction phase could be
realized by other methods, such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), which
has also been tested in this paper. Notice taht both Dendritic Computing and
LICA are Lattice Computing [5] algorithms.

The target application of our work is the detection of Alzheimer’s Disease
(AD) patients from brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans. We have
worked over a database of MRI features1 extracted from the OASIS database of
MRI scans of AD patients and controls [18, 17, 2]. We selected a balanced set
of AD patients and controls of the same sex, then we performed a Voxel Based
Morphometry (VBM) analysis to determine the location of the voxel clusters
most a"ected by the disease. These voxel clusters were collected in the gray
matter segmentation of each MRI scan and used to compute feature vectors for
classification. In this paper we use the mean and standard deviation of the voxel
values of these clusters.

The structure of the paper is the following. Section 2 reviews the base-
line dendritic approach used. Section 3 reviews the LICA approach. Section
4 describes our application of the kernel trick to LICA. Section 5 gives our
experimental results on the AD database. Section 6 gives our conclusions.

2. Dendritic Computing

A single layer morphological neuron endowed with dendrite computation
based on lattice algebra was introduced in [16]. Figure 1 illustrates the structure
of a single output class single layer Dendritic Computing system, where Dj

denotes the dendrite with associated inhibitory and excitatory weights
!
w0

ij , w
1
ij

"

from the synapses coming from the i-th input neuron. The response of the j-th
dendrite is as follows:

!j
!
x!

"
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#
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#

l!Lij
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i + wl
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where l " L # {0, 1} identifies the existence and inhibitory/excitatory character
of the weight, Lij = Ø means that there is no synapse from the i-th input neuron
to the j-th dendrite; pj " {!1, 1} encodes the inhibitory/excitatory response of
the dendrite. It has been shown [16] that models based on dendritic computation
have powerful approximation properties. In fact, they showed that this model is
able to approximate any compact region in higher dimensional Euclidean space
to within any desired degree of accuracy. They provide a constructive algorithm
which is the basis for the present paper. The hard-limiter function of step 3
is the signum function. The algorithm starts building a hyperbox enclosing all
pattern samples of class 1, that is, C1 = {" : c! = 1}. Then, the dendrites are

1http://www.ehu.es/ccwintco/index.php/GIC-experimental-databases
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Figure 1: A single ouput single layer Dendritic Computing system.

added to the structure trying to remove misclasified patterns of class 0 that
fall inside this hyperbox. In step 6 the algorithm selects at random one such
misclassified patterns, computes the minimum Chebyshev distance to a class 1
pattern and uses the patterns that are at this distance from the misclassified
pattern to build a hyperbox that is removed from the C1 initial hyperbox. In
this process, if one of the bounds is not defined, Lij $= {0, 1}, then the box
spans to infinity in this dimension. One of the recent improvements [1] consists
in considering rotations of the patterns obtained from some learning process.
Then, the response of the dendrite is given by:
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#
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#

l!Lij

(!1)1"l !R
!
x!

"
i
+ wl

ij

"
,

where R denotes the rotation matrix. The process of estimating R can be very
time consuming, it is a local process performed during steps 7 to 10 of the
learning process of algorithm 1. Following this idea, we propose and test in this
paper that the enhancement of the single layer neuron model with dendritic
computation performance could be obtained from the transformation of the
data using the kernel approach in combination with a lattice computing based
feature extraction process, the LICA.
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Algorithm 1 Dendritic Computing learning based on elimination
Training set T =
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, %" " Pj .

3. Compute the total response of the neuron:

!
!
x!

"
=

j#

k=1

!k
!
x!

"
; " = 1, . . . ,m.

4. If %"
!
f
!
!
!
x!

""
= c!

"
the algorithm stops here with perfect classification

of the training set.
5. Create a new dendrite j = j + 1, Ij = I # = X = E = H = Ø, D = C1

6. Select x" such that c" = 0 and f
!
!
!
x!

""
= 1.

7. µ =
)

! $="

*+n
i=1

,,,x"
i ! x!

i

,,, : " " D
-
.

8. I # =
*
i :

,,,x"
i ! x!

i

,,, = µ, " " D
-

; X =
*$

i, x!
i

%
:
,,,x"

i ! x!
i

,,, = µ, " " D
-

.

9. %
$
i, x!

i

%
" X

(a) if x"
i > x!

i then w1
ij = !x!

i , Eij = {1}
(b) if x"

i < x!
i then w0

ij = !x!
i , Hij = {0}

10. Ij = Ij
.
I #; Lij = Eij

.
Hij

11. D# =
*
" " D : %i " Ij ,!w1

ij < x!
i < !w0

ij

-
. If D# = Ø then goto step 2,

else D = D# goto step 7.
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3. LICA

Lattice Independent Component Analysis is based on the Lattice Indepen-
dence discovered when dealing with noise robustness in Morphological Asso-
ciative Memories [15]. Works on finding lattice independent sources (aka end-
members) for linear unmixing started on hyperspectral image processing [8, 11].
Since then, it has been also proposed for functional MRI analysis [7] among
other.

Under the Linear Mixing Model (LMM) the design matrix is composed of
endmembers which define a convex region covering the measured data. The
linear coe!cients are known as fractional abundance coe!cients that give the
contribution of each endmember to the observed data:

y =
M/

i=1

aisi +w = Sa+w, (2)

where y is the d-dimension measured vector, S is the d & M matrix whose
columns are the d-dimension endmembers si, i = 1, ..,M, a is the M -dimension
abundance vector, and w is the d-dimension additive observation noise vec-
tor. Under this generative model, two constraints on the abundance coe!cients
hold. First, to be physically meaningful, all abundance coe!cients must be non-
negative ai ' 0, i = 1, ..,M , because the negative contribution is not possible
in the physical sense. Second, to account for the entire composition, they must
be fully additive

0M
i=1 ai = 1. As a side e"ect, there is a saturation condition

ai ( 1, i = 1, ..,M , because no isolate endmember can account for more than the
observed material. From a geometrical point of view, these restrictions mean
that we expect the endmembers in S to be an A!ne Independent set of points,
and that the convex region defined by them covers all the data points.

The Lattice Independent Component Analysis (LICA) approach assumes the
LMM as expressed in equation 2. Moreover, the equivalence between A!ne
Independence and Strong Lattice Independence [10] is used to induce from the
data the endmembers that compose the matrix S. Briefly, LICA consists of two
steps:

1. Use an Endmember Induction Algorithm (EIA) to induce from the data
a set of Strongly Lattice Independent vectors. In our works we use the
algorithm described in [3, 4, 8, 7]. These vectors are taken as a set of
a!ne independent vectors that forms the matrix S of equation 2.

2. Apply the Full Constrained Least Squares estimation to obtain the abun-
dance vector according to the conditions for LMM.

The advantages of this approach are (1) that we are not imposing statistical
assumptions to find the sources, (2) that the algorithm is one-pass and very
fast because it only uses lattice operators and addition, (3) that it is unsuper-
vised and incremental, and (4) that it can be tuned to detect the number of
endmembers by adjusting a noise-filtering related parameter. When M ) d the
computation of the abundance coe!cientes can be interpreted as a dimension
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reduction transformation, or a feature extraction process. It is under this view
that we will use LICA in the experimental works described in section 5.

3.1. Endmember Induction Algorithm
The EIA that we introduce in this section is a heuristic that is somehow

simpler and faster than the formulations of the EIA algorithm proposed and used
in [8, 6]. Let us denote

&
xi " Rd : i = 1, .., n

'
a set of input patterns. Vectors !*µ

and !*! are, respectively, the mean vector and the vector of standard deviations
computed componentwise over the data sample, # the filtering factor related
to data variability, and E the set of already discovered endmembers. For each
input vector, first, the algorithm tests that the input vector is not too similar to
the already discovered endmembers, we test for each component independently
that the euclidean distance between input and endmembers is lower than the
corresponding component #!*!j . The gain parameter # controls the amount of
flexibility in the discovering of new endmembers. It determines if a vector is
interpreted as a random perturbation of an already selected endmember. It has
a great impact on the number of endmembers found, where low values imply
large number of endmembers. Lattice Independence is tested against the recall
provided by the LAAM built from E. Strong Lattice Independence is verified
testing the max- or min-dominance on the set of endmembers. The algorithm
runs only once over the data. Discussion of its theoretical justification can be
found in [8, 6] and will not be reproduced here. The detailed description of the
steps in the heuristic algorithm is presented as algorithm 2.

4. Kernel approaches

The kernel transformation has been found very useful in statistics and pat-
tern recognition applications [19]. A kernel is a function

$ (x, z) = +% (x) ,% (z), ,

for all x, z " X, where X # Rn is the input pattern space, and % is a mapping
into an (inner product) feature space F

% : X * F.

Kernel functions make possible the use of feature spaces with an exponential or
even infinite number of dimensions without explicitly computing the features.
They are combined with other algorithms as a preprocessing step of the data. In
the literature they have allowed to extend linear e!cient solutions to non-linear
problems. For instance, consider the linear regression problem of finding the
linear function g (x) = +w,x, that best interpolates a given training set S =
{(x1, y1) , . . . , (xm, ym)} with yi " R, solved minimizing the function f (x, y) =
|y ! +w,x,| by the well know least squares solution w = (XX#)"1 X#y, where
X is the matrix composed of all the sample input vectors, and y the vector
composed of all the labels in the sample. The non-linear extension can be
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Algorithm 2 A LAAM based Incremental Endmember Induction Algorithm
1. Shift the data sample to zero mean {xc

i = xi !!*µ ; i = 1, .., n}.
2. Initialize the set of endmembers with the first data sample E =

&
e1 = xc

1

'
.

The initial set of endmember sample indices is I = {1}.
3. Construct the lattice autoassociative memory based on the set of endmem-

bers: MEE .
4. For each input data vector xc

i

(a) If there is any e " E such that %j :
11xc

ij ! ej
11 < #!*!j discard xc

i ,
otherwise proceed to test SLI

(b) If xc
i = MEE -! xc

i then discard xc
i because it is lattice dependent on

the already discovered endmembers.
(c) Test max/min dominance on the enlarged set of endmembers E# =

E . {xc
i} to ensure SLI,

i. c1 = c2 = 0
ii. for i = 1, . . . ,K + 1
iii. s1 = s2 = 0

A. for j = 1, . . . ,K + 1 and j $= i
d = ei ! ej ; m1 = max (d); m2 = min (d).
s1 = s1 + (d == m1), s2 = s2 + (d == m2).

B. c1 = c1 + (max (s1) == K) or c2 = c2 + (max (s2) == K).
iv. If c1 = K+1 or c2 = K+1 then E# is a set of SLI vectors, go to

3 with the enlarged set of lattice sources and resume exploration
with the next input.

5. The output set of endmembers is the set of original data vectors
{f (i) : i " I} corresponding to the vectors selected as members of E.
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Figure 2: The experimental exploration.

obtained considering a transformation of the sample into the feature space Ŝ =
{(% (x1) , y1) , . . . , (% (xm) , ym)} . The function to be minimized is f (x, y) =
|y ! +w,% (x),|. Using a dual approach that reformulates the predictive function
as g (x) = y# (G! &I)"1 k, where G = XX# with entries Gij = +% (xi) ,% (xj),,
and k contains the values ki = +% (xi) ,% (x), . That is, all computations can be
performed on the values of the kernel functions, solving the problem with the
same procedure employed to solve the linear problem. The kernel matrix G is
the central structure of all the kernel based approaches. For instance, Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) of the kernel matrix can be interpreted (with some
corrections [19]) as a PCA of the data in feature space. We have followed
the approach as a heuristic, applying also the LICA on the kernel matrix. The
obtained success would indicate the need to examine more closely this approach.
Finally we define the Gaussian kernel that will be used in the experiments:

$ (x, z) = exp
$
!/x! z/2 /

!
2'2

"%
.

5. Experimental results

Figure 2 describes the combinations of systems that we have tested over
the AD versus controls database of feature vectors. Each the possible paths in
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the graph from the OASIS data up to the classification results corresponds to
a combination of systems tested. For each combination we have explored the
corresponding parameters in a systematic way, using a 10-fold cross-validation
approach, testing more than 50 partitions of the data to obtain each performance
estimation. We tested the application of Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
to the dimensional reduction of the data previous to DC, the application of
LICA to the same end, the transformation of the data with a Gaussian kernel
previous to DC or to the application of PCA or LICA. The lower path in figure
2 corresponds to the kernel-LICA approach. In the experiments we explored
the e"ect of the diverse parameters. For PCA we computed transformations
with up 10 eigenventors, accounting for 99% of the accumulated eigenvalues.
For LICA we tested values in the ranges # " [0.01, 0.09]

.
[0.1, 0.9]

.
[1, 10]

with corresponding uniform sampling in these intervals. The Gaussian kernel
parameter was computed as ' = 10k with k = [!3, 1] sampled uniformly in this
interval.

In figure 3 we plot the result of PCA-DC as a function of the number of
eigenvectors. The average accuracy best result is obtained with one eigenvector
and decreases dramatically after that. Figure 4 shows the plot of the LICA-
DC results as a function of the # parameter that determines the number of
endmembers. The best results are for the higher values, which imply less end-
members. Figure 5 shows the plot of the DC average accuracy when applied to
the Gaussian Kernel transformation of the data with varying ' parameter. The
kernel trick seems to work against the DC giving systematically poor results,
regardless of the value of its ' parameter. The results of the combination of
the Gaussian kernel and PCA are shown in figure 6 as surface depending on the
number of eigenvectors selected and the value of the ' parameter. It can be
appreciated the results are highly sensitive to the kernel parameter, low values
giving better results. Overall the kernel PCA-DC transformation improves the
results of the PCA-DC combination, although the best result is lower for the
Kernel PCA-DC than for the PCA-DC. Finally, figure 7 shows the results of
the combination of the Gaussian kernel preprocessing with the LICA feature
extraction for DC. Values improve with low values of ' and moderate #. Both
3D surface responses in figures 6 and 7 have embedded the flat surface corre-
sponding to the baseline DC result of 58% accuracy. Therefore the observed
peaks correspond to parameter combinations where the combination of systems
improves the baseline DC.

Figure 8 presents a summary plot of the results of all the approaches tested
against the value of their respective parameters. The plot shows that some of
the approaches do not improve in any case the baseline Dendritic Computing
result. The best result is obtained when we apply LICA to a Gaussian kernel
transformation of the data. Also we found that the bare application of LICA to
the data gives better results than PCA, which only improves DC when reducing
the data to one coe!cient. The summary of the best results is presented in
Table 1 where it can be appreciated that the baseline DC has a poor specificity
and a high sensitivity. DC systematically produces low ratios of false negatives,
however it produces a large ratio of false positives. Per construction, it is biased
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Figure 3: PCA-DC results as a function of the number of eigenvectors.

Figure 4: LICA-DC results as a function of the noise filter parameter !.
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Figure 5: DC applied to Gaussian Kernel transformation of the data.

Figure 6: Kernel-PCA-DC results varying " and the number of eigenvectors.
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Figure 7: Kernel-LICA-DC results varying " and !.

towards the positive class C1. In fact, the main improvement introduced by
the tested approaches is an increase in sensitivity. Comparing with previous
results on this same database [2, 17], we find that the Support Vector Machine
(SVM) approach obtains comparable values of sensitivity and specificity. The
DC based approaches have a much higher sensitivity, but their worse specificity
degrades their accuracy performance.

6. Conclusions

We found empirically, performing cross-validation on an Alzheimer’s Dis-
ease database of features computed from MRI scans, that a single layer neuron

Method NE # ' Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
DC - - - 58 94 23

PCA - DC 1 - - 68.25 85.5 51
LICA - DC 1 7 - 72 88 56
Kernel - DC - - 0.2512 55 98 12

Kernel - PCA - DC 8 - 0.0794 66.5 96 37
Kernel - LICA - DC 3 2 0.5012 74.25 96 52.5

Table 1: Summary of best results of validation experiments over AD feature database.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the accuracy of all the approaches tested

model endowed with Dendritic Computing has poor generalization capabilities.
The model shows high sensitivity but poor specificity. In this paper we have
proposed the application of a composition of processes to enhance the model
generalization properties. Specifically, we propose to perform a Lattice Inde-
pendent Component Analysis on a kernel matrix generated applying a Gaussian
kernel as the appropriate feature extraction for the Dendritic Computing model.
Our approach improves over the application of PCA to the data and to the kernel
matrix. Future work can be addressed to develop the theory of the combination
of the kernel method with the LICA process.
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Abstract. We have studied feature extraction processes for the detec-
tion of Alzheimer’s disease on brain Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
based on Voxel-based morphometry (VBM). The clusters of voxel loca-
tions detected by the VBM were applied to select the voxel intensity
values upon which the classification features were computed. We have
explored the use of the data from the original MRI volumes and the GM
segmentation volumes. In this paper, we apply the Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM) algorithm to perform classification of patients with mild
Alzheimer’s disease vs. control subjects. The study has been performed
on MRI volumes of 98 females, after careful demographic selection from
the Open Access Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS) database, which is
a large number of subjects compared to current reported studies1.

1 Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder, which is one of the
most common cause of dementia in old people. Currently, due to the socio-
economic importance of the disease in occidental countries it is one of the most
studied. The diagnosis of AD is done after the exclusion of other forms of de-
mentia but definitive diagnosis can only be made after a post-mortem study of
the brain tissue. This is one of the reasons why Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) based early diagnosis is a current research goal in the neurosciences.

Morphometry analysis has become a common tool for computational brain
anatomy studies. It allows a comprehensive measurement of structural di!er-
ences within or across groups, not only in specific structures but throughout the
entire brain. Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) is a computational approach to
neuroanatomy that measures di!erences in local concentrations of brain tissue,
through a voxel-wise comparison of multiple brain images [2]. For instance, VBM
has been applied to study volumetric atrophy of the grey matter (GM) in areas
of neocortex of AD patients vs. control subjects [4,9,16]. The procedure involves
the spatial normalization of subject images into a standard space, segmentation
1 Research partially supported by Saiotek research projects BRAINER and S-

PR07UN02, and the MEC research project DPI2006-15346-C03-03.

J. Cabestany et al. (Eds.): IWANN 2009, Part I, LNCS 5517, pp. 957–964, 2009.
c! Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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of tissue classes using a priori probability maps, smoothing to correct noise and
small variations, and voxel-wise statistical tests. Statistical analysis is based on
the General Linear Model (GLM) to describe the data in terms of experimental
and confounding e!ects, and residual variability. Classical statistical inference
is used to test hypotheses that are expressed in terms of GLM estimated re-
gression parameters. The computation of a given contrast provides a Statistical
Parametric Map, which is thresholded according to the Random Field Theory.

Machine learning methods have become very popular to classify functional
or structural brain images to discriminate them into two classes: normal or a
specific neurodegenerative disorder. The Support Vector Machine (SVM) either
with linear [10,14] or non-linear [7,11] kernels, have been extensively applied for
this task. There are studies applying SVM to discriminate AD patients from con-
trols based on Positron Emission Tomography (PET) or Single-Photon Emission
Tomography (SPECT) functional volumes [14,15,1]. There are di!erent ways to
extract features from MRI for SVM classification: based on morphometric meth-
ods [6,7], based on ROIs (region of interest) [12,11] or GM voxels in automated
segmentation images [10]. Work has also been reported on the selection of a
small set of the most informative features for classification, such as the SVM-
Recursive Feature Elimination [7], the selection based on statistical tests [12,14],
the wavelet decomposition of the RAVENS maps [11], among others.

Many of the classification studies on the detection of AD were done over
populations mixing men and women. However, it has been demonstrated that
brains of women are di!erent from men’s to the extent that it is possible to
discriminate the gender via MRI analysis [11]. Moreover, it has been shown that
VBM is sensitive to the gender di!erences. For these reasons, we have been very
cautious in this study. We have selected a set of 98 MRI women’s brain volumes.
It must be noted that this is a large number of subjects compared with the other
studies referred above.

The approach taken in this paper is to use the clusters detected as result of
VBM as a mask on the MRI and Grey Matter (GM) segmentation images to
select the potentially most discriminating voxels. Features for classification are
either the voxel values or some summary statistics of each cluster. We assume
for classification the standard SVM, testing linear and non-linear (RBF) ker-
nels. Section Materials and Methods gives a description of the subjects selected
for the study, the image processing, feature extraction details and the classifier
system. Section Results gives our classification performance results and section
Conclusions gives some conclusions and further work suggestions.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Subjects

Ninety eight right-handed women (aged 65-96 yr) were selected from the Open Ac-
cess Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS) database (http://www.oasis-brains.org)
[13]. OASIS data set has a cross-sectional collection of 416 subjects covering the
adult life span aged 18 to 96 including individuals with early-stage Alzheimer’s
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Table 1. Summary of subject demographics and dementia status. Education codes
correspond to the following levels of education: 1 less than high school grad., 2: high
school grad., 3: some college, 4: college grad., 5: beyond college. Categories of socioe-
conomic status: from 1 (biggest status) to 5 (lowest status). MMSE score ranges from
0 (worst) to 30 (best).

Very mild to mild AD Normal
No. of subjects 49 49

Age 78.08 (66-96) 77.77 (65-94)
Education 2.63 (1-5) 2.87 (1-5)

Socioeconomic status 2.94 (1-5) 2.88 (1-5)
CDR (0.5 / 1 / 2) 31 / 17 / 1 0

MMSE 24 (15-30) 28.96 (26-30)

Disease. We have ruled out a set of 200 subjects whose demographic, clinical or de-
rived anatomic volumes information was incomplete. For the present study there
are 49 subjects who have been diagnosed with very mild to mild AD and 49 non-
demented. A summary of subject demographics and dementia status is shown in
table 1.

2.2 Imaging Protocol

Multiple (three or four) high-resolution structural T1-weighted magnetization-
prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) images were acquired [8] on a 1.5-T
Vision scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) in a single imaging session. Image
parameters: TR= 9.7 msec., TE= 4.0 msec., Flip angle= 10, TI= 20 msec.,
TD= 200 msec., 128 sagittal 1.25 mm slices without gaps and pixels resolution
of 256!256 (1!1mm).

2.3 Image Processing and VBM

We have used the average MRI volume for each subject, provided in the OASIS
data set. These images are already registered and resampled into a 1-mm isotropic
image in atlas space and the bias field has been already corrected [13]. The Statis-
tical Parametric Mapping (SPM5) (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) was used
to compute the VBM which gives us the spatial mask to obtain the classification
features. Images were reoriented into a right-handed coordinate system to work
with SPM5. The tissue segmentation step does not need to perform bias correc-
tion. We performed the modulation normalization for grey matter, because we
are interested in this tissue for this study. We performed a spatial smoothing be-
fore computing the voxel-wise statistics, setting the Full-Width at Half-Maximum
(FWHM) of the Gaussian kernel to 10mm isotropic. A GM mask was created from
the average of the GM segmentation volumes of the subjects under study. Thresh-
olding the average GM segmentation, we obtain a binary mask that includes all
voxels with probability greater than 0.1 in the average GM segmentation volume.
This interpretation is not completely true, since the data are modulated, but it is
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close enough for the mask to be reasonable. We design the statistical analysis as
a Two-sample t-test in which the first group corresponds with AD subjects. We
also have done some experiments with nWBV (normalized whole brain volume)
as the covariate. The general linear model contrast has been set as [-1 1], a right-
tailed (groupN > groupAD), correction FWE and p-value=0.05. The VBM de-
tected clusters are used for the MRI feature extraction for the SVM classification.

2.4 Support Vector Machine Classification

The Support Vector Machine (SVM) [17] algorithm used for this study is in-
cluded in the libSVM (http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/) soft-
ware package. The implementation is described in detail in [5]. Given training
vectors xi " Rn, i = 1, . . . , l of the subject features of the two classes, and a vec-
tor y " Rl such that yi " {#1, 1} labels each subject with its class, in our case,
for example, patients were labeled as -1 and control subject as 1. To construct
a classifier, the SVM algorithm solves the following optimization problem:

min
w,b,!

1
2
wT w + C

l!

i=1

!i

subject to yi(wT "(xi) + b) $ (1# !i), !i $ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The dual optimiza-
tion problem is

min
"

1
2
#T Q# # eT #

subject to yT # = 0, 0 % #i % C, i = 1, . . . , l. Where e is the vector of all
ones, C > 0 is the upper bound on the error, Q is an l by l positive semidefinite
matrix, Qij & yiyjK(xi, xj), and K(xi, xj) & "(xi)T "(xj) is the kernel function
that describes the behaviour of the support vectors. Here, the training vectors
xi are mapped into a higher (maybe infinite) dimensional space by the function
"(xi). The decision function is sgn(

"l
i=1 yi#iK(xi, x) + b).

The chosen kernel function results in di!erent kinds of SVM with di!erent
performance levels, and the choice of the appropriate kernel for a specific appli-
cation is a di"cult task. In this study two di!erent kernels were tested: the linear
and the radial basis function (RBF) kernel. The linear kernel function is defined
as K(xi, xj) = 1+xT

i xj , this kernel shows good performance for linearly separa-
ble data. The RBF kernel is defined as K(xi, xj) = exp(# ||xi"xj||2

2#2 ). This kernel
is basically suited best to deal with data that have a class-conditional probability
distribution function approaching the Gaussian distribution [3]. One of the ad-
vantages of the RBF kernel is that given a kernel, the number of support vectors
and the support vectors are all automatically obtained as part of the training
procedure, i.e., they don’t need to be specified by the training mechanism.

2.5 Feature Extraction

We have tested three di!erent feature extraction processes, based on the voxel
location clusters obtained from the VBM analysis:

http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/
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1. The first feature extraction process computes the ratio of GM voxels to the
total number of voxels of each voxel location cluster

2. The second feature extraction process computes the mean and standard de-
viation of the GM voxel intensity values of each voxel location cluster

3. The third feature extraction process computes a very high dimensional vector
with all the GM segmentation values for the voxel locations included in each
VBM detected cluster. The GM segmentation voxel values were ordered in
this feature vector according to the coordinate lexicographic order

2.6 Classifier Performance Indices

We evaluated the performance of the classifier using the 10-fold cross-validation
test. To quantify the results we measured the accuracy, the ratio of the number of
test volumes correctly classified to the total of tested volumes. We also quantified
the specificity and sensitivity of each test defined as Specificity = TP

TP+FP and
Sensitivity = TN

TN+FN , where TP is the number of true positives: number of AD
patient volumes correctly classified; TN is the number of true negatives: number
of control volumes correctly classified; FP is the number of false positives: number
of AD patient volumes classified as control; FN is the number of false negatives:
number of control volumes classified as patient.

3 Results

In this section we present for each experiment the following data: the number
of features, accuracy, specificity, which is related to AD patients and sensitivity,
which is related to control subjects. We have performed the VBM twice, first
without any covariate included in the GLM (Table 2) and second taking into
account the normalized brain volume (nWBV) (Table 3). Each VBM process
produces di!erent sets of voxel location clusters, and, therefore, di!erent sets of
feature vectors. The covariate helps to focus the VBM, giving less and smaller
clusters than the VBM without covariates. This implies that the feature vectors
will be smaller. Each table entry contains the SVM results using the linear and
RBF kernels upon the corresponding feature vector set. In both tables rows
correspond to feature extraction processes as described in section 2.5.

The best accuracy result (Table 2) is 80.6% with the RBF kernel, but this
result is not far away from the results of the linear SVM. The classification results
of table 3, using the covariate nWBV in the design matrix of the GLM, confirm
that the non-linear SVM is more accurate. However, as the size of the feature
vectors is lower than in table 2, results in table 3 are systematically lower.

Overall the sensitivity results in tables 2 and 3 are much lower than the
specificity. We hypothesize that the source of error is the confusion of mild
demented AD patients with control subjects. Mild demented AD patients are
subjects with CDR=0.5 (Clinical Dementia Ratio) and a high value for the
MMSE (Minimental-State Examination), i.e. MMSE=30. Therefore we repeat
the feature extraction and classification experiment taking out of the population
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Table 2. Classification results with a linear kernel (lk) and a non-linear kernel (nlk). No
covariates have been taken into account in the GLM used for the VBM. The values of
! =

#
2"2

$!1 for non linear kernel were 0.5, 0.031, 0.0078 for each feature extraction
process, respectively.

Table 3. Classification results with a linear kernel (lk) and a non-linear kernel (nlk).
The normalized brain volume (nWBV) covariate has been taken into account in the
GLM for the VBM. The values of ! for nlk were 0.5, 2.7, 0.004 for GM proportion,
Mean & StDev and voxel intensities respectively.

Feature extracted Features Accuracy (lk/nlk) Sensitivity (lk/nlk) Specificity (lk/nlk)
GM proportion 2 51% / 51% 1 / 1 0.50 / 0.50
Mean & StDev 4 69.38% / 72.45% 0.79 / 0.79 0.65 / 0.68
Voxel intensities 265 66.32% / 75.51% 0.67 / 0.80 0.65 / 0.72

Table 4. Classification results of 40 AD patients vs. 49 control subjects with the SVM
and a RBF kernel, 9 possible outliers were taken out from the AD patients subset

Feature extracted Features ! Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
GM proportion 12 0.9 72.5% 0.84 0.66
Mean & StDev 24 0.6 87.5% 0.89 0.86
Voxel intensities 3611 1.5 86.25% 0.85 0.87

9 mild demented AD patients. The results for the RBF kernel SVM are given in
table 4. The classification accuracy of the grows from 80.6% (in the best result
of table 2) up to 87.5%. Also sensitivity and specificity improve if we compare
table 2 and table 3 against table 4.

4 Conclusions

In this work we have studied feature extraction processes based on VBM analysis,
to classify MRI volumes of AD patients and normal subjects. We have analyzed
di!erent designs for the SPM of the VBM and we have found that the basic GLM
design without covariates can detect subtle changes between AD patients and
controls that lead to the construction of SVM classifiers with a discriminative
accuracy of 87.5%. In [6] they compare their results on a smaller population of
controls and AD patients to the ones obtained with a standard VBM analysis
using only one cluster and found a classification accuracy of 63.3% via cross-
validation. Therefore, the results shown in this paper, along with the careful
experimental methodology employed, can be of interest for the Neuroscience
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community researching on the AD. Further work may address the extraction
of features based on other morphometric methods, such as Deformation-based
Morphometry.
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a b s t r a c t

Awidely accepted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) model states that the observed voxel intensity is a
piecewise constant signal intensity function corresponding to the tissue spatial distribution, corrupted
with multiplicative and additive noise. The multiplicative noise is assumed to be a smooth bias field, it
is called intensity inhomogeneity (IIH) field. Our approach to IIH correction is based on the definition of
an energy function that incorporates some smoothness constraints into the conventional classification
error function of the IIH corrected image. The IIH field estimation algorithm is a gradient descent of this
energy function relative to the IIH field. We call it adaptive field rule (AFR). We comment on the likeness
of our approach to the self-organizing map (SOM) learning rule, on the basis of the neighboring function
that controls the influence of the neighborhood on each voxel’s IIH estimation. We discuss the
convergence properties of the algorithm. Experimental results show that AFR compares well with state
of the art algorithms. Moreover, the mean signal intensity corresponding to each class of tissue can be
estimated from the image data applying the gradient descent of the proposed energy function relative to
the intensity class means. We test several variations of this gradient descent approach, which embody
diverse assumptions about available a priori information.

& 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) allows to visualize with
great contrast the soft tissues in the body and has revolutionized
the capacity to diagnose the pathologies that affect them [9]. The
visualized signal results from the aggregated measurements of the
tissue composition at the molecular level. MRI images are
expected to be piecewise constant except for partial volume
effects in the tissue boundaries and the inevitable additive noise.
Thus, once the expected intensities of each tissue are known, we
could construct a good approximation to the optimal Bayesian
classifier of minimum classification error, assuming that the
intensity probability distribution is a mixture of Gaussians whose
means are the tissue expected intensities. Then, we could apply
this classifier to perform the image segmentation task. However,
several imaging conditions introduce an additional multiplicative
noise factor, referred to as the intensity inhomogeneity (IIH) field
in the literature. The sources of IIH are generally divided in two
groups [42]: (a) related to properties of the MRI device such as
static magnetic field inhomogeneity, RF signal energy spatial
distribution and others; (b) related to the imaged object itself
such as the specific magnetic permeability and dielectric proper-
ties of the imaged object.

In this paper we elaborate on our previous proposal of an IIH
field estimation algorithm inspired in the self-organizing map
(SOM) [14]. There, we proposed two adaptive rules stemming
from two different formulations of energy function that represent
two different ways of modeling the smoothness of the estimated
inhomogeneity field. Here we focus on one of these energy
functions and its subsequent adaptive rule. We call it adaptive
field rule (AFR) for identification within the paper. We have
included some reasoning about its convergence and how the IIH
field estimates obtained after the adaptive process satisfy some
smoothness requirements. We also add new experimental results
and sensitivity studies that show the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm. We introduce several approaches for the estimation of
the intensity class means, which in the bare AFR are assumed
known. These approaches are tested empirically. We discuss their
usefulness relative to the required a priori knowledge.

Section 2 reviews the state of the art. The algorithms are
described in Section 3, and experimental results on real and
simulated brain MRI volumes are presented in Section 4. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. State of the art

There are two aspects of the state of the art that we think is
relevant for this work. First is the state of the art of algorithms
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that perform IIH correction and segmentation of MRI data.
The second is the previous uses of SOM for MRI data analysis
and segmentation, and how our work departs from other
approaches.

2.1. IIH correction algorithms

Conventional clustering algorithms [10] can cope with the
additive noise, but the multiplicative inhomogeneity field has
catastrophic effects on them. A general algorithm for IIH
correction is the lowpass filtering in the log-domain, which is
equivalent to homomorphic filtering [19] in digital image
processing for the correction of illumination inhomogeneity.
However, it is of no use for MRI because there is a great
overlapping of the Fourier spectra corresponding to the inhomo-
geneity field and the image. Most IIH correction algorithms in MRI
are composed of a method for inhomogeneity field estimation and
a classification algorithm applied to the restored image obtained
removing the inhomogeneity field. In some algorithms, the
classification and bias estimation steps are interleaved in the
iterations. In others, like the gradient descent algorithm proposed
in this paper, these steps are performed simultaneously.

A broad taxonomy of MRI IIH correction algorithms divides
them between parametric and non-parametric algorithms. The
first ones impose a parametric model of the inhomogeneity field
[4,30,37,13] whose parameter values must be estimated to fit the
model. The non-parametric algorithms [1,21,29,30,32,35,34,43,45]
do not propose any model, so that they perform a non-parametric
estimation of the inhomogeneity field value at each voxel position
of the measured MRI volume. A similar taxonomy can be found in
[23]. We have already made a short review in [13]. The adaptive
field rule proposed in this paper is a non-parametric approach, the
value of the inhomogeneity field is estimated independently at
each voxel site. It could be easily programmed to run in parallel
multiprocessor machines. The type of neighboring information
used is similar to that of the self-organizing map, because the
estimation of the inhomogeneity field at each voxel site is
changed when its value at the neighboring sites is updated.

2.2. Relation of AFR to the state of the art

Non-parametric IIH correction methods are able to model local
features, such as partial volumes or very local inhomogeneity
effects. Parametric models are well suited to model smooth global
IIH fields, but modeling of local effects would require extremely
high order models and very sensitive fitting algorithms. The AFR is
a non-parametric algorithm whose degree of locality is controlled
by the neighboring function evolution parameters. It could be
possible, therefore, to tune it to solve a diversity of problems.
Results reported in this paper show that it can be easily tuned to
perform comparable to state of the art algorithms on conventional
benchmark datasets.

Relative to other non-parametric algorithms, AFR is fast and
easily tuned. AFR computation is straightforward. Approaches
based on Bayesian maximum a posteriori estimation [32] involve
the computation of relaxation processes, which, even in the
fastest ICM case, are time consuming. The early Bayesian
approaches [43] needed to perform some linear filtering pro-
cesses. Algorithms based on fuzzy clustering [1,34] need to
compute membership functions and solve large sets of equations
to obtain them. Algorithms based on the intensity probability
distribution sharpening [35] need to perform a sequence of
distribution deconvolutions. All of these processes are more
computationally demanding than AFR. We have found that a

small number of iterations, 20–30, are enough to obtain good
results for most volumes treated.

On the modeling side, the Bayesian approaches need to build a
probabilistic model, often a Markov random field, whose para-
meters need to be estimated somehow. AFR provides a dynamic
process along the sensitive parameter values so that the response
is less dependent on a critical parameter choice. The process
works like an annealing process (it can also be interpreted as a
graduated non-convex minimization or a continuation problem).
This allows fitting it to solve global and local problems. To obtain
this flexibility, the Bayesian methods need to work on the a priori
model of the data. Fuzzy approaches have introduced averaging
processes to obtain similar results, whose extent must be guessed.

The assumption of known intensity class means is common to
several approaches [37,43]. In the fuzzy c-means and Bayesian
approaches, intensity class means are computed all along, as the
corrected image evolves. We show in this paper that several
approaches can be combined with AFR to estimate the intensity
class means with great efficiency. The simplest ones are the
unsupervised on-line and k-means processes. The construction of
an atlas from the available manual segmentations allows to
manage spatial distribution information, like in the template
based Bayesian approaches [30]. However, our experience de-
scribed below shows that the use of templates or atlas must be
taken with caution. Supervised training can also be combined
with AFR aiming to obtain more accurate segmentations.

2.3. SOM for MRI processing

In early applications of the SOM to MRI data [3,38], it is used to
estimate the clustering of intensity into several classes, either in
multispectral or single modality images. In these works, the
existence of IIH fields is not taken into account. The results that
these papers report show an overestimation of the number of
classes in the image. This is a natural effect when the IIH field is
not considered. More recent works use the SOM as a preproces-
sing step previous to manual examination [16,31,40] or the
supervised construction of classification systems. It is used to
obtain the reference vectors for the construction of a supervised
probabilistic neural network (PNN) [36], a multi-layer feedfor-
ward neural network with automated Bayesian regularization
[24], support vector machine (SVM) [5]. Recent applications
include the detection of activity patterns in fMRI [27] which are
too low resolution to try to detect IIH effects.

The main departure of the AFR presented in this paper, to the
previous SOM approaches to MRI processing, is that we focus on
the estimation of the IIH field. This assumption is grounded in a
widely accepted imaging model presented in the next section.
When we propose adaptive algorithms for the estimation of the
intensity class means, it is done in the precise context of the
tissues we are looking for (i.e. cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF), gray
matter (GM), and white matter (WM)).

3. Description of the AFR algorithm

We will denote y ! "yi; i 2 I# the observed image and x ! "xi; i 2
I; xi 2 O# the underlying tissue classification image, where i 2 I $
N3 is the voxel site in the discrete lattice of the image support for
3D images, and O ! fo1; . . . ;ocg is the set of tissue classes in the
image. The assumed image formation model is the following one:

yi ! b % ri & Zi; "1#

where bi is the multiplicative inhomogeneity field, ri is the clean
signal associated with the true voxel class xi and Zi is the additive
noise. In MRI we have the additional restriction that the signal
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intensity values belong to a discrete (small) set, G !
fmo1

; . . . ., moc
g; so that ri ! mxi

: The IIH robust segmentation
problem is the problem of estimating the image segmentation x
and the inhomogeneity multiplicative field b ! "bi; i 2 I# from y.
The IIH correction problem is that of estimating the inhomogeneity
multiplicative field b ! "bi; i 2 I# from y and computing the
corrected image x̂i ! yi=bi. Both problems are ill posed, and
closely related. We have found that [35] is the only work that
performs an IIH correction without resorting to image segmenta-
tion. In our work we perform the segmentation of the image to
estimate the inhomogeneity field, so it is a kind of IIH robust
segmentation.

In some algorithms the correction and estimation is performed
on the image logarithm. If we discard the additive noise term, we
have that the image formation model described in Eq. (1) becomes

Yi ! Bi & Ri; "2#

where Yi ! lnyi; Bi ! lnbi and Ri ! lnri: The log-images are
denoted as Y ! "Yi; i 2 I#; B ! "Bi; i 2 I# and R ! "Ri; i 2 I#: The
multiplicative field b becomes an additive term B and, because
of that, it is usually named the bias field. We maintain the
definition of the tissue classes and the corresponding intensity
means, so that Ri ! Mxi ; where Mo ! lnmo. The distinction
between the two image formation models is not as trivial as it
may appear at first sight, because the log-model in Eq. (2) implies
that the additive noise term Zi has been taken care of previously
by means of some linear or non-linear filtering technique, i.e.
anisotropic filtering [15,33], otherwise the model does not apply.
However, we recall that in [21] a strong case was made against
filtering of the image previously to IIH correction.

3.1. Adaptive field rule

Assuming the image formation model shown in Eq. (1), the
image segmentation problem, subjected to the existence of IIH
multiplicative noise, can be formulated as the minimization of the
following energy function:

E"y;G; b# !
X

i

yi
bi

' mc"i#

! "2

; "3#

where c"i# ! argminkfJmk ' "yi=bi#Jg. That is, to solve the segmen-
tation problem we need to find

G(; b( ! argmin
G;b

E"y;G; b#:

When the intensity class means G ! fmo1
; . . . ., moc

g are
known, the problem is reduced to that of IIH estimation:

b( ! argmin
b

E"y;G; b#:

That is, we try to minimize the quantization error over the IIH
corrected image. This is an ill-posed problem because the number
of parameters to estimate (the bias values at each voxel) is the
same as the number of data samples (the values of the voxel
intensities).

The logarithm is a monotonic transformation, therefore the
segmentation problem can be stated as the following minimiza-
tion problem:

B( ! argmin
B

X

i

"Yi ' Bi 'Mc"i##
2 ! argmin

B
E"Y;B;M#; "4#

where Yi ! logyi; Bi ! logbi and Mc"i# ! logmc"i#. This logarithmic
transformation, which allows us to get rid of the multiplicative
effect, is quite common in the MRI segmentation and IIH
correction literature [1,32,35,43]. We consider a gradient descent
rule for the minimization of this error function. We obtain the

following adaptive estimation rule:

DBi ! '2a"Yi ' Bi 'Mc"i##; "5#

where 0oao1 as usual. To take into account that IIH fields must
be smooth, we propose an energy function formulation that
involves the smoothing (averaging) of the errors in the neighbor-
hood of the voxel:

Es"Y;B;M# !
X

i

X

j

hs"i' j#"Yj ' Bj 'Mc"j##2: "6#

The energy function Es is an extended distortion function like
the energy functions proposed for the derivation of topological
preservation quantization and visualization approaches
[22,11,39,28] inspired in the SOM [25] and the neural gas. The
hs"i' j# is a neighboring function defined in the space of the voxel
index sites. Usually it is a Gaussian shaped windowing function.

The formulation of a gradient descent rule for the minimiza-
tion of energy function Es gives the following adaptive field rule:

DBi ! '2a
X

j

hs"i' j#"Yj ' Bj 'Mc"j##: "7#

The AFR rule of Eq. (7) can be applied either as stochastic
gradient descent or as batch rule. We have tested both in [14];
however, in this paper we apply AFR as a batch rule. The main
reasons for this choice are, first, that the batch version has faster
convergence both in computer time and in number of iterations,
and, second, that the batch version has lower result variance. An
exhaustive comparison between the batch and on-line versions
does not contribute to the topic of this paper, so we will not dwell
on it.

3.2. Similarities and differences with SOM

Although the AFR as defined in Eq. (7) was inspired by the
SOM’s weight adaptive rule, there are some strong differences.
The first one is paradigmatic: the SOM is a quantization algorithm
that achieves a clustering of high-dimensional data and a non-
linear analog to the principal component analysis because of its
topology-preserving property. Thus, the number of network nodes
is at least several orders of magnitude smaller than the data
sample. With AFR we try to perform a non-parametric estimation
of the IIH field, which can be viewed as an image of the same size
as the given MRI image which constitutes our data sample. The
updating process is a one to one process. Each voxel of the MRI
image is visited (in sequence or randomly) and its corresponding
IIH field element is updated.

The role of the neighboring function in AFR as introduced in
Eq. (7) works in the opposite direction to the one in the standard
SOM. In the standard SOM the winning codevector determines the
neighboring codevectors being updated. In Eq. (7) the updating of
the bias estimated value at a voxel is influenced by the error at
neighboring voxels.

Finally, let us consider the topographic preservation property
of SOM [12,41]. According to it, neighboring data points in input
space are mapped into network nodes with neighboring indices.
The definition of AFR in Eq. (7) pursues that neighboring voxels
have estimated inhomogeneity field neighboring values to ensure
the smoothness of the bias field. Voxel site indices are defined in a
2D or a 3D space and bias values are scalar values, much unlike to
the SOM, where dimension reduction is produced because the
codevector indices are defined in a space of lower dimension than
that of the input vectors.
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3.3. Discussion of convergence properties

There are several causes for the fact that YjaMc"j#. Among
them, the most important is the partial volume phenomena, due
to the fact that image voxels correspond to a volume of matter
that contains a mixture of biological tissues. Variations of this
mixture from voxel to voxel produce variations in the signal
departing from the nominal value, although the tissue class (i.e.
CSF, gray matter or white matter) may be the same. These and
other uncorrelated signal variations can be accounted for by the
additive term in the model of Eq. (1). There are other variations
due to smooth spatial processes, such as the spatial inhomogene-
ity of the RF signal that excites the protons in the selected volume
to produce the MRI signal [9]. The estimated IIH field B̂ must be
smooth to be a model that accounts for such physical phenom-
ena.1This smoothness constraint can be expressed in several ways
(expressed in terms of the IIH field before/after the log transform):

1. The variation of the bias must be bounded. That can be
expressed by either expression maxj2N"i#Jbi ' bjJoe; orP

j2N"i#Jbi ' bjJoe.
2. Closer voxels in the image domain must have more similar bias

values than those farther apart:

8i; j; k; ji' jjoji' kj ) Jbi ' bjJoJbi ' bkJ: "8#

This condition means that there is some kind of topological
preservation between voxel site indices and bias values.

The application of Eq. (7) leads to stationary states described by
the following equation:

B̂i !
X

j

hs"i' j#"Yj 'Mc"j##; "9#

that is, the estimation corresponds to the weighted average of the
neighboring voxel residuals. This asymptotic result is independent
of the shifts in c"j# that may be due to the variation in values of the
bias B̂i during the estimation process. The simplistic appearance
of Eq. (9) hides a recurrent relation between the bias estimations
given by the class assignment c"i# ! argminkfJMk ' "Yi ' B̂i#Jg. If
the neighboring function is an average mask hs"k# ! 1=sd for
jkjrs, where d is the dimension of the image support (2 or 3), the
B̂i would correspond to the average residual over a box or cube
surrounding the voxel. Maintaining this definition of the neigh-
boring function, the justification of the satisfaction of the
smoothness constraints on the bias estimate after convergence
of the updating rule comes from

jB̂i ' B̂jj !
X

k2N"i#DN"j#
jYk 'Mc"k#j; "10#

where ADB stands for the symmetric difference between sets A
and B, N"i# is the set of voxel neighboring sites. Then, the
magnitude of the difference will always be bounded, but we
cannot set a bound because this difference will depend on the
input image. The topological preservation condition (Eq. (8)) is
also satisfied because

8i; j; k; ji' jjoji' kj ) N"i#DN"j# $ N"i#DN"k#:

When the neighboring function is a Gaussian or any other
arbitrary normalized spatial function with restricted domain of

radius Ns,
2 Eq. (10) becomes

jBi ' Bjj !
X

k2Ns"i#DNs"j#

jYk 'Mc"k#jjhs"i' k# ' hs"j' k#j:

In this case, the decreasing nature of the neighboring function
introduces an attenuation of the bias differences making the
transition between bias values even more smooth.

The conventional application of the SOM and other neighbor-
hood based competitive algorithms usually involves the progres-
sive shrinking of the neighborhood radius, until it becomes null
and the adaptive rule only applies to the actual winning or
selected node. The conventional interpretation of this process is
that the SOM and similar algorithms become the simple
competitive learning or vector quantization to allow for refine-
ment of the final codevectors. The big initial neighborhoods
ensure global convergence or robustness against initial conditions
[8,18,20]. In the AFR algorithm, the final neighborhood determines
the closeness to the assignment of the bias values as the residual
intensities, which the trivial minima of the error function in
Eq. (3). The initial neighborhood size sets the background
smoothness constraint. The shrinking neighborhoods allow refin-
ing the IHH field estimation adapting to local conditions. The
shrinking schedule is of importance, because a long number of
iterations with the null neighborhood will remove the smooth-
ness obtained in the initial steps. This is the reason of the
selection of the value for the shrinking speed parameter F defined
in Eq. (15) of Section 4.

3.4. On the estimation of the class intensity means

Sometimes the assumption of the knowledge of the intensity
class means Mk cannot be made. Then some means to estimate
them from the data are needed. In this section we will discuss
some approaches that can be combined with the AFR IIH
estimation algorithm. These approaches are presented here in
sequence of increasing requirements of a priori information about
the data. We start with the basic unsupervised approach, ending
with the supervised learning algorithm. One of the straightfor-
ward approaches is the realization of a k-means step after each
step of inhomogeneity field estimation. This approach has already
been tested in Section 4.1.

This estimation can also be performed as a gradient descent on
the energy function of Eq. (6) relative to the intensity class means:

@Es
@Mk

! '2
X

i

X

c"j#!k

hs"i' j#"Yj ' Bj 'Mk#:

This gradient is well approximated by the following expres-
sion, which minimizes the average square error of the image
quantization, given a fixed bias field:

@Es
@Mk

C' 2
1

jfjjc"j# ! kgj

X

c"j#!k

"Yj ' Bj 'Mk#: "11#

The process of estimating the intensity class means following the
gradient in Eq. (11) is an unsupervised approach, without a priori
information about the true class of the voxel’s tissue. We will
denote AFR-U this approach in the experimental results of
Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

Sometimes we may have some information about the spatial
distribution of the tissues, this usually takes the form of an atlas.3

1 The assumption of negligible additive noise in log transformation of Eq. (2)
forces some confusion additive and multiplicative effects. In fact, in some works,
i.e. [37], it is unclear whether the additive correction/estimation was done on the
original image or its log transform.

2 For Gaussian neighborhoods we apply the rule of thumb Ns ! 9s to ensure
appropriate sampling of the Gaussian function.

3 In the literature, some authors define templates as average images and
atlases as average images after warping into a known anatomical atlas, such as the
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A crisp atlas provides us a tissue class for each voxel. The gradient
of Eq. (11) can be rewritten to profit from this information:

@Es
@Mk

C' 2
1

jfjjA"j# ! kgj

X

fjjA"j#!kg

"Yj ' Bj 'Mk#; "12#

where A"j# denotes the class assigned to voxel site j in the crisp
atlas. We denote AFR-A this approach in the experimental Section
4.3. The crisp atlas is computed following a majority voting
schema over a set of images representative of some population of

interest. A more precise representation is a probabilistic map,
where we have the estimated frequency of each tissue for each
voxel computed from the image database. The gradient expression
for the intensity class means can then be written as follows:

@Es
@Mk

C' 2
1P

jAP"j; k#

X

j

AP"j; k#"Yj ' Bj 'Mk#; "13#

where AP"j; k# denotes the estimated frequency of tissue class k in
voxel site j. We denote AFR-PA this approach in the experimental
Section 4.3. Both atlas based algorithms are partially supervised
because they use some a priori information about the expected
distribution of the tissue classes in the image, computed from the
(manual) segmentation of the images. The fully supervised

Fig. 1. Tanimoto coefficients of the CSF classification for all the images treated. AFR parameters F ! 1; s0 ! 30, s0 ! 15, a ! 0:5, 20 iterations.

Fig. 2. Tanimoto coefficients of the GM classification for all the images treated. AFR parameters F ! 1, s0 ! 30, s0 ! 15, a ! 0:5, 20 iterations.

(footnote continued)
Talairach atlas. Here we use the term to denotea priori information about the
spatial distribution of tissue classes.
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approach would use the manual segmentation of the image being
processed as the ground truth, so the gradient expression can be
written as follows:

@Es
@Mk

C' 2
1

jfjjGT"j# ! kgj

X

fjjGT"j#!kg

"Yj ' Bj 'Mk#; "14#

where GT"j# denotes the ground truth class at voxel j given by the
manual segmentation of the image being processed. We
will denote AFR-S this approach in the experiments reported in
Section 4.3.

4. Computational results

The scheduling of the neighboring function width follows the
expression:

s"t# ! s0
sf

s0

! "t=F

; "15#

where s0 is the initial width of the neighboring function, sf is its
final value, t is the iteration number and F is the speed of
convergence to the final value of the neighboring function width:
after F iterations the width is set to its final value 8t4F : s"t# ! sf .
We have used this scheduling for the SOM parameters in previous
works [18,20,17] following some works on the optimization of k-
means algorithm [6]. Results are given in terms of the Tanimoto
coefficient [10,13] which is the same statistic as the overlap metric
reported in the Internet brain segmentation repository (IBSR) site,
and it is defined as follows:

T !
jA \ Bj
jA [ Bj

;

where A and B are the sets of voxels corresponding to different
segmentations. The Tanimoto coefficient is a more precise
measure of the algorithm accuracy than the ratio of success or
the misclassification ratio (MCR) given by some authors, because
it takes into account the error due to the false positives as well as
the false negatives. In all the experimental works, we computed

Fig. 3. Tanimoto coefficients of the WM classification for all the images treated. AFR parameters F ! 1, s0 ! 30, s0 ! 15, a ! 0:5, 20 iterations.

Fig. 4. (a) Original T1-weighted coronal slice from a volume in the IBSR collection and (b) its corresponding manual segmentation.
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the classification of the cerebral spinal fluid, gray matter and
white matter, and reported the Tanimoto coefficients for these
classes. When visualizing the voxel classification results, the
darkest gray corresponds to CSF tissues and the whitest voxels
correspond toWM tissues. Intermediate gray values correspond to
the GM tissues.

Sometimes we give the classification results performing the
classification based on the means of the intensity classes without
bias correction. We denote them basic supervised Gaussian
(BGAUSS) classifier in the tables and figures. This approach
corresponds to the basic supervised classification results, which
we expect to be improved upon by the bias correction and
adaptive intensity means estimation.

4.1. Experiments on real brain data

To start with, we apply the bare AFR to the collection of real
brain Internet Brain Segmentation Repository (IBSR). The 20
normal MR brain datasets and their manual segmentations were
provided by the Center for Morphometric Analysis at Massachu-
setts General Hospital and are available at http://www.cma.mgh.
harvard.edu/ibsr/. This dataset has been extensively used for
validation of segmentation approaches in the literature
[2,13,30,32,34,44]. The images correspond to T1-weighted MRI
brain scans of 20 normal subjects.4 The images were obtained
with two different imaging systems5: ten FLASH scans of four
males and six females, ten 3D-CAPRY scans on six males and four
females. The differences in the imaging systems drive some
authors to consider them separately or to omit some of the scans
when reporting results [2,32].

The mean intensities were computed according to the manual
segmentation. The factor F was set to F ! 1. This value of the
convergence factor implies that there will be few iterations with
the final neighborhood width and that its variation will be close to

linear and far from an exponential decay. The initial value of the
neighboring function parameter was always set to s0 ! 30. The
number of iterations was always 20. The slices of the volumes
were processed independently, and the result given is the average
over all the volume.

Figs. 1–3 show the plot of the Tanimoto coefficients for the CSF,
GM and WM for each one of the brain datasets tested. The
abscissa axis labels correspond to the identification of the image
in the IBSR site. The results for the AFR were obtained with a
sf ! 15. The remaining algorithm results were extracted from the
IBSR site. For the CSF, the results are very good and the above
results reported in the IBSR site. However, the CSF is a very scarce
class that many works omit in their reports. Examination of Figs. 2
and 3 shows that our approach gives results comparable to the
state of the art algorithms. One remarkable feature of our
approach is that it gives more steady results across datasets: it
maintains an average performance for GM and WM detection for
some datasets for which the remaining algorithms have a big drop
of performance.

Fig. 4 shows a slice from one of the brain datasets and its
manual segmentation as provided by the IBSR site. Fig. 5 shows
the estimated IIH field for this slice and the corrected image,
obtained dividing the original T1-weighted image by the
estimated IIH field. Fig. 6 shows the automated segmentation of
the corrected dataset. For a more precise evaluation of the sources

Fig. 5. Coronal slices of the (a) estimated IIH volume and (b) IIH corrected volume, corresponding to Fig. 4(a).

Fig. 6. Segmentation corresponding to the coronal slice shown in Fig. 4(a)
computed on the IIH corrected slice shown in Fig. 5(b).

4 We discarded one of the scans because the manually segmented volume did
not seem to match with the T1 dataset applying the given offset.

5 MRI image acquisition description: the coronal three-dimensional T1-
weighted spoiled gradient echo MRI scans were performed on two different
imaging systems. Ten FLASH scans on four males and six females were performed
on a 1.5 T Siemens Magnetom MR System (Iselin, NJ) with the following
parameters: TR ! 40ms, TE ! 8ms, flip angle ! 501, field of view ! 30 cm, slice
thickness ! contiguous 3.1mm, matrix ! 256) 256, and averages ! 1. Ten 3D-
CAPRY scans on six males and four females were performed on a 1.5 T General
Electric Signa MR System (Milwaukee, WI), with the following parameters:
TR ! 50ms, TE ! 9ms, flip angle ! 501, field of view ! 24cm, slice
thickness ! contiguous3:0mm, matrix ! 256) 256, and averages ! 1.
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Fig. 7. Manual segmentation of the coronal slice shown in Fig. 4(a) into (a) CSF, (c) GM and (e) WM, and corresponding segmentation after AFR IIH correction into (b) CSF,
(d) GM and (f) WM, extracted from the image in Fig. 6.

Table 1
Summary Tanimoto coefficient results for the AFR compared with data from the
IBSR site.

Methods CSF GM WM

Adaptive MAP [32] 0.0697 0.5588 0.5611
Biased MAP [32] 0.0714 0.5527 0.5559
Fuzzy c-means [1] 0.0484 0.4698 0.5608
Maximum A posteriori probability (MAP) 0.0714 0.5452 0.5473
Maximum-likelihood (MLC) 0.0631 0.5317 0.5444
Tree-structure k-means 0.0499 0.4742 0.5653

Adaptive field rule (AFR) 0.0918 0.5570 0.5867

Table 2
Sensitivity of Tanimoto coefficient results of AFR.

AFR settings CSF GM WM

sf ! 0:01, GTM 0.0918 0.5570 0.5867

sf ! 15; GTM 0.1653 0.5427 0.6474

sf ! 0:01, PM 0.1838 0.5286 0.6072

sf ! 15; PM 0.1561 0.5436 0.6503

sf ! 0:01, ME 0.2121 0.4981 0.6153

sf ! 15, ME 0.2229 0.5273 0.6319

See text for explanation.
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of error, we show in Fig. 7 the voxels corresponding to each class
in the original and the AFR segmented dataset. It can be
appreciated that a great source of error for the CSF and GM
classes are the GM voxels at the contour of the brain. There the
existence of voxels corresponding to air in the neighborhood
introduces some boundary effects. It can also be appreciated that
tissue boundaries of WM are confused with GM. Another source of
error for the CSF and GM classes are the ventricles: Fig. 7(d) shows
that many ventricle voxels are classified as GM, while it can be

appreciated in Fig. 4(a) that their intensity is close to that of
the GM voxels. This confusion suggests that a priori spatial
information could be of great use for this process.

Table 1 gives the summary Tanimoto coefficient results
comparing the AFR with the state of the art results reported in
the IBSR site. We have computed the means withdrawing the
dataset that we were unable to match with its manual
segmentation. In this table the results of the AFR were obtained
with sf ! 0:01. The results are comparable to that of the state of
the art algorithms, with some improvement on the WM. Table 2
shows the effect of changing some of the algorithm parameters. In
this table, GTM denotes that the intensity class means were
computed using the manual segmentation, PM denotes that the
intensity class mean values were random perturbations around
the nominal ones, and ME denotes that the intensity class mean
values were estimated applying one k-means step after each
iteration of the bias estimation process. The reference result is the
one presented in Table 1, with sf ! 0:01. Changing the final
neighboring function standard deviation to sf ! 15 gives some
improvement on the CSF and the WM classes. This result is quite
interesting, because it is against the conventional application of
the neighboring shrinking scheduling. It seems that for this
problem, a final neighborhood size (much) greater than the null
neighborhood is more convenient to ensure smoothness and to
avoid the trivial setting of the bias to the voxel residual relative to

Table 3
Tanimoto coefficients for CSF, GM and WM tissue classes obtained on the
BrainWeb simulated phantom corrupted with additive noise and IIH.

% IIH, % noise BGAUSS AFR AFR-U

20, 0 (0.95, 0.88, 0.92) (0.94, 0.89, 0.92) (0.94, 0.90, 0.94)
20, 3 (0.94, 0.85, 0.90) (0.93, 0.84, 0.92) (0.93, 0.89, 0.93)
20, 5 (0.86, 0.80, 0.86) (0.87, 0.82, 0.88) (0.88, 0.86, 0.90)
20, 7 (0.81, 0.73, 0.81) (0.82, 0.79, 0.85) (0.83, 0.80, 0.86)
20, 9 (0.76, 0.66, 0.77) (0.78, 0.70, 0.79) (0.80, 0.76, 0.80)
40, 0 (0.91, 0.79, 0.85) (0.89, 0.83, 0.90) (0.89, 0.85, 0.92)
40, 3 (0.90, 0.78, 0.84) (0.89, 0.81, 0.89) (0.88, 0.83, 0.91)
40, 5 (0.84, 0.74, 0.82) (0.88, 0.77, 0.86) (0.86, 0.77, 0.87)
40, 7 (0.78, 0.65, 0.79) (0.82, 0.67, 0.81) (0.82, 0.67, 0.81)
40, 9 (0.73, 0.55, 0.75) (0.75, 0.59, 0.75) (0.76, 0.59, 0.75)

Fig. 8. Classification results for one coronal slice of the simulated brain phantom volume with 40% intensity inhomogeneity from the BrainWeb site. (a) Original skull
stripped slice, (b) tissue distribution in the anatomic model providing the classification ground truth, (c) classification after IIH estimation and correction with AFR, and (d)
classification after IIH and intensity class means estimation with AFR-U.
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the closest class intensity mean. When we perturb the class
intensity means there is a general decrease of the results. Finally,
performing the estimation of the class intensity means after each
iteration of the bias estimation does produce improvements on
the CSF and WM classes but a decrease in the GM class.

4.2. Experiments on a simulated brain phantom

We have applied the bare AFR and the unsupervised mean
estimation algorithm AFR-U to the segmentation of two simulated
brain MRI volumes [8] obtained from the BrainWeb web site
http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/brainweb/ at the McConnell Brain
Imaging Center of the Montreal Neurological Institute, McGill
University [7,26]. The volumes are generated from a normal
anatomic model using a T1 sequence, corrupted with intensity
inhomogeneities of magnitude 20% and 40% of the original clean
image, and several levels of additive noise. For the bare AFR, the
intensity means are computed as the intensity means according to
the manual segmentation. When we perform the intensity class
means unsupervised estimation, applying AFR-U as defined by
Eq. (11) the initial values are computed with the k-means

Fig. 9. Original coronal slices of brain volumes from IBSR V2.0 collection.

Fig. 10. Manual segmentation into CSF, GM and WM of the slice images in Fig. 9.

Fig. 11. Crisp atlas obtained from the manual segmentations of the IBSR v2.0
collection, by majority voting at each voxel. Coronal slice in the same position as
those in Fig. 9.
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algorithm. The factor F was set to F ! 1. The initial value of the
neighboring function parameter was set to s0 ! 30 for the images
with 40% IIH and to s0 ! 15 for the images with 20% IIH. The
number of iterations was 30.

Table 3 presents the results of the basic supervised Gaussian
classifier, the AFR and the unsupervised AFR-U. Each table entry
contains the triplet of Tanimoto coefficients for the CSF, GM and
WM tissue classes. It can be appreciated that the proposed
approach improves over the BGAUSS classifier, and that this
improvement is more clear for the strongest IIH field, that is,
improvements are greater for the 40% IIH volumes than for the
20% IIH volumes.

Besides, the unsupervised intensity mean estimation com-
puted with AFR-U introduces further improvements. The CSF’s
Tanimoto coefficient follows a curious pattern, it is lower in the
results obtained by the AFR and AFR-U algorithms than in the
BGAUSS supervised approach for low additive noise levels.
However, as the additive noise increases, the results are better
for AFR and AFR-U than for BGAUSS.

Fig. 8 shows the classification results for a coronal slice of the
40% IIH brain volume. Fig. 8(a) shows the original slice image
extracted from the volume. Fig. 8(b) shows the distribution of CSF,
GM andWM in the anatomic model which is the gold standard for
the image segmentation. This information has been used as a
mask to perform the brain extraction to obtain the brain shown in
Fig. 8(a). The result of classification after IIH correction with the
bias estimated by the AFR algorithm is shown in Fig. 8(c). The
result of slice classification into CSF, GM and WM after intensity
class means estimation and IIH correction by the AFR-U algorithm
is shown in Fig. 8(d). There are very small differences between
both AFR and AFR-U results and between them and the gold
standard.

4.3. Some results on intensity class means estimation

To explore the simultaneous estimation of the IIH field and the
intensity class means we have used the IBSR V2.0 collection of
brain volumes, the 1.5mm data distribution, which is more recent
than the collection used for the experiments in Section 4.1. The
MR brain datasets and their manual segmentations were provided
by the Center for Morphometric Analysis at Massachusetts
General Hospital and are available at http://www.cma.mgh.
harvard.edu/ibsr/. The data description mentions that an intensity
inhomogeneity process has been realized on the data, therefore it
can be expected that AFR will model local features like partial
volumes.

In Fig. 9 we have coronal slices of two brain MRI volumes from
the IBSR V2.0 collection. It must be noted that they have been
normalized in position, but that their sizes are quite different,
they have not been subjected to non-linear registration to a
common atlas or atlas. Their respective ground truth for
classification is given by the manual segmentation into CSF, GM
and WM shown in Fig. 10. A coronal slice in the same position as
the ones shown in Fig. 9 of the crisp atlas used by the algorithm
AFR-A of Eq. (12), obtained from the image manual segmentations
by majority voting on each voxel, is shown in Fig. 11. The
differences in brain sizes produce an extended GM region in the
crisp atlas, covering the GM regions of both small and bigger
brains. The probabilistic atlases for CSF, GM and WM, estimated
from the volume manual segmentations, used by AFR-PA of
Eq. (13) are presented in Fig. 12. The variability of brain sizes
produces a thick strip in the probabilistic GM atlas, and a star like
shape in the probabilistic WM atlas. Finally, Fig. 13 shows the
segmentation results obtained with AFR-U, AFR-A, AFR-PA and
AFR-S from the k-means initialization.

Table 4 shows the average Tanimoto coefficients for the CSF,
GM andWM over the collection of brain volumes. We call BGAUSS
the results obtained with the basic Gaussian classifier using the
manual segmentation of each volume as the ground truth to
compute the tissue means. The GT denotes that the AFR variants
are initialized with those means while KM denotes that the
algorithms start from the means estimated by the k-means
algorithm. The main conclusion that can be obtained from the
table is that results are very poor in general. The standard
application of AFR, assuming the manual segmentation intensity
class means, barely improves the Gaussian supervised classifier.

Fig. 12. Probabilistic atlases for (a) CSF, (b) GM and (c) WM computed from the
manual segmentation of the volumes in the IBSR v2.0 collection. Coronal slices
corresponding to those in Fig. 9.
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That can be due to the data being already intensity normalized.
The AFR assuming the k-means initialization is very poor for the
CSF and GM classes. The unsupervised estimation of the means

performed by AFR-U does not improve the results any further. The
crisp atlas used by the AFR-A seems to be of some help but the
results do not improve much on the bare AFR with ground truth

Fig. 13. Classification into CSF, GM and WM by the (a,b) AFR-U, (c,d) AFR-A, (e,f) AFR-PA and (g,h) AFR-S. Coronal slices corresponding to the ones shown in Fig. 9.
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initialization. It can be interpreted as the AFR-A being able to use
collective a priori spatial distribution information to obtain results
comparable to the knowledge of the manual segmentation for the
computation of the intensity class means. The AFR-PA that uses
the spatial information from the probabilistic atlas, on the other
hand, does not give good results (and was tricky to tune to
convergence). Finally, the supervised approach does not give the
expected improvement.

The use of spatial distribution atlases holds many promises,
but also hides many traps. The unsupervised segmentation of the
images has severe limits, as many voxels from one tissue will have
intensity values close to that of other classes. Having some spatial
information about the distribution of tissues seems the sure way
to solve the problem. But to compute this spatial distribution and
to obtain the desired atlas we need to have either a way to
spatially normalize the volumes without introducing much
distortion, or to select very precisely the population of images
from which the atlas will be computed. In the case at hand, the
variation in brain size introduces some undesirable structures in
the crisp and probabilistic atlases, because we have built them
without taking into account that the size conditions the spatial
distribution. Templates reported in the literature are built on the
intensity domain, not upon the manual segmentations. Warping
classification images is a technique unheard of. Performing linear
scale transformation may pose problems, because we are dealing
with discrete class information. Approaches reported in the
literature that use some kind of template or atlas need to be
taken with a precise definition of the population the atlas was
derived from.

The examination of the manual segmentation gives an
explanation for these results. Comparison of the segmentations
shown in Fig. 10 with the BrainWeb model shown in Fig. 8(b)
allows to appreciate that some inner brain regions that are
classified as WM in the BrainWeb model are systematically
classified as GM in the IBSR manual segmentations. The intensity
values in these regions seem to correspond to WM voxels. We
think that there is a systematic error in the manual segmentation
that is reflected in the very low values of BGAUSS and the
supervised AFR-S entries in Table 4.

5. Conclusions

We have proposed an adaptive field rule, which is the gradient
descent of an energy function, for IIH field estimation in MRI. Our
approach is based on a topological preservation formulation of the
smoothness constraint on the IIH field. The proposed estimation
rule is very similar to the SOM rule. The steady states of the
adaptive rule satisfy some smoothness characterizations that
allow assuming them as appropriate representations of the IIH
fields in the image, minimizing the effect of partial volume and

other sources of noise in the estimation of the IIH field. We have
tested the approach on a benchmark set of real life brain images.
The results show that AFR gives state of the art results, under the
assumption of the knowledge of the intensity class means. We
have proposed and discussed several ways to perform the
estimation of the intensity class means along with the AFR IIH
field estimation. On a simulated brain phantom we obtain better
results with stronger intensity inhomogeneities. Combining AFR
with the unsupervised learning of the intensity class means we
consistently improve the AFR results on this brain phantom. When
testing the use of spatial distribution atlases on the newest IBSR
collection of brain datasets, computed from the manual segmen-
tations, and the supervised learning the results are quite
inconsistent, and disappointing. The positive result is that we
find that the use of the crisp atlas by AFR-A can give results
comparable to the Gaussian supervised classifier. On a closer
inspection of both results and manual segmentation images, we
find that the manual segmentation published in the ISBR site can
be a source of error, both for the construction of supervised
classifiers and for the evaluation of supervised and unsupervised
approaches. Some of the regions that are consistently classified as
gray matter in the IBSR manual segmentations correspond to
white matter in comparable segmentations of the BrainWeb
phantom. This may, at least partially, account for the poor results
found by our attempts to apply AFR and the intensity means
estimation algorithms to these data.
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a b s t r a c t

We propose an unsupervised segmentation algorithm for magnetic resonance images (MRI) endowed
with a parametric intensity inhomogeneity (IIH) correction schema and the on-line estimation of the
image model intensity class means. The paper includes an extensive experimentation that shows that
the algorithm is robust in the sense that it converges to good image segmentations despite the initial
estimation of the image model intensity class means. The algorithm is, therefore, highly automatic
requiring no interactive tuning to obtain good image segmentations, an appealing property in clinical
environments. The IIH field and intensity class means estimation consists of the gradient descent of the
restoration error of the intensity corrected image. Our algorithm does not work on the logarithmic
transformation of the image, thus allowing for the explicit distinction between the smooth
multiplicative field and the independent and identically distributed additive noise at each image voxel.

& 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Magnetic resonance images (MRI) allows to visualize with
great contrast the soft tissues in the body and has revolutionized
the capacity to diagnose the pathologies that affect them [1]. It is
based on the phenomenon known as nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR). The image results from the aggregated measurements
of the tissue composition at the molecular level. MRI are expected
to be piecewise constant except for partial volume effects in the
tissue boundaries and the additive noise. Thus, once the expected
intensities of each tissue are known, we can built up a good
approximation to the optimal Bayesian classifier of minimum
classification error assuming that the intensity distribution is a
mixture of Gaussians whose means are the tissue expected
intensities, to perform the image segmentation task. However,
several imaging conditions introduce an additional multiplicative
noise factor, referred to as the intensity inhomogeneity (IIH) field
in the literature. The sources of IIH are generally divided in two
groups [2]: (a) related to properties of the MRI device such as
static field inhomogeneity, radio frequency signal energy spatial
distribution and others. (b) Related to the imaged object itself
such as the specific magnetic permeability and dielectric proper-
ties of the imaged object.

A broad taxonomy of MRI IIH correction algorithms divides
them between parametric and non-parametric algorithms. The

first ones use a parametric model of the IIH field [3–5]. The non-
parametric algorithms [6–9] perform a non-parametric estimation
of the IIH bias, usually, a smoothing of the restored image
classification residuals.

From the point of view of the estimation approach, the two
approaches which have produced the greater number of works
devoted to this issue are the Bayesian image processing algo-
rithms and the fuzzy clustering. Bayesian algorithms [4,7,9–11]
perform the maximum A posteriori (MAP) estimation of either the
IIH field or the classification image, or both. The approach needs
the formulation of an a priori model of the images and/or the
inhomogeneity field probability density, and the conditional
probability density of the observed image. The probability density
of the observed image conditioned to the voxel classification
and the inhomogeneity field is usually assumed to be Gaussian.
The a priori model of the MRI images is sometimes specified by a
Markov random field (MRF) that formalizes the smoothness
constraints on the image classification [4,7]. In [9,10] modeling
the bias as a Gaussian distributed random vector leads to the
Expectation Maximization estimation algorithm of the inhomo-
geneity field. The Hidden MRF proposed in [11] is essentially
identical to the MRF a priori probability density model of [7].

Fuzzy clustering algorithms [6,12,13] perform the estimation of
the image classification minimizing an objective function given by
the voxel quantization error weighted by the fuzzy membership
coefficients. The algorithms estimate the membership coeffi-
cients, the intensity class means and the IIH bias through this
minimization process.

We have been previously working on parametric approaches to
IIH modeling, estimation and correction, following the approach
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[3,5] of modeling the IIH field with 2D or 3D Legendre
polynomials. In [14] we did propose a gradient descent algorithm
of the restoration error of the image corrected with an estimation
of a parametric IIH bias. The error function gradient is formulated
relative to the IIH field model parameters. In this paper, is also
formulated the error function gradient relative to the tissue
intensity class means and we explore the robust response of the
algorithm to random initial mean values. Uncertainty about the
correct mean class intensities can be due to the variations on
the imaging pulse sequence parameters or to the change from one
machine to another. A robust segmentation algorithm able to
obtain useful estimations of the class means is a needed step to
obtain more automated segmentation procedures.

The image model and the algorithm is described in Section 2.
Experimental results on simulated brain MRI volumes are
presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we discuss the relationship
of the algorithm with precedent algorithms. Finally, conclusions
and further work are presented in Section 5.

2. Description of the algorithm

We will denote y ! "yi; i 2 I# the observed image and x ! "xi; i 2
I; xi 2 O# the classification image, where i 2 I $ N3 is the voxel site
in the discrete lattice of the image support for 3D images,
and O ! fo1; . . . ;ocg is the set of tissue classes in the image. The
assumed image formation model is the following one:

yi ! bi % ri & Zi, (1)

where bi is the multiplicative noise due to the IIH, ri is the clean
signal associated with the true voxel class xi and Zi is the additive
noise. In MRI we have the additional restriction that the
reflectance values belong to a discrete (small) set, G !
fmo1

; . . . ;moc
g, so that ri ! mxi

. Each mo is the signal intensity
mean value associated with a homogeneous tissue.1

Definition 1. The robust MRI segmentation and IIH correction
problem is the problem of estimating the image segmentation x,
the values of the intensity class means G, and the IIH multi-
plicative field b ! "bi; i 2 I# from y.

2.1. The GradClassLeg algorithm

We call GradClassLeg [14] our own proposition of an IIH
correction and voxel classification algorithm according to its
definition as the Gradient descent of Classified images corrected
by products of Legendre polynomials. We assume that IIH field
model is a linear combination of 3D products of Legendre
polynomials [3,5] given by

bi"p# !
Xm

j!0

Xm'j

k!0

Xm'k'j

l!0

pjklPj"ix#Pk"iy#Pl"iz#, (2)

where i ! "ix; iy; iz# and Pk":# is a discretization of the Legendre
polynomial of degree k that is consistent with the image size in
each dimension, and p ! fpjklg is the vector of the linear
combination coefficients. The expression in Eq. (2) takes into
account the symmetries in the composition of the bias, assuming
that the volume discretization is identical in each spatial
dimension. Then number of parameters that compose p ! fpjklg
is n ! "m& 1#""m& 2#=2#""m& 3#=3#. Given an IIH field estimation
b̂ we consider the image correction error relative to the intensity

class means as the objective function

e"p;G# !
X

i2I

yi
bbi"p#

' mxi

 !2

. (3)

That is, we compute the restoration error as the difference
between the predicted intensity associated with the tissue class
and the observed intensity after bias correction.

GradClassLeg is a gradient descent algorithm of this error
function on the vector of parameters p of the IIH field model

pt&1 ! pt & ap
t rpe"p;G#, (4)

and on the intensity class means

Gt&1 ! Gt & aGt rCe"p;G#. (5)

Eq. (4) gives the estimation p̂ of the IIH field model parameters
starting from a random initial model, Eq. (5) gives the estimation
Ĝ of the intensity class means, starting either from a random
initial set of values or from a good guess. The IIH field parameter
gradient vector in Eq. (4) is a vector rpe"p;G# ! f"q=qpjkl#e"p;G#g,
where each of its components is of the form

q
qpjkl

e"p;G# !
X

i2I

yi
bbi"p#

' bmbxi

 !
'yiPj"ix#Pk"iy#Pl"iz#

bb
2

i "p#
, (6)

where bxi ! argminofyi=bbi"p# ' mog is the estimation of the
classification of each voxel based on the current estimation of
the class intensity means. The intensity class means gradient
vector in Eq. (5) is a vector rCe"p;G# ! f"q=qmo#e"p;G#g where
each of its components is of the form

q
qmo

e"p; I# !
X

i2Ijbxi!o
'
1
2

yi
bbi"p#

' bmo

 !
. (7)

3. Computational experiment results

The experimental data is composed of simulated brain MRI
volumes [15] obtained from the BrainWeb Internet site [16] at the
McConnell Brain Imaging Center of the Montreal Neurological
Institute, McGill University. The advantage of working with the
simulated volume is that it is possible to compute the classifica-
tion accuracy relative to the ground truth classes effectively
defined in the generation model. There are available simulated
brain MRI volumes corrupted with synthetic IIH fields with
magnitude 20% and 40% of the original clean image. For short we
will call them 20% and 40% IIH volumes. Using the voxel class
information provided in the site we have masked out the pixels
not belonging to the three classes of interest: white matter (WM),
gray matter (GM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). We have also
downsampled the volume to allow for extensive experiments in a
reasonable time frame. The GradClassLeg parameters are set to
ap ! 0:01, aG ! 0:1, and the maximum number of iterations
allowed is 100. Initial IIH field parameter vector value p̂ is set
to zero. The initial intensity class means Ĝ are generated
with uniform probability in the interval (0;100) and ordered in
ascendent order to preserve the meaning of the intensity classes
for the purposes of visualization and computation of validation
indices. The natural ascending order of intensities is CSF, GM and
WM. If this order corresponds to ascending number of class, the
visualization will not need further labeling neither for the human
inspection nor for the computation of the Tanimoto coefficient.

To give a quantitative evaluation of GradClassLeg we have
computed the Tanimoto (also known as Kappa or Dace) coeffi-
cient, as defined in [4,13], for the CSF, GM and WM tissue classes.
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Using our notation the Tanimoto coefficient can be expressed as

Tt"o# !
jfxi ! o ^ bxi ! o; i 2 Igj
jfxi ! o _ bxi ! o; i 2 Igj

, (8)

where xi is the voxel’s ground truth and bxi is the classification
estimation performed by the algorithm. This definition is slightly
different from the classical one found in the literature [17] which
is the ratio of cardinalities of the symmetrical difference and the
union of the sets. In Eq. (8) perfect overlapping gives a value of 1
while disjoint sets give a value of 0. Perfect overlapping means
the perfect agreement between the manual and automatic
segmentation.

The results shown in Figs. 1, 2, 4 and 5 are the evolution of the
Tanimoto coefficient values as the algorithm proceeds. That is, the
coefficients are computed at each iteration step. Figs. 1 and 2
present the averages of 50 experiments with different random
initial means applying Eqs. (4) and (5) once at each iteration to the
20% and 40% IIH volumes, respectively. It can be appreciated that
the algorithm recovers from very bad initial conditions up to
acceptable results if we take into account that performing the
image segmentation using as intensity class means estimation the
average intensity of the voxels of each class as identified by the a
priori model of the simulated volume, the Tanimoto coefficients
obtained are below 0.92 for the simulated brain volume without
any kind of noise.

To study the relation between the distribution of the initial
intensity class means over the intensity range and the final
segmentation, in Fig. 3 we present the plot of the Tanimoto
coefficients obtained at the end of each of 250 executions
of GradClassLeg with random initial values of the intensity
class means against the minimum distance between any two
of the initial means. It can be appreciated that low values of the
minimum distance between initial class means produce very bad
results very often, while minimum distances above 15 produce
always good results.

In Figs. 4 and 5 we show the effect of varying the relative
frequency of estimation of the intensity class means and the IIH
field parameters. Eq. (5) was applied five times for each
computation of the IIH rule 4. It can be appreciated that the
results improve over Figs. 1 and 2. Inverting the relative frequency,
that is, applying Eq. (4) several times for each computation of
Eq. (5) usually lead to instability and divergent estimations of the

intensity class means. Therefore, the intensity class means
estimation is a computational process that runs on a time scale
faster than the IIH field estimation.

For a further quantitative evaluation of the performance of the
algorithm, we compute the misclassification rate (MCR) for the
brain volumes having an 3% additive noise and 0%, 20% and 40%
IIH volumes. We compare our algorithm with the results reported
in [12] for a variety of algorithms. These quantitative results are
presented in Table 1. in this table, FCM denotes the conventional
FCM algorithm. FM-AFCM and TM-AFCM denote the full multigrid
adaptive FCM algorithm and the truncated multigrid adaptive
FCM algorithm, respectively [18]. EM1 and EM2 denote the
unsupervised EM algorithm for finite Gaussian mixture models,
where EM1 refers to the standard model and EM2 refers to the
model where variances and mixture coefficients of the Gaussian
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Fig. 1. Average, computed over 50 applications of the GradClassLeg algorithm
starting with random initial intensity class means, of the evolution of the white
matter (WM), gray matter (GM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) Tanimoto
coefficients. Simulated brain volume corrupted with a 20% IIH.

Fig. 2. Average, computed over 50 applications of the GradClassLeg algorithm
starting with random initial intensity class means, of the evolution of the white
matter (WM), gray matter (GM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) Tanimoto
coefficients. Simulated brain volume corrupted with a 40% IIH.

Fig. 3. Values of Tanimoto coefficients at iteration 100 versus minimum distance
between initial class means for 250 instances of the execution of the GradClassLeg
algorithm. Simulated brain volume corrupted with a 20% IIH.
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components are assumed equal [19]. AMRF denotes the adaptive
MRF algorithm [20,21]. MNI-FCM denotes the method where the
N3 inhomogeneity correction technique [8] from MNI is applied

first, followed by FCM segmentation. AS-FCM denotes the
adaptive spatial FCM algorithm [12]. From Table 1, we can see
that MCR increases with growing IIH level for all the methods. Our
algorithm has better performance than other pure unsupervised
algorithms and it is competitive with state-of-the-art algorithms
despite its bad initialization and its unsupervised nature. For 0%
IIH level, the proposed algorithm has significantly better perfor-
mance than supervised and unsupervised methods. When study-
ing the results in Table 1 it must be taken into account that most
works reported there work on a 2D slice basis while our algorithm
is a fully 3D algorithm. Besides, the results seem to refer to a
single execution of the algorithm with well chosen initial
conditions, whereas the result that we report in Table 1 comes
from a random initialization.

Finally, we provide some visual results. Fig. 6(a) shows an axial
slice "z ! 90# of the simulated brain volume corrupted with
3% additive noise and 20% IIH. The non brain voxels have been
masked out. Fig. 6(b) shows the corresponding class labeling for
this slice in the model used to generate the simulated brain
volume. This class labeling is the gold standard for the validation
of the segmentation algorithms. The classes are intensity coded as
follows: white corresponds toWM, gray to GM and darkest gray to
CSF. One application of GradClassLeg with random initial intensity
class means produces the estimated bias field shown in Fig. 7(a),
and the image segmentation given by the voxel classification
obtained by our algorithm is shown in Fig. 7(b). The class intensity
coding is the same as in Fig. 6(b). It can be appreciated that the
algorithm provides state-of-the-art results despite its random
initialization.

4. Discussion of algorithm relatives

The most outstanding precedents of the algorithm presented
here is [3,5]. They proposed for the first time the Legendre
polynomials as the basis for the definition of the IIH field model.
There are some departures of our work from them, which were
also discussed in [14]. The most important from the point of view
of this paper is that [3,5] do not perform the estimation of the
intensity class means, assuming them given. There are some
other points of divergence that deserve more detailed discussion.
We will end this section with a discussion of the shortcomings of
our algorithm.

4.1. The valley function

The valley function is the basic building block of the energy
function defined in [3,5]. It takes the shape of a filter imposed
on the distance, inspired on the robust M-estimators [22,23].
The desired properties of this function are:

* Robustness against outliers. The aim is to avoid outliers biasing
the parameter estimation. To this end, some non-linearity that
saturates the function output outside the desired input value
range. Outliers in the case of MRI are partial volume voxels,
that is, voxels that contain signals from various tissues. It must
be noted that [5] describes an explicit procedure to get rid
of partial volume pixels (using spatial gradient information)
so that they are not included in the energy function computa-
tion. That is, this role is not needed in the procedure described
in [5].

* Normalization. The output value must be bounded in the (0;1)
range. It is advisable in order to obtain energy values inside
reasonable ranges.

* Aminimum value corresponding to the desired image intensity
value and a smooth attraction basin that allows to determine
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Fig. 4. Average, computed over 50 applications of the GradClassLeg algorithm
starting with random initial intensity class means, of the evolution of the white
matter (WM), gray matter (GM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) Tanimoto
coefficients. Simulated brain volume corrupted with a 20% IIH. Gradient
computation relative frequency 5:1 (see text).

Fig. 5. Average, computed over 50 applications of the GradClassLeg algorithm
starting with random initial intensity class means, of the evolution of the white
matter (WM), gray matter (GM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) Tanimoto
coefficients. Simulated brain volume corrupted with a 40% IIH. Gradient
computation relative frequency 5:1 (see text).

Table 1
Misclassification ratio (MCR) results comparing our proposed algorithm with
results reported in [12], computed over simulated volumes with increasing IIH.

Method 0% IIH (%) 20% IIH (%) 40% IIH (%)

FCM 3.988 5.450 9.016
FM-AFCM 4.171 4.322 5.065
TM-AFCM 4.168 4.322 4.938
EM1 6.344 7.591 13.768
EM2 4.242 5.638 9.604
AMRF 3.876 4.795 6.874
MNI-FCM 4.979 4.970 5.625
AS-FCM 3.717 3.676 3.832
GradClassLeg 3.43 4.89 6.56

GradClassLeg results correspond to an execution of the algorithm with random
initial intensity class means.
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the search advance direction to reach the desired minimum.
The bare squared (Euclidean) distance provides a convenient
alternative in this aspect [14], and some authors have
discarded altogether the need of this kind of functions [24].

The valley function proposed in [5] is the following one:

valley"d# !
'd2

d2 & 3s2
, (9)

where d is the distance to the image intensity desired value.
This function is positive, the minimum corresponds to d ! 0 and
saturates to 1 as the distance grows. The width of the attraction
basin depends on the s parameter. The claim in [5] is that this
function is an M-estimator similar to the one developed in [23].
However, the work in [23] refers to a simulated annealing schema
that tries to avoid the need to specify an scale factor. The valley
function of Eq. (9) does not correspond to any function proposed
in [23] and s is in fact an scale parameter which has a strong

influence on the behavior of the algorithm conditioning the shape
of the energy function.

The energy function proposed in [5] is a combination of valley
function detectors of the following form:

e"y# !
Y

k

valley"y' mk#, (10)

where mi is a desired intensity value, corresponding to a tissue
imaging signal, and y is the image intensity value at a pixel site.
The idea is that the energy is close to zero when the pixel intensity
is one of the desired intensity values. The aim of this definition
seems to be to obtain a continuous and differentiable function,
although the use of evolution strategies (ES) proposed in [5] does
not need the energy function to be differentiable. In [25] the
energy function gradient information was proposed to improve
the ES strategy, using a kind of random gradient or memetic
approach [26]. The problems that pose the use of this kind of
energy building blocks were already discussed in [14]: the bad
setting of the scale parameter, s, may produce very narrow
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Fig. 6. (a) Original axial slice "z ! 90# of the skull stripped 3% noise and 20% IIH volume and (b) voxel classification of the axial slice in the model used for the simulation.
White, gray and dark gray correspond to WM, GM and CSF, respectively.

Fig. 7. For an execution of GradClassLeg with random initial intensity class means: (a) estimated bias axial slice "z ! 90# and (b) estimated classification of the voxels for the
slice of Fig. 6. White, gray and dark gray correspond to WM, GM and CSF, respectively.
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attraction valleys for the desired minima of the valley function.
The bad setting of the scale parameter may also introduce strong
saturation effects that destroy the correspondence between
the image distortion and the energy. Then minimization of the
proposed energy does not imply minimization of the distortion of
the corrected image relative to the undistorted original image. In
other words, minimization of the energy does not imply image
enhancement.

4.2. The image formation model and the energy function formulation

The underlying image formation model assumed in [5,25] and
related works is the same assumed in Section 2

yi ! xi % bi & Zi, (11)

where yi is the observed image, bi is the smooth IIH, Zi is the
Gaussian distributed additive noise and i is the pixel site.
The inhomogeneity intensity field model is given by a linear
combination of outer products of discretizations of Legendre
polynomials Pi":#. The inhomogeneity correction algorithms try to
estimate the inhomogeneity field to minimize the error between
the clean image x and the corrected image: minb̂ky=b̂' xk, where
the corrected image is y=b̂ ! x̂. Contrary to our approach in this
paper, the approach in [5] was to neglect the additive noise term
in Eq. (11), and to consider the logarithm transform on the image:
log"yi# ! log"xi# & log"bi#, which can be written for short

Y ! X & B. (12)

The IIH model computed in [5] corresponds in fact to the log of the
multiplicative inhomogeneity field

B̂ !
X

i

X

j

âijPiPj, (13)

so that the minimization problem is in fact: minB̂kY ' B̂' Xk.
Where Y ' B̂ ! X̂ is the corrected image. If we invert the logarithm
transform to obtain the corrected image in its original range we
obtain

x̂ ! exp"X̂# !
y

exp"
P

i

P
jâijPiPj#

.

Therefore, when using Eq. (12) as the image formation model, and
Eq. (13) as the inhomogeneity model we are in fact building a IIH
field model which is an exponential of a linear combination of
Legendre 2D or 3D products. It remains to be clarified if this
exponential model is an appropriate model for the IIH in MRI data.

As stated in Section 2, the image formation model for MRI
usually has the additional assumption that the original image
intensities belong to a finite set of values x 2 fm1; . . . ;mcg
corresponding to specific tissue classes. The energy function in
[5] is the sum extended to all the image pixels of the energy in
Eq. (10) for the corrected image

E !
X

i

Yc

k!1

valley"Yi ' B̂i ' log uk#, (14)

where the logarithmic model is used. If we denote the distortion
of the inhomogeneity distorted image d2 !

P
i"yi ' xi#2, we may

be interested in knowing the relationship between the energy
function in Eq. (14) and the distortion. We would desire the
decreasing of the energy function to be equivalent to decreasing
the image distortion. A simple experiment reported in [14] shows
that this monotonicity does not hold even in very simple
circumstances. For a simple chessboard image we have generated
a collection of inhomogeneity intensity corrupted images with
randomly generated Legendre polynomials up to degree 2. The
scatter plots of the image distortion versus energy shows great
dispersion for some values of the scale parameter, which in

practical optimization terms means that the energy function has
little information regarding the image distortion, because images
with the same energy have very diverse distortion values, and
conversely images with the same distortion may have very diverse
energy values. Minimizing the energy function may not have the
effect of ‘‘cleaning’’ the image. The energy function that we have
exploited for the derivation of our algorithm in this paper has
none of these bad side effects.

4.3. Limitations of GradClassLeg

The GradClassLeg is a parametric IIH correction algorithm.
Therefore, the estimations of IIH fields performed are very smooth
and do not account for small local deviations from the model.
These deviations usually correspond to partial volume voxels.
If identification of partial volumes voxels is required for some
reason, this cannot be attained with our approach. The maximum
degree of the Legendre polynomials have implications on the
degree of smoothing imposed to the IIH field. Low degree
polynomials impose very smooth fields, while high degree
polynomials may allow modeling local structures, approximating
the identification of partial volume voxels. However, high degree
polynomials imply that the energy function is more prone to have
local minima which invalidate the gradient descent approach.

Although the robustness to initial values have been demon-
strated in this paper, there is no procedure to assess the correct
number of intensity classes, a pervasive problem in all the
unsupervised approaches to data exploration and image segmen-
tation. In this paper, we relied in the a priori knowledge that the
images correspond to brain scans which have been skull stripped
by a simple masking procedure.

5. Conclusions

We propose an unsupervised segmentation algorithm named
GradClassLeg based on the gradient descent of an energy function
that consists of the distortion of the IIH corrected image. The IIH
field model is given by the linear combination of outer products of
1D Legendre polynomials. Our approach estimates both the IIH
model parameters and the intensity class means. GradClassLeg
demonstrates the power of parametric approaches to IIH correc-
tion in MRI images. In this paper, we have shown that it can be
very robust against bad initial estimations of the intensity class
means. The robustness of the algorithm makes it a good candidate
to explore situations with less a priori information, when there are
anomalies (i.e., tumorous tissues), in which unsupervised seg-
mentation can be useful to detect unknown image structures.
To further validate the algorithm we are planning to embed it in
the code of the statistical parametric mapping software (SPM)
(www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) in order to have a better interaction
with the medical experts when we apply the algorithm to real life
images. SPM provides a suite of functions for registration and
visualization that facilitates the pre-processing and evaluation
of the algorithm results. Working with SPM provides also the
opportunity to perform comparisons with other IIH intensity
correction and segmentation algorithms.
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1 Introduction 2

1 Introduction

The goal of this report is to give an impression of the current status of the neu-
roscience databases of structural and functional techniques available through
Internet, with an emphasis in Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). Modern
neuroimaging techniques such as structural (Computed Tomography (CT), Mag-
netic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Di!usion Tensor Imaging (DTI)) or func-
tional techniques (Positron emission tomography (PET), Single photon emis-
sion computed tomography (SPECT), Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(fMRI) and functional Di!usion Tensor Imaging (fDTI)) play an important role
in the diagnosis of neurodegenerative diseases.

In recent years MRI has become one of the most popular techniques used
in radiology to visualize the structure and function of the body, because it is a
non-ionizing radiation medical imaging technique. It provides detailed images
of the body in any plane and techniques based on the principles of MRI like
fMRI, DTI or fDTI are being increasingly used in the preclinical study of certain
neurodegenerative diseases.

The availability of public image databases for experimental purposes allows
the validation of propositions of computational methods under a common ex-
perimental framework. They allow also to reproduce the results claimed by
the research groups, both relative to diagnostic issues and to computational
methods. In this regard, the simulated MRI images from the BrainWeb site
[2], and the clinical images from the Internet Brain Segmentation Repository
(IBSR) [7], which are provided with expert segmentations that can be used as
the ground thruth for validation processes, have been widely used as benchmarks
for a number of algorithms devoted to segmentation, filtering and correction of
artifacts in MRI, such as the Intensity Inhomogeneity (IIH). A number of new
resources have been added in recent years, the fruit of public funded ongoing
research projects, to those early public database e!orts. During last years new
projects have been developed individually by research groups as the Labora-
tory of Neuro Image (LONI) [8] or through collaborations with other groups,
which are working in the same research area related to image analysis and the
study of neurodegenerative diseases, building consortiums such as [1, 6]. Result-
ing from these projects there are many public resources (images, clinical data,
demographics and results of the studies) that are available for validation and
refutation purposes of both clinical conclusions and computational algorithms,
keeping pace with the fast evolution of the imaging devices and techniques. In
fact, the filed is su!ering such an explosive growth of public resources and an
e!ervescence of results, techiniques and publications that the present account
may well be outdated in a very short time. The works of the PhD candidate
have profited from some of these databases, namely the IBSR, BrainWeb and
OASIS repositories.
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2 IBSR

The Internet Brain Segmentation Repository (IBSR) [7] is a repository of mag-
netic resonance (MR) brain images and segmentation results. The IBSR was
initially created in April 1996 and is maintained by Andrew Worth at the CMA.
Currently there are six MR brain data sets, which were provided by the Center
for Morphometric Analysis at Massachusetts General Hospital and are available
at [7]. Most of them have T1-weighted MR images of healthy subjects. Two
data sets have images of two diferent patients with brain tumors.

There are three di!erent directories in which data sets can be found orga-
nized into “img”, “seg” and “otl” directories, which contain the raw, segmented
and outlined images, respectively. However not all data sets have the “seg”
and/or “otl” directories. Raw images are 256x256 of 16-bit, but some of them
have also these images scaled to 8-bit. Segmented images are “trinary” images
(pixels are labeled as a Grey Matter or White Matter tissue or as other), with
the same dimensionality as the raw images. Outlined images are the result of
semi-automated segmentation techniques performed by an expert and contain
lists of points that define certain structures in each scan image. They are de-
fined in a 512x512 grid, because they were created using oversampled images
to double size. The di!erence with the segmentation directory is that the tri-
nary files group all structures in to grey/white/other while the otl files list each
neuroanatomical structure separately, so that the information provided by the
segmentation trinary images is only a small subset of the information in out-
lined images. The data was intended to test MRI supervised and unsupervised
segmentation algorithms.

2.1 Normal subject, ’Ideal’ registered multi-echo brain scan
Data set 657 was created in 1996. It contains seven di!erent image types of
the same normal subject (conventional T1, PD and T2 Spin echo sequences;
Fast T1, low signal/noise, SPGR (1 avg); Fast T1, better signal/noise, SPGR
(2 avgs); Fast PD and T2 FSE sequence). Each of the volumes are registered
scans of 18 slices (“.img” format with no header information), 2.3 Mb (15.75 Mb
total). Scans were acquired at the NMR Center of the Massachusetts General
Hospital with a 1.5 tesla General Electric Signa. No segmentation information
is provided.

2.2 Adult Male
Data set 788_6 was created in 1996. It contains T1-weighted MRI data with
complete expert segmentations (trinary and outlines) from a 55 year old male
subject. Each volume has been stored in 60 files that represent the slices
through the brain, without header information. Scans were acquired with a
1.5 Tesla General Electric Signa. Contiguous 3.0 mm three-dimensional coro-
nal T1-weighted spoiled gradient echo (SPGR) images of the entire brain was
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atained with the following parameters: TR= 40 msec, TE= 5 msec, flip angle
=40 degrees, field of view =24 cm, matrix =256x256, and averages =1.

Images were positionally normalized by imposing a standard three-dimensional
brain coordinate system on each 3D MR scan [40, 23]. The repositioned scans
are then resliced into normalized 3.0 mm coronal, 1.0 mm axial, and 1.0 mm
sagittal scans which are used for subsequent analyses.

Gray-white matter segmentation (other=0; gray=128 and white=254) was
performed with a semi-automated intensity contour mapping algorithm [29]
and also using signal intensity histograms. Neuroanatomical regions of inter-
est for gray/white segmentation include cortical grey matter, subcortical white
matter, lateral, third and fourth ventricles, caudate, putamen, globus pallidus,
hippocampus-amygdala complex, thalamus proper (including all thalamic nuclei
except the lateral and medial geniculate bodies), ventral diencephalic complex
(including hypo-, epi-, and subthalamus, substantia nigra, red nucleus medial
and lateral geniculate bodies), brainstem, cerebellum cortex and cerebellar cen-
tral mass, according to the anatomic definitions of [22], with one exception.
The central gray nuclei was subdivided at the hypothalamic fissure into thala-
mus proper and ventral diencephalon.

2.3 5 year old child:
Data set 1320_2 was created in 1996. It contains T1-weighted MRI data with
complete expert segmentations (trinary and otulines) from a 5 year old subject.
Each volume has been stored in 128 files that represent the slices through the
brain, without header information. The MRI scan was acquired with a 1.5
Tesla General Electric Signa. Contiguous 1.5 mm three-dimensional coronal T1-
weighted spoiled gradient echo (SPGR) images of the entire brain was attained
with the following parameters: TR = 40 msec, TE = 5 msec, flip angle = 40
degrees, field of view = 24cm, matrix = 256x256, and averages = 1.

Images were positionally normalized by imposing a standard three-dimensional
brain coordinate system on each 3D MR scan [40, 23]. The repositioned scans
are then resliced into normalized 1.5 mm coronal, 0.9375 mm axial, and 0.9375
mm sagittal scans which are used for subsequent analyses.

Gray-white matter segmentation (other=0; gray=128 and white=254) was
performed following the procedure described in section 2.2.

2.4 20 Normal Subjects
Data set 20_Normal was created in 1997. It contains T1-weighted MR images,
from 20 normal subjects, of 3.1mm slice thickness (16-bit data; 8-bit scaled 3D
data and 8-bit scaled 3D data (brain regions only) ) and expert segmentations
(other=0; csf=128; gray=192; white=254). Volumes of 16-bit have been stored
in 60 “.img” files that represent the slices through the brain. On the other hand
8-bit and segmented images have been stored in data files (.buchar) and header
files (.hdr), where header files have four ascii numbers that give the size of the
data set. The segmented and 8-bit images have less slices than the 16-bit image
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data. The matching segmentation must be done using the o!sets given at [7]
for this data set.

Images are coronal three-dimensional T1-weighted spoiled gradient echo MRI
scans, that were obtained on two di!erent imaging systems. Ten FLASH scans
performed on a 1.5 tesla Siemens Magnetom MR System (Iselin, NJ) with the
following parameters: TR = 40 msec, TE = 8 msec, flip angle = 50 degrees, field
of view = 30 cm, slice thickness = contiguous 3.1 mm, matrix = 256x256, and
averages = 1. Ten 3D-CAPRY scans performed on a 1.5 tesla General Electric
Signa MR System (Milwaukee, WI), with the following parameters: TR = 50
msec, TE = 9 msec, flip angle = 50 degrees, field of view = 24 cm, slice thickness
= contiguous 3.0mm, matrix = 256x256, and averages = 1.

Images were positionally normalized by imposing a standard three-dimensional
brain coordinate system on each 3D MR scan [40, 23]. The repositioned scans
are then resliced into normalized 3.0 mm coronal, 1.0 mm axial, and 1.0 mm
sagittal scans which are used for subsequent analyses.

Segmentation was performed on the positionally normalized scan by trained
investigators using a semi-automated intensity contour mapping algorithm [29]
and also using signal intensity histograms. Other neuroanatomical structures
were segmented similarly [22].

Segmentation Performance Index

IBSR facilitates segmentation comparisons of six classification methods tested
over this collection of images, provided by Jagath C. Rajapakse and SPM5 GM
segmentation done by On Tsang. Results from Rajapakse are partially based
on the method described in [36], where the comparison metric is the average
overlap also called Tanimoto coe"cient [21], eq. 1:

T =
|A !B|
|A "B| , (1)

where A and B are sets of voxels corresponding to di!erent segmentations.

2.5 Tumor patients: various scans over time
Subject 126

This data set was created in 1999. It contains multiple scans of a 59 year old
female with a tumor, taken at roughly 6 month intervals over three and a half
years. The T1 + Gadolinium MRI scans were acquired with a 1.5 Tesla General
Electric Signa and di!erent parameters.

Subject 536

This data set was created in 1999. It contains multiple scans of a patient with
a tumor (images and outlines), taken at roughly 6 month intervals over three
and a half years. Each series has been stored in 60 .img files with no header
information. The pixel resolutions on these are 0.9375 x 0.9375 mm in-plane
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by 3.1 mm slice thickness. The outline files include 4 outlines: a contralateral
reference region (the cerebral hemisphere of the right (una!ected) hemisphere),
and three outlines of the enhancing tumor based upon intensity countours 1, 2
and 3 standard deviations above the mean of the contralateral reference region.

Images were registered using the CMA’s standard positional normalization
coordinate system.

2.6 IBSR V2.0
This data set was created in 2003 and 2004 and currently contains T1-weighted
MR Image data from eighteen subjects, with expert segmentations of 43 individ-
ual structures (1.5mm slice thickness). Data are in CMA and analyze formats.
For each subject there is T1-weighted volumetric images that have been ’posi-
tionally normalized’ into the Talairach orientation (rotation only) and also have
been processed by the CMA ’autoseg’ biasfield correction routines.

Gray-white matter segmentation include segmentation of the 3rd Ventri-
cle, 4th Ventricle, Brain Stem, and Left and Right: Accumbens area , Amyg-
dala, Amygdala Anterior, Caudate, Cerebellum Cortex, Cerebellum Exterior,
Cerebellum White Matter, Cerebral Cortex, Cerebral Exterior, Cerebral White
Matter, Hippocampus, Inf Lat Vent, Lateral Ventricle, Pallidum, Putamen,
Thalamus Proper, VentralDC, and vessel.

3 BrainWeb: Simulated Brain Database

This simulated brain database (SBD) [2] was provided by McConnell Brain
Imaging Centre at the Montréal Neurological Institute [15], McGill University.
It contains a set of realistic Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) data volumes
produced by an MRI simulator [18, 30, 38]. Currently contains simulated brain
MRI data based on two types anatomical models [19] (“phantoms”): normal and
multiple sclerosis (MS), which can serve as the ground truth for any analysis
procedure. These anatomical models consist of a set of 3-dimensional “fuzzy”
tissue membership volumes, one for each tissue class. The voxel values in these
volumes reflects the proportion of tissue present in that voxel, in the range [0, 1].
The volumes are defined at a 1mm isotropic voxel grid in Talairach space, with
dimensions 181x217x181 (XxYxZ) and origin coordinates -90,-126,-72 (x,y,z) in
Talairach space.

In addition to the fuzzy tissue membership volumes, a discrete anatomical
model is provided which consists of a class label (integer) at each voxel, repre-
senting the tissue which contributes the most to that voxel.

Volumes can be downloaded in MINC or raw format.
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3.1 Normal Brain Volumes
Pre-computed simulated SBD

In the pre-computed SBD data are available for viewing in three orthogonal
views (transversal, sagittal, and coronal) and for downloading with the param-
eter settings fixed to 3 modalities, 5 slice thicknesses, 6 levels of noise, and 3
levels of intensity non-uniformity. These simulations are based on an anatomi-
cal model of normal brain, which is available at a resolution of 1mm3 and also
for thicker slices (in Z direction): 3mm, 5mm, 7mm and 9mm. Tissue classes
available for this phantom are: Background, CSF, Grey Matter, White Matter,
Fat, Muscle/Skin, Skin, Skull, Glial Matter and Connective.

Custom MRI simulations interface

Through the BrainWeb custom MRI simulations interface it is possible to choose
arbitrary parameters and obtain di!erent volumes based on the same normal
anatomical model as in subsection 3.1.

20 sets of simulated data with specific parameters

Currently, it is only possible to download 20 di!erent sets of T1-weighted
simulated data, based on 20 anatomical models of 20 normal brains, with
these specific parameters: SFLAH (spoiled FLASH) sequence with TR=22ms,
TE=9.2ms, flip angle=30 deg and 1mm isotropic voxel size. Tissue classes avail-
able for these phantoms are: Background, CSF, Grey Matter, White Matter,
Fat, Muscle/Skin, Skull, Blood vessels, Connective (region around fat), Dura
Matter and Bone Marrow.

3.2 MS Lesion Brain Volumes
Pre-computed simulated SBD

In the pre-computed SBD data are available for viewing in three orthogonal
views (transversal, sagittal, and coronal) and for downloading with the param-
eter settings fixed to 3 modalities, 5 slice thicknesses, 6 levels of noise, and 3
levels of intensity non-uniformity. These simulations are based on an anatomi-
cal model of a human brain with “moderate” MS lesions, which is available at a
resolution of 1mm3. Tissue classes available for this phantom are: Background,
CSF, Grey Matter, White Matter, Fat, Muscle/Skin, Skin, Skull, Glial Matter,
Connective and MS lesion.

Custom MRI simulations interface

Through the BrainWeb custom MRI simulations interface it is possible to choose
arbitrary parameters and obtain di!erent volumes based on three di!erent MS
anatomical models with “moderate” (the same anatomical model as subsection
3.2), “mild” and “severe” MS lesions.
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4 OASIS

The Open Access Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS) [32] provides brain imag-
ing data that are freely available for distribution and data analysis [12]. It is
made available by Dr. Randy Buckner at the Howard Hughes Medical Institute
(HHMI) at Harvard University, the Neuroinformatics Research Group (NRG) at
Washington University School of Medicine, and the Biomedical Informatics Re-
search Network (BIRN). Currently available data set consists of a cross-sectional
collection of 416 subjects covering the adult life span aged 18 to 96 including
100 individuals over the age of 60, who have been diagnosed with early-stage
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD).

For each subject 3-4 T1-weighted magnetization prepared rapid gradient-
echo (MP-RAGE ) MRI scans were acquired on a a 1.5-T Vision scanner (Siemens,
Erlangen, Germany), corresponding to multiple repetitions of the same struc-
tural protocol within a single session; a motion-corrected coregistered average
of all available data; a gain-field corrected atlas-registered image to an stan-
dard space [40, 17]; and a masked version of the atlas-registered image, a
grey/white/CSF segmented image [41]. Aditionally, for 20 of the nondemented
subjects, images from a subsequent scan session are also included as a means of
assessing acquisition reliability. All images are in 16-bit big-endian Analyze 7.5
format.

This data set has been based on the following publications for demographic
[37] (gender, handedness, age, education and socioeconomic status), clinical
assessments [35, 37] (Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) and Clinical De-
mentia Rating (CDR)), and derived anatomic measures [17, 24] (total intracra-
nial volume (eTIV), atlas scaling factor (ASF) and normalized whole brain vol-
ume (nWBV)).

The database has a complex structure, shown in figure 1. It contains, be-
sides the raw MRI scans, the anatomic information, the registered images, the
segmented and skull stripped images. Therefore, the database can be used to
test several algorithms at di!erent points in the processing pipeline. Figure
2 contains a table with the name codification and corresponding image types.
Finally, figure 3 contains a summary of the database demographic information.

5 MORPHDTI_P0001

This data set contains high SNR DTI data and the co-registered DTI data for a
healthy male volunteer scanned on three separate scanning sessions over 2 days
[28, 31]. Fifteen DTI scans were performed in each scan session, producing 45
DTI datasets in total. Data was acquired on a 1.5T Philips MR unit at the
F.M. Kirby Research Center for Functional Brain Imaging, Kennedy Krieger
Institute, Johns Hopkins University.
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Fig. 1: File structure of OASIS Database

Fig. 2: Types of Images included in the dataset

Fig. 3: Demographic summary
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6 MIRIAD

Multisite Imaging Research In the Analysis of Depression (MIRIAD) data set
[9, 5] has dual-echo MRI scans (currently 100 subjects) acquired at Duke Univer-
sity, which have been anonymized and uploaded by the Neuropsychiatric Imag-
ing Research Laboratory (NIRL) [10] to the Biomedical Informatics Research
Network/Storage Resource Broker (BIRN/SRB) [1] where they are accessed at
BWH (Surgical Planning Laboratory, SPL) [13] and UCLA (LONI) [8].

At the Laboratory of Neuro Imaging (LONI) a study-specific atlas is con-
structed from the MRI scans with both PD and T2 contrasts. Subjects’ scans
are linearly aligned to the study space to acquire spatial normalization factors,
and a BWH tissue and structure probability field atlas is non-linearly aligned to
each individual subject. Dual-echo scans are segmented utilizing the individual
subject-aligned tissue probability atlases at the Surgical Planning Laboratory,
SPL; regions of interest and cerebral tissues are classified by an expectation
maximization algorithm.

LONI completes the scan processing with a measurement of lobar volumes
via a non-linear registration of study-specific lobar atlas to native subject spaces,
and regional and lobar tissue volumes are computed. The image processing
results, both the images and volumetric measurements, are uploaded to the SRB.
Initial statistical analyses were performed at Duke, as the associated metadata
(e.g., age, sex, diagnosis, clinical scales) resided there at the beginning of the
project.

7 ELUDE

The E"cient Longitudinal Upload of Depression in the Elderly (ELUDE) data
set is an anonymized collection of a longitudinal study of late-life depression at
Duke University. There are 281 depressed subjects and 154 controls included.
An MR scan of each subject was obtained every 2 years for up to 8 years (total
of 1093 scans). Clinical assessments occurred more frequently and consists of
a battery of psychiatric tests including several depression-specific tests such as
the HAM-D, CESD, and MADRS.

8 Alzheimer’s CATX

This Data set [14] contains activation maps of 9 Alzheimer’s disease patients &
9 elderly controls [39]. It was provided by Andrew Saykin, Dartmouth Medical
School and the last updated was in May 10, 2004. The task is about semantic
processing: category exemplar (CATX)-identify word pairs with correct cate-
gory examplar relationships from among incorrect ones.
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9 Realistic MRI data set

This Data set [14] contains realistic brain lesion distributions generated using a
lesion-deficit simulator with spatial statistical model conforming to the Frontal
Lobe Injury in Childhood Study [33, 27].

10 DTMRI Data

This is a DTI data set [3] acquired under Human Brain Project and National
Research Resource Center grant. It contains raw and processed DTI data of 15
normal population, white matter atlases, DTI software. Currently the database
has 2.5 mm isotropic resolution images and 2.2 mm isotropic resolution images.
Only 2.5 mm data are available.

11 BIRN (Biomedical Informatics Research Network)

The Biomedical Informatics Research Network (BIRN) [1] was launched in 2001
with the goal of fostering large-scale collaborations in biomedical science by
utilizing emerging cyberinfrastructure. An essential feature of the project is the
collaboration of computer scientists and biomedical researchers from di!erent
research disciplines to design and implement a distributed architecture of shared
resources usable by all biomedical researchers in order to advance the diagnosis
and treatment of disease.

FBIRN_Traveling_Subject2003
This dataset includes five healthy subjects imaged twice at each of ten FBIRN
MRI scanners on successive days. Functional and structural imaging, behav-
ioral, and demographic data are available from 100 scanning sessions on these
subjects.

BrainScape_BS002
This dataset includes seventeen healthy subjects with four resting state fixation
scans plus one T1 scan and one T2 scan. The data were collected as part of a
study on the behavioral e!ects of spontaneous BOLD fluctuations [26].

BrainScape_BS003
This dataset includes ten healthy subjects scanned 3 times with 3 conditions:
eyes open, eyes closed, and fixating in addition to two anatomical scans (T1 and
T2) [25].
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fBIRN PhaseII
The Phase II multi-site clinical imaging study consists of approximately 250 sub-
jects, both chronic schizophrenics and age- and gender- matched controls. The
MRI data include structural and fMRI images from two separate scanning visits
for each subject, including the Sternberg Item Recognition Paradigm and the
Auditory Oddball paradigm, a breath hold task, and a sensorimotor task. The
clinical assessments include behavioral measures, handedness and demographic
measures, SES, smoking measurements, North American Adult Reading Test
(NARRT), and clinical severity assessments for the clinical subjects. Currently
data from three sites are released to the general research community; the re-
mainder are awaiting IRB approvals for public data sharing.

12 ADNI (Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative)

The ADNI was launched in 2003 by the National Institute on Aging (NIA),
the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB), the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA), private pharmaceutical companies and
non-profit organizations, as a $60 million, 5-year public-private partnership.

The primary goal of ADNI has been to test whether serial magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), other biological
markers, and clinical and neuropsychological assessment can be combined to
measure the progression of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and early Alzheimer’s
disease (AD). Currently there are available more than 32,000 MR and PET
scans.

The initial goal of ADNI was to recruit 800 adults, ages 55 to 90, to partici-
pate in the research, approximately 200 cognitively normal older individuals to
be followed for 3 years, 400 people with MCI to be followed for 3 years, and 200
people with early AD to be followed for 2 years.

13 Functional Brain Imaging of Young, Nondemented, and
Demented Older Adults

This fMRI data set is available on Internet [4] since the year 2000. A paradigm
involving repeated presentation of sensory-motor response trails was adminis-
tered to 41 participants (14 young adults (18-24), 14 nondemented older adults
(66-89) and 13 demented older adults (68-83)) [16].

All subjects were right-handed, english speakers, with normal (corrected) vi-
sual acuity. A history of neurological or visual illness served as exclusion criteria
for all potential subjects. Furthermore, older adults were excluded if they had
neurologic, psychiatric or mental illness which could cause dementia. Dementia
status was determined using recruitment and assessment procedures developed
by the Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center at Washington University. Clinico-
pathology studies in cognitively healthy aging and Alzheimer’s disease; Relation
of histologic markers to dementia severity, age, sex, and APOE genotype; CDR.
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Stimulus display was controlled by a Power Macintosh computer (Apple, Cu-
pernico, CA) using PsyScope software (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost,
1993). Keypress responses were recorded using a fiber-optic light-sensitive key-
press connected to a PsyScope button box (Carnegie Mellon University, Pitts-
burgh, PA). All buttons except one were physically covered to minimize response
complexity.

Stimuli were rear projected (Am- Pro Model LCD-150, Ampro, Melbourne,
FL) onto a screen placed at the back of the magnet bore. Participants viewed
the screen through a mirror fastened to the top of the head coil. Participants re-
quiring corrective lenses (mostly older adults) were supplied magnetcompatible
glasses.

The basic task paradigm consisted of presentation of a 1.5-sec duration visual
stimulus. Participants pressed a key with their right index fingers upon stimulus
onset. The visual stimulus was an 8-Hz counterphase flickering (black to white)
checkerboard subtending approximately 12º of visual angle (6º in each visual
field). Stimulus parameters were identical to those used by [34]. The stimulus
onset was triggered at the beginning of the image acquisition via the PsyScope
button box. Spatial frequency of the checkerboard decreased with visual angle
to be approximately constant in relation to acuity across the visual field. Runs
were structured such that for every eight-image acquisition (21.44 sec), one of
two kinds of trial condition were presented (15 trials per run for a total of 60
trials per subject).

Task trials either involved stimuli presented in isolation (one-trial condition)
or in pairs with an inter-trial interval of 5.36 sec (two-trial condition). One-trial
and two-trial conditions were pseudorandomly intermixed such that eight trials
of one type and seven of the other appeared in each run. The logic of this de-
sign [20] is that the onetrial conditions can be examined to determine the evoked
hemodynamic response to an isolated, transient event. The two-trial conditions
further allowed the summation properties of the hemodynamic response to be
examined: To the degree that the added responses in the two-trial conditions
were similar to the responses in the one-trial conditions, the hemodynamic dy-
namic response exhibits linear summation. Four image acquisitions involving
only fixation were acquired prior to the first trial and following the last trial in
each run.

14 Neuroscience Database Gateway (NDG)

The Neuroscience Database Gateway (NDG) [11] began in 2004 as a pilot project
developed by the Society’s Brain Information Group (BIG). The NDG is now
overseen by the Society’s Neuroinformatics Committee and is hosted at Yale
University (by Gordon Shepherd and Luis Marenco). The SfN Neuroscience
Database Gateway provides links to five main types of database: Databases of
experimental data; knowledge bases; software tools for neuroscience; bioinfor-
matics resources; providers of research materials; all neuroscience databases.
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15 LONI Image Data Archive (IDA)

The LONI Image Data Archive (IDA) [8] is a user-friendly environment for
archiving, searching, sharing, tracking and disseminating neuroimaging and re-
lated clinical data. The IDA is utilized for dozens of neuroimaging research
projects across North America and Europe and accommodates MRI, PET,
MRA, DTI and other imaging modalities. A flexible data de-identification en-
gine and encrypted file transmission help ensure compliance with patient-privacy
regulations.

16 mBIRN Data Repository (mBDR)

The mBIRN Data Repository (mBDR) [9] is a public resource presented by the
Morphometry testbed of the Biomedical Informatics Research Network (BIRN).
It includes a range of raw and post-processed MRI images, related derived mea-
sures, and related subject measures. The data are organized by project OASIS,
morphDTI_p0001, MIRIAD, ELUDE

17 fMRI Data Center (fMRIDC)

The fMRIDC is a public repository [4] of peer-reviewed fMRI publications
projects and their underlying data. Currently there are 122 data sets avail-
able.

18 DEnLab Data Repository

The repository [14] contains both medical data such as the ones referred in
secions 8 and 9, as well as some information about methods and computational
techniques for medical image processing.

19 ICBM Human Atlases

The LONI Atlas site [8] consists of a collection of data, online viewers, images
and animations that describe the various atlases (e.g. Alzheimer’s Disease Tem-
plate) developed at LONI. A complete description and discussion of these atlas
requires a dedicated chapter.
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Abstract

In this paper we report the application of a Machine Learning approach

to the diagnostic support of the Myotonic Dystrophy (MD) from structural

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (sMRI). The approach consists of a feature ex-

traction process based on the results of Voxel Based Morphometry (VBM)

analysis of sMRI obtained from a set of patient and control subjects, fol-

lowed by a classification step performed by Support Vector Machine (SVM)

classifiers trained on the features extracted from the data set.
Key words: Myotonic Dystrophy, Support Vector Machines, Voxel Based

Morphometry, MRI

1. Introduction

Nowadays, there is much research e!ort devoted to the development of

ways to provide automatized diagnostic support tools that may help the

clinicians to perform their work with additional assesment data and faster, to

meet the ever increasing demands of primary attention of a rising population
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of patients with neurological disorders. The present paper will be focused on

the application of Machine Learning algorithms for the automatic detection

of a very specific pathology, Myotonic Dystrophy of type 1 (MD1), from

the analysis of MRI T1 weighted images. We describe a feature extraction

method based on Voxel Based Morphology (VBM). These features will be the

input for Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers. The volumetric study

and conclusions will be reported elsewhere.

There are some antecedents on the use of Artificial Neural Networks

(ANNs) and Voxel-Based Morphometry (VBM) for the detection of neu-

rological disorders on sMRI data: AD detection has been reported in [22],

where a single three-layer, feed-forward ANN trained with a backpropagation

algorithm was used as a classifier over a small set of unpublished proprietary

sMRI data. They perform data dimensionality reduction applying a PCA to

improve the e"ciency of the classifier. Also in [14] ANNs (multilayer per-

ceptrons, polinomial nets and Kohonen LVQ classifiers) are used, but in this

case they have analyzed three Di!ussion weighted MR (DWI) images for the

evaluation of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) volume and its correlation with the

advance of AD.

We have found in the literature several proposals on how to extract fea-

tures from sMRI for classification using SVM: based on morphometric meth-

ods [12, 16, 46, 22], based on ROIs/VOIs (regions-of-interest/volumes-of-

interest) [27, 26, 17] or grey matter (GM) voxels in automated segmentation

images [24]. There are also studies aiming to explore the improvement ob-

tained in the SVM classifier by adding covariates such as demographic or

genotype information [43]. Work has also been reported on the selection of
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a small set of the most informative features for classification, such as the

SVM-Recursive Feature Elimination [16], the selection based on statistical

tests [27, 37] or the wavelet decomposition of the RAVENS maps [26], among

others. Our approach in this study is to use the VBM detected clusters of

significant voxels as a mask over the original sMRI volume and GM segmen-

tation images to select the potentially most discriminating voxels. Feature

vectors for classification are either the voxel values or the second order statis-

tics computed over the voxels of each cluster.

Section 2 presents the description of the Myotonic Dystrophy disease.

Section 3 gives a summarized vision of the process followed in our approach.

Section 4 describes the characteristics of the patients conforming the database

for the study and methods. Section 5 gives a short review of SVMs. Section

6 describes the feature extraction process. Section 7 gives the results of

our computational experiments. Section 7 gives our final comments and

conclusions.

2. Myotonic Dystrophy

Myotonic Dystrophy (MD) is a neuromuscular disease characterised by

the presence of varying degrees of muscle weakness and myotonia, as well as

a plethora of extramuscular symptoms including the formation of cataracts.

From a genetic point of view there are two types of MD: type 1, which

involves mainly distal muscular atrophy and weakness (MD1); and type 2

(MD2), where there is no atrophy and a more proximal involvement. Here,

we will only consider DM1 as this is the most common and best understood

form.
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With an incidence of 1 in 8000 cases and a prevalence of between 69

and 90 cases per million, DM1 is the most common neuromuscular disease

in humans [15, 34]. However, its prevalence may be much higher in some

locations, such as the Canadian population of Saguenay-Lac St Jean [5] and

in the province of Guipúzcoa in the Spanish Basque Country [13]. Indeed,

despite the availability of molecular diagnosis-based genetic counselling since

1993, the prevalence in Guipúzcoa has increased, particularly at the expense

of oligosymptomatic carriers of this disease.

DM1 is transmitted by autosomal dominant inheritance, which means

that the risk of transmission to o!spring is 50%, with no gender-based dif-

ferences in the risk of transmission. Furthermore, there is an anticipation

phenomenon whereby the disease onset may be earlier in subsequent gener-

ations.

The molecular basis of DM1 is related to the expansion of a repetitive

sequence of the CTG (Cytosine - Thymine - Guanine) triplet that may vary

in length (5-35 repetitions) and that is stably transmitted across generations

in normal individuals. However, in DM1 patients, the number of triplets

increases to between 50 and up to 3000, and it displays unstable inter-

generational transmission. This CTG triplet is located at the non-translated

3’ end of the gene that codes for a protein kinase (DMPK) on the long-arm of

chromosome 19 [6, 20]. The mechanism by which the pathological expansion

produces the clinical symptoms involves translation of the CTG triplets into

CUG-type residues, which induce the nuclear build-up of RNAs for various

genes that a!ect the splicing process of numerous proteins, thereby explain-

ing the multisystemic character of DM1’s symptoms [41].
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From a clinical point of view, DM1 is characterised by the presence of mus-

cle weakness and myotonia and numerous extramuscular disorders, including

heart conduction problems and endocrine, ophthalmological and central ner-

vous system (CNS) disorders. The unusual molecular substrate of this disease

results in considerable clinical variability, which explains the di!erent DM1

classifications proposed in the literature[20].

• Minimum or partial DM1: Characterised mainly by the presence of

cataracts, with no or very few neuromuscular symptoms, and an onset

after 50 years of age. Patients usually carry an expansion of between

35 and 100 repeats that are unstably transmitted across generations.

• Classic or adult DM1: Myotonia and progressive weakness generally

present during adult life. Between 100 and 900 repeats.

• Childhood DM1: Shares many of its symptoms with the congenital

form, although these are not apparent at birth.

• Congenital DM1: Symptoms are present from birth or even in uterus.

These include respiratory failure, hypotonia and retarded development.

This form usually involves more than 1000 repeats. Cases with larger

expansions are unstable in both the somatic and germ cells, which

means that more repeats result in greater instability [30].

The clinical data available suggest that patients di"culties are focused on

executive functions [23, 40], visuospatial/constructive abilities [28, 40], mem-

ory [39] and even on facial emotion recognition [44]. Although there is still

no general consensus regarding the existence of DM1-related emotional and
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personality disorders[7, 45], depression and anxiety [18], apathy [38] and

avoidance[32] are features and symptoms most frequently associated with

DM1. In addition, more than 50% of patients with classic DM1 are referred

to therapy because of excessive daytime sleepiness [38, 36, 25].

Regarding neuroimaging studies, cortical atrophy, increased ventricular

size with periventricular hypodensity and the involvement of the subcortical

white matter, and calcification of the basal ganglia have been detected in

a large proportion of DM1 patients by sMRI ([9, 11, 21]. Volumetric anal-

yses based on these studies and using VBM, identified atrophy of the GM

located mainly in the frontal and bilateral parietal lobes, the bilateral medial

temporal gyrus and on the left side of the superior and occipital temporal

[2]. There are also some studies that use di!usion tensor imaging (DTI)

analyses in order to detect abnormalities associated with regional cortical at-

rophy [35]. They observe significantly lower fractional anisotropy and higher

mean di!usivity values in the genu, rostral body, anterior midbody, posterior

midbody and splenium in MyD patients than in control subjects.

Cortical atrophy has been reported in DM1 [9, 21, 4]. While performing

the computational and statistical analyses reported in this paper, we observed

that DM1 patients had a lower GM volume than the controls [2, 19], and that

the patients had smaller white matter (WM) and larger CSF volumes than

the controls. Observations about the distribution of total intracraneal volume

(TIV) across patients and controls will be published elsewhere.
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3. Summarized description of the process

Morphometry analysis has become a common tool for computational

brain anatomy studies. It allows a comprehensive measurement of struc-

tural di!erences within or across groups, not only in specific structures but

throughout the entire brain. Voxel-Based Morphometry (VBM) is a compu-

tational approach to neuroanatomy that measures di!erences in local con-

centrations of brain tissue, through a voxel-wise comparison of multiple brain

images [3]. The procedure involves the spatial normalization of subject im-

ages into a standard space, segmentation of tissue classes using a priori prob-

ability maps, smoothing to correct noise and small variations, and voxel-wise

statistical tests. Statistical analysis is based on the General Linear Model

(GLM) to describe the data in terms of experimental and confounding ef-

fects, and residual variability. Classical statistical inference is used to test

hypotheses that are expressed in terms of GLM estimated regression param-

eters. The computation of a given contrast provides a Statistical Parametric

Map (SPM), which is thresholded according to the Random Field Theory.

The result of the SPM analysis for VBM is the identification of clusters of

voxels that show significant e!ects.

A flow chart of the whole detection process is shown in figures 1 and 2.

The VBM process is illustrated in figure 1. The sMRI volumes are spatially

normalized, then the GM is segmented, the resulting segmentation image is

modulated to account for e!ects of the spatial normalization and smoothed,

then the GLM is solved with a design matrix that may include some co-

variates besides the indicative variables, and, finally, statistical inference is

applied to obtain the SPM and the clusters of significant voxels. The VBM is
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Figure 1: VBM flowchart

applied to the set of sMRI volumes used for the experiment. Figure 2 shows

the global classification and validation process, wih the VBM represented

by the box embedded in the figure. The loci of clusters of significant voxels

are used to extract classification feature vectors which are used to train and

validate the classification systems built with Machine Learning techniques,

more precisely, with Support Vector Machines (SVM).
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Figure 2: Whole process flowchart
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4. Patients

The DM1 patients whose sMRI data is used in this work were selected

from those attending the outpatient consultancies at the Neurology Depart-

ment of the Donostia Hospital (San Sebastián). The patient-selection criteria

were as follows:

• Inclusion criteria for DM1 patients: Between 18 and 65 years old and

molecular confirmation of the clinical diagnosis.

• Exclusion criteria: A history of a major psychiatric or somatic disorder

(in accordance with DSM-IV criteria), acquired brain damage or alcohol

or drug abuse, and the presence of cerebral anomalies which could a!ect

the volumetric analysis (fig. 3)

MR scanning was performed on a 1.5 Tesla scanner (Achieva Nova, Philips).

The current results are based on a high-resolution volumetric “turbo field

echo” (TFE) series (axial T1 weighted acquisition, TR = 25, TE = 4.6, flip

angle = 8, matrix = 240 x 240, voxel dimensions of 1mm x 1mm x 1mm slice

thickness).

A healthy control matched in terms of age and sex was included for each

of the DM1 patients included. This control group consisted of una!ected

family members and healthy volunteers with none of these pathologies. All

patients were informed of the objectives and details of the study and signed

an informed consent. The study was approved by the hospital’s ethics com-

mittee. The socio-demographic characteristics and main symptoms of the

subjects included in this study are listed in Table 1.
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Variables DM1 N=30 CONTROL DM1 N=30

Socio-demographic characteristics

Age
Mean (SD) 44.0 (11.6) 44.2 (11.7)

Min-Max 24-62 22-62

Sex n (%)
Male 14 (47%) 14 (47%)

Female 16 (53%) 16 (53%)

Educational

level n (%)

Primary 18 (60%) 5 (21%)

Secondary 7 (23%) 9 (37%)

Higher 5 (17%) 10 (41%)

Clinical and molecular characteristics

Muscle

weakness

(MIRS1)

Mean (SD)

Min-Max 0-5

Molecular defect

(CTG)

Mean (SD) 635 (472)

Min-Max 65-1833

White matter

lesions3

Yes 16 (53%) 5 (18%)

No 14 (47%) 22 (82%)

Table 1: Socio-demographic, clinical, molecular and radiological characteristics by group.

1 Muscular Impairment Rating Scale [31]. 3 White matter lesions were quantified using

the Mirsen scale [33]. * p is the estimate of X2.
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Figure 3: DM1 patients excluded from the study: sagittal T1 and transversal T2 images.

1.a. and 1.b. Grade 5 ventricular dilation (44-year-old male with 333 CTG and 41-year-old

female with 667 CTG respectively), 1.c. grade 3 ventricular dilation (28-year-old female

with 500 CTG), 2. Frontal hyperostosis (36-year-old female with 400 CTG) and 3. Frontal

calcification (38-year-old female with 833 CTG).
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5. Support Vector Machines

The Support Vector Machine (SVM) [42] algorithm used for this study

is included in the libSVM (http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlin/libsvm/) soft-

ware package. The implementation is described in detail in [10]. Given

training vectors xi ! Rn, i = 1, . . . , l of the subject features of the two

classes, and a vector y ! Rl such that yi ! {"1, 1} labels each subject with

its class, in our case, for example, patients were labeled as -1 and control sub-

ject as 1. To construct a classifier, the SVM algorithm solves the following

optimization problem:

min
w,b,!

1

2
wTw + C

l!

i=1

!i,

subject to

yi(w
T "(xi) + b) # (1" !i), !i # 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

The dual optimization problem is:

min
!

1

2
#T Q#" eT #,

subject to

yT # = 0, 0 $ #i $ C, i = 1, . . . , l.

Where e is the vector of all ones, C > 0 is the upper bound on the error,

Q is an l by l positive semidefinite matrix:

Qij % yiyjK(xi,xj),
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and

K(xi,xj) % "(xi)
T "(xj),

is the kernel function that describes the behavior of the support vectors.

Here, the training vectors xi are mapped into a higher (maybe infinite) di-

mensional space by the function "(xi). The decision function is:

sgn(
l!

i=1

yi#iK(xi,x) + b).

The regularization parameter C is used to balance the model complexity

and the training error. It was always set to 1.

The chosen kernel function results in di!erent kinds of SVM with di!erent

performance levels, and the choice of the appropriate kernel for a specific

application is a di"cult task. In this study we have worked with the radial

basis function (RBF) kernel defined as:

K(xi,xj) = exp

"
" ||xi " xj||2

2$2

#
.

This kernel is basically suited best to deal with data that have a class-

conditional probability distribution function approaching the Gaussian dis-

tribution [8]. One of the advantages of the RBF kernel is that given a kernel,

the number of support vectors and the support vectors are all automati-

cally obtained as part of the training procedure, i.e., they do not need to be

specified by the training mechanism.
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6. Feature extraction

We have tested two di!erent feature extraction processes, based on the

voxel location clusters obtained from the VBM analysis:

1. The first feature extraction process computes the mean and standard

deviation of the GM voxel intensity values of each voxel location cluster.

2. The second feature extraction process computes a very high dimen-

sional vector with all the GM segmentation values for the voxel loca-

tions included in each VBM detected cluster. The GM segmentation

voxel values were ordered in this feature vector according to the coor-

dinate lexicographic order.

We denote these features as MSD and VV, respectively in the result tables

below.

We have illustrated the VBM pipeline in figure 1. To perform the VBM

analysis we have used the average MRI volume for each subject. These im-

ages are already registered and re-sampled into a 1-mm isotropic image in

atlas space and the bias field has been already corrected [29]. The Statistical

Parametric Mapping (SPM8) [1] was used to compute the VBM which gives

us the spatial mask to obtain the classification features. A bias correction

step has been performed with the tissued segmentation step and also a mod-

ulation normalization for GM, because we are interested in this tissue for

this study. We performed a spatial smoothing before executing the voxel-

wise statistics, exploring the Full-Width at Half-Maximum (FWHM) of the

Gaussian kernel in a range from 8mm up to 12mm isotropic. A GM mask was

created from the average of the GM segmentation volumes of the subjects
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under study. Thresholding the average GM segmentation, we obtain a binary

mask that includes all voxels with probability greater than 0.1 in the average

GM segmentation volume. This interpretation is not completely true, since

the data is modulated, but it is close enough for the mask to be reasonable.

We designed the statistical analysis both as a Two-sample t-test and as two-

sided F-test, in which the first group corresponds with DM subjects. In SPM

software terms: the contrast has been set to [-1 1], a right-tailed (groupN >

groupAD), correction FWE, p-value=0.05. The VBM detected clusters are

used for the feature extraction for the classification procedures.

7. Results

As measures of classifier performance we use the classification accuracy,

sensitivity and specificity. Al the results reported below are obtained through

a ten fold crossvalidation process, repeated ten times.

In general, the Voxel-Based Morphometry (VBM) identified di!erences in

GM volume both in the cortex and in subcortical areas. Figure 4 shows the

clusters detected with a FWHM size of 8mm, and a 0 threshold on cluster

size, localized over the GM template obtained from the collection of images

in the database. These clusters provide the features which give one of the

best results in the classification validation process.

SPM showed di!erences between patients and controls throughout practi-

cally the entire cortex, particularly in the frontal lobe and bilateral parietal.

A smaller volume of the occipital lobe and bilateral cerebellum in the patients

was also seen. The subcortical basal ganglia, specifically the left caudate and

bilateral thalamus, had a smaller volume in DM1 patients than in controls.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4: SPM results shown as the most significative VBM clusters superimposed on

the GM averaged image (obtained from subjects under study, 8 mm isotropic Gaussian

FWHM kernel).
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FWHM Th #fea acc sen spec

8 0 76 78.3% 73.3% 83.3%

100 8 76.7% 66.7% 86.7%

200 4 76.7% 66.7% 86.7%

9 0 76 80.0% 70.0% 90.0%

100 16 75.0% 66.7% 83.3%

200 4 76.7% 66.7% 86.7%

10 0 70 78.3% 63.3% 93.3%

100 22 76.7% 73.3% 80.0%

200 8 78.3% 70.0% 86.7%

11 0 64 71.7% 63.3% 80.0%

100 24 75.0% 63.3% 86.7%

200 12 75.0% 63.3% 86.7%

12 0 68 71.6% 63.,3% 80%

100 36 73.3% 63.3% 83.3%

200 18 75% 70% 80%

Table 2: SVM classification results (10-fold crossvalidation) for MSD features, based on

t-test VBM of the data, FWE=0.05
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FWHM th #fea acc sen spec

8 0 2059 81.7% 83.3% 80.0%

100 1226 78.3% 70.0% 86.7%

200 958 80.0% 80.0% 76.7%

9 0 2826 78.3% 73.3% 83.0%

100 2044 76.7% 73.3% 80.0%

200 1182 75.0% 66.7% 83.3%

10 0 3710 76.7% 73.3% 80.0%

100 3103 80.0% 76.7% 83.3%

200 2131 73.3% 70.0% 76.7%

11 0 5022 73.3% 73.3% 73.3%

100 4278 78.3% 73.3% 83.3%

200 3434 75.0% 70.0% 80.0%

12 0 6542 76.6% 73.3% 80%

100 6391 75% 70% 80%

200 5148 73.3% 70% 76.6%

Table 3: SVM classification results (10-fold crossvalidation) for VV features, based on

t-test VBM of the data, FWE=0.05
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FWHM Th #fea acc sen spec

8 0 52 76.7% 70.0% 83.3%

100 4 78.3% 70.0% 86.7%

200 4 80.0% 73.3% 86.7%

9 0 48 78.3% 70.0% 86.7%

100 8 75.0% 63.3% 86.7%

200 4 73.3% 60.0% 86.7%

10 0 52 75.0% 63.3% 86.7%

100 10 73.3% 63.3% 83.3%

200 4 75.0% 63.3% 86.7%

11 0 58 76.7% 70.0% 83.3%

100 12 80.0% 66.7% 93.3%

200 2 78.3% 70.0% 86.7%

12 0 56 73.3% 63.3% 83.3%

100 18 76.7% 66.7% 86.7%

200 6 76.7% 63.3% 90.0%

Table 4: SVM classification results (10-fold crossvalidation) for MSD features, based on

F-test VBM of the data, FWE=0.05
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FWHM th #fea acc sen spec

8 0 1293 78.3% 76.7% 80.0%

100 769 76.7% 73.3% 80.0%

200 769 76.7% 70.0% 83.3%

9 0 1665 80.0% 80.0% 80.0%

100 1155 78.3% 70.0% 86.7%

200 930 81.7% 80.0% 83.3%

10 0 2128 76.7% 73.3% 80.0%

100 1481 75.0% 70.0% 80.0%

200 1090 76.7% 70.0% 83.3%

11 0 2733 71.7% 66.7% 76.7%

100 2050 75.0% 70.0% 80.0%

200 1269 75.0% 70.0% 80.0%

12 0 3465 75.0% 70.0% 80.0%

100 2887 75.0% 70.0% 80.0%

200 2082 73.3% 66.7% 80.0%

Table 5: SVM classification results (10-fold crossvalidation) for VV features, based on

F-test VBM of the data, FWE=0.05
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We have performed a set of computational experiments consisting in per-

forming a FWE=0.05 VBM on the subjects to obtain the features varying

the smoothing parameter FWHM, and the threshold (th) on the size of the

detected cluster. Then we performed a 10-fold crossvalidation with SVM

classifiers, searching exhaustively for the optimal value of the RBF kernel

parameter %. The results of these experiments are displayed in tables 2, 3, 4

and 5. The results using the MSD features are given in tables 2 and 4, while

the results obtained from VV features are given in tables 3 and 5. The re-

sults corresponding to the t-test VBM are in tables 2 and 3, while the results

corresponding to the F-test VBM are in tables 4 and 5. The best results

obtained are similar for the t-test and F-test, they are obtained from the

VV features extracted according to VBM with relatively low smoothing. We

have found relatively di!erent VBM settings giving similar results (around

80% accuracy), whose careful study deserve further attention. In general

sensitivity is lower than specificity. This may be due to the cases that are

in the early stades of the disease, but that are included in the study because

of the molecular test that identifies them as DM1 patients. The cases have

not yet greatly developed the atrophy patterns and are confused with the

controls.

Conclusions

We report in this paper the application of SVM with a RBF kernel to the

problem of classifying MD1 patients from controls, on the basis of classifi-

cation features obtained from the masks defined by the significative clusters

detected by VBM analysis. We have performed an exhaustive computational
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exploration varying the FWMH and the cluster size threshold parameters.

The classification results obtained were not very optimistic, and we are still

pursuing reasearch applying more powerful classifiers and defining new fea-

ture vectors. However we have found some interesting results regarding the

qualitative evaluation of the VBM results performed by expert neurologists.

To determine that there is an e!ect, neurologist need to observe big e!ects,

obtained under big smoothing parameters, i.e FWMH=12, however, our best

automated classification resuls are provided by relatively “sharp” images, ob-

tained with lower smoothing kernel sizes. Stronger smoothing introduces

more confusion and decreases the classifier performance. We have not de-

tected influence of the kind of statistical inference test used (t-test or F-test).

Also, although the the VV features have slightly better results, we can not

conclude that they are much better features than the second order statistics

(MSD) from the voxels in the detected clusters.
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Abstract

We introduce a Lattice Independent Component Analysis (LICA) approach to fMRI
analysis based on an Incremental Lattice Source Induction Algorithm (ILSIA). The IL-
SIA is grounded in recent theoretical results on Lattice Associative Memories (LAM).
It aims to select a set of Strong Lattice Independent (SLI) vectors from the input dataset.
Those SLI vectors can be assumed to be an Affine Independent set of vectors which
define a convex polytope on the input data space. We call them lattice sources. They
are used to compute the linear unmixing of each voxel’s time series independently.
The resulting mixing coefficients roughly correspond to the Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) mixing matrix, while the set of lattice sources corresponds to the statis-
tically independent sources found by ICA. The proposed approach is unsupervised or
model free because the design matrix containing the regressors is not fixed a priori but
induced from the data. Our approach does not impose any probabilistic model on the
searched sources, although we assume a linear mixture model. We show on simulated
fMRI data that our approach can discover the meaningful sources with efficiency com-
parable to that of ICA. Besides, on a well-known case study our approach can discover
activation patterns in good agreement with the state of the art Statistical Parametric
Mapping (SPM) software, and some state of the art ICA variants.

Key words: Lattice Independence, Lattice Associative Memories, fMRI, Independent
Component Analysis

1. Introduction

Human brain mapping is a rapidly expanding discipline, and in recent years interest
has grown in novel methods for imaging human brain functionality. Noninvasive tech-
niques can measure cerebral physiologic responses during neural activation. One of
the relevant techniques is functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) [18], which
uses the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast to detect physiological
alterations, such as neuronal activation resulting in changes of blood flow and blood
oxygenation. The signal changes are related to changes in the concentration of de-
oxyhemoglobin, which acts as an intravascular contrast agent for fMRI. Most of the
fMRI examinations are performed using T2 weighted spin echo pulse sequences or
T2* weighted gradient echo pulse sequences. The various fMRI-methods have a good
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spatial and temporal resolution, limited only by the precision with which the autoregu-
latory mechanisms of the brain adjust blood flow in space to the metabolic demands of
neuronal activity. Since these methods are completely noninvasive, using no contrast
agent or ionizing radiation, repeated single-subject studies are becoming feasible [17].

An fMRI experiment consists of a functional template or protocol (e.g., alternat-
ing activation and rest for a certain time) that induces a functional response in the
brain. The aim of the experiment is to detect the response to this time varying stimu-
lus, through the examination of the signal resulting from the BOLD effect, in a defined
volume element (voxel). The functional information of a voxel has to be extracted from
its time series. One fMRI volume is recorded at each sampling time instant during the
experiment. The time sampling frequency is determined by the resolution of the fMRI
imaging pulse sequence. The complete four-dimensional dataset (three dimensions in
space, one dimension in time) consists of subsequently recorded three-dimensional (3-
D) volumes. The acquisition of these functional volumes runs over periods lasting up
to several minutes.

The most extended analysis approach for fMRI signals is the Statistical Parametric
Maps (SPM) [6, 5], which has evolved into a free software package. This method
consists in the separate voxel estimation of the regression parameters of General Linear
Model (GLM), whose design matrix has been built corresponding to the experimental
design. A contrast is then defined on the estimated regression parameters, which can
take the form of a t-test or an F-test. The theory of Random Fields is then applied to
correct the test thresholds, taking into account the spatial correlation of the independent
test results.

There have been also approaches to the fMRI analysis based on the Independent
Component Analysis (ICA) [3] assuming that the time series observations are linear
mixtures of independent sources which can not be observed. ICA assumes that the
source signals are non-Gaussian and that the linear mixing process is unknown. The
approaches to solve the ICA problem obtain both the independent sources and the linear
unmixing matrix. These approaches are unsupervised because no a priori information
about the sources or the mixing process is included, hence the alternative name of Blind
Deconvolution.

In this paper we propose an approach that we call Lattice Independent Component
Analysis (LICA) that consists of two steps. Firts it selects Strong Lattice Independent
(SLI) vectors from the input dataset using an incremental algorithm, the Incremen-
tal Lattice Source Induction Algorithm (ILSIA). Second, because of the conjectured
equivalence between SLI and Affine Independence, it performs the linear unmixing of
the input dataset based on these lattice sources. Therefore, the approach is a mixture of
linear and nonlinear methods.

The original works were devoted to unsupervised hyperspectral image segmenta-
tion, therefore the use of the term endmembers for the selected vectors in previous
works, however we find more appropriate the term lattice source. We maintain the
basic assumption that the data is generated as a convex combination of a set of lattice
sources which are the vertices of a convex polytope covering some region of the input
data. This assumption is similar to the linear mixture assumed by the ICA approach,
however we do not impose any probabilistic assumption on the data. The lattice sources
discovered by the ILSIA are equivalent to the GLM design matrix columns, and the
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unmixing process is identical to the conventional least squares estimator. Therefore,
LICA is a kind of unsupervised GLM whose regressor functions are mined from the
input dataset. If we try to establish correspondences to the ICA, the lattice sources
correspond to the unknown statistically independent sources and the mixing matrix is
the one given by the abundance coefficients computed by least squares estimation.

The ILSIA is an improved formulation of the Endmember Induction Heuristic Al-
gorithm proposed in [7]. Our approach to lattice source selection from the data is based
on the conjecture equivalence between the Strong Lattice Independence and the Affine
Independence [24]. The SLI needs two conditions: Lattice Independence and max/min
dominance. Lattice Independence is detected based on results on fixed points for Lat-
tice Autoassociative Memories (LAM) [22, 24, 29], and max/min dominance is tested
using algorithms inspired in the ones described in [30]. An important improvement
relative to previous attempts is the use of Chebyshev best approximation results [29]
in order to reduce the number of selected vectors. The ILSIA is a greedy incremental
algorithm that passes only once over the sample. It starts with a randomly picked input
vector and tests each vector in the input dataset to add it to the set of lattice sources.

There are other methods [8, 24] based on LAM to obtain a set of SLI vectors. How-
ever these methods produce initially a large set of lattice sources that must be reduced
somehow, either resorting to a priori knowledge or to selections based on Mutual In-
formation or other similarity measures. In the ILSIA the candidate SLI vectors are
discarded on the basis of the existence of a fixed point that gives a good approxima-
tion of it in the Chebyshev distance sense, which is a natural distance in this Lattice
Computing setting.

The LICA approach falls in the field of Lattice Computing algorithms, which have
been introduced in [7] as the class of algorithms that either apply lattice operators
inf and sup or use lattice theory to produce generalizations or fusions of previous ap-
proaches. In [7] an extensive and updated list of references that can be labeled Lattice
Computing can be found. This paper is an extension of the one presented at the LBM
2008 workshop inside the CLA 2008 conference [9].

The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 gives a brief recall of ICA. Section
3 introduces the linear mixing model. Section 4 presents a sketch of the theoretical
relation between Lattice Independence and Linear (Affine) Independence through the
LAM theory. Section 6 gives results on synthetic fMRI like data. Section 5 gives the
definition of our Incremental Lattice Source Induction Algorithm (ILSIA). Section 7
presents results of the proposed approach on a case study. Section 8 provides some
conclusions.

2. Independent Component Analysis (ICA)

The Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [13] assumes that the data is a linear
combination of non Gaussian, mutually independent latent variables with an unknown
mixing matrix. The ICA reveals the hidden independent sources and the mixing ma-
trix. That is, given a set of observations represented by a d-dimensional vector x, ICA
assumes a generative model

x = As, (1)
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where s is the M dimensional vector of independent sources and A is the d ! M
unknown basis matrix. The ICA searches for the linear transformation of the data W,
such that the projected variables

Wx = s, (2)

are as independent as possible. It has been shown that the model is completely iden-
tifiable if the sources are statistically independent and at least M " 1 of them are non
Gaussian. If the sources are gaussian the ICA transformation could be estimated up
to an orthogonal transformation. Estimation of mixing and unmixing matrices can be
done maximizing diverse objective functions, among them the non gaussianity of the
sources and the likelihood of the sample.

We have used the FastICA [14] algorithm implementation available at [26]. We
have also used the implementations of Maximum Likelihood ICA [11] (ML-ICA)
which is equivalent to Infomax ICA, Mean Field ICA [12] (MF-ICA), and Molgedey
and Schouster ICA (MS-ICA) based on dynamic decorrelation [16], which are avail-
able at [27].

Application of ICA to fMRI has been reviewed by [3]. Reports on the research ap-
plication of ICA to fMRI signals include the identification of signal types (task related
and physiology related) and the analysis of multisubject fMRI data. The most common
approach is the spatial ICA that looks for spatial disjoint regions corresponding to the
identified signal types. It has been claimed that ICA has identified several physiologi-
cal noise sources as well as other noise sources (motion, thermodynamics) identifying
task related signals. Diverse ICA algorithms have been tested in the literature with in-
conclusive results. Among them, FastICA, the one that we will apply in the case study,
did identify the task related signals consistently. Among the clinical applications, ICA
has been used to study the brain activation due to pain in healthy individuals versus
those with chronic pain [1], the discrimination of Alzheimer’s patients from healthy
controls [10], the classification of schizophrenia [4] and studies about the patterns of
brain activation under alcohol intoxication [4].

3. The linear mixing model and the Lattice Independent Component Analysis

The linear mixing model can be expressed as follows:

x =
M!

i=1

aiei + w = Ea + w, (3)

where x is the d-dimensional pattern vector corresponding to the fMRI voxel time
series vector, E is a d ! M matrix whose columns are the d-dimensional vectors
ei, i = 1, ..,M , which are called endmembers when they are the vertices of a con-
vex region covering the data, a is the M -dimensional vector of linear mixing coef-
ficients, which correspond to fractional abundances in the convex case, and w is the
d-dimensional additive observation noise vector. The linear mixing model is subjected
to two constraints on the abundance coefficients when the data points fall into a simplex
whose vertices are the endmembers, all abundance coefficients must be non-negative
ai # 0, i = 1, ..,M and normalized to unity summation

"M
i=1 ai = 1. Under this
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circumstance, we expect that the vectors in E are affinely independent and that the
convex region defined by them includes all the data points. We recall that a set of
vectors X = {x1, . . . ,xk} is said to be linearly independent if the unique solution to
the equation

"k
i=1 aixi = 0 is given by ai = 0 for all i $ {1, . . . , k} . A set X is an

affinely independent set if the solution to the simultaneous equations
"k

i=1 aixi = 0
and

"k
i=1 ai = 0 is given by ai = 0 for all i $ {1, . . . , k} . Therefore, linear indepen-

dence is a necessary condition for affine independence but not viceversa. The model in
equation (3) is shared by other linear analysis approaches, such as the General Linear
Model (GLM) [5] and the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [13] which do not
view E as a set of endmembers but as regressors or independent sources.

Once the enmembers have been determined the unmixing process is the computa-
tion of the matrix inversion that gives the coordinates of each data point relative to the
convex region vertices. The simplest approach is the unconstrained least squared error
(LSE) estimation given by:

#a =
$
ETE

%!1
ETx. (4)

Even when the vectors in E are affine independent, the coefficients that result from
equation (4) do not necessarily fulfill the non-negativity and unity normalization. En-
suring both conditions is a difficult computational problem. Some authors (i.e. [24])
use Non Negative Least Squares algorithms [15] to ensure at least non-negative coef-
ficients. However in our works we use these mixture coefficients in a more qualitative
way and we do not feel the need to enforce these conditions. Moreover, although
the heuristic algorithm described in section 5 always produces the vertices of convex
regions, these simplices always lie inside the data cloud, so that enforcing the non-
negative and normalization conditions on the linear mixing coefficients would be im-
possible for some sample data points. Negative values are considered as zero values,
for interpretation and visualization purposes, and the additivity to one condition is not
important as long as we are looking for the maximum abundances to assign meaning to
the resulting spatial distribution of the coefficients. These coefficients are interpreted as
the regressor coefficients corresponding to the decomposition of the fMRI voxel time
series into a basis of vectors. That is, high positive values are interpreted as high posi-
tive correlation with the time pattern of the corresponding lattice source. Therefore, to
avoid confusion with the orthodox meaning of endmember, we will call lattice source
to the set of affine independent vectors found by our algorithm.

We call Lattice Independent Component Analysis (LICA) the approach grounded
in the results and algorithm that will be described in the following sections. LICA
consists of two steps:

1. Induce from the given data a set of Strongly Lattice Independent vectors. In this
paper we apply the Incremental Lattice Source Induction Algorithm (ILSIA) de-
scribed in section 5. These vectors are taken as a set of affine independent vec-
tors. The advantages of this approach are (1) that we are not imposing statistical
assumptions, (2) that the algorithm is one-pass and very fast because it only uses
comparisons and addition, (3) that it is unsupervised and incremental, and (4) that
it detects naturally the number of lattice sources.

2. Apply the unconstrained least squares estimation to obtain the mixing matrix.
The detection results are based on the analysis of the coefficients of this matrix.
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Therefore, the approach is a combination of Linear and Lattice Computing: a
linear component analysis where the components have been discovered by non-
linear algorithms based on Lattice Theory.

4. Theoretical background on Lattice Independence and Lattice Autoassociative
Memories

The work on Lattice Associative Memories (LAM) stems from the consideration of
the bounded lattice ordered group (blog) (R±",%,&, +, +#) as the alternative to the
computational framework given by the mathematical field (R, +, ·) for the definition
of Neural Network algorithms. There R denotes the set of real numbers, R±" the ex-
tended real numbers, & and % denote, respectively, the binary max and min operations,
and +, +# denote addition and its dual operation. In our current context addition is self-
dual. If x $ R±", then its additive conjugate is x$ = "x. For a matrix A $ Rn%m

±" its
conjugate matrix is given by A$ $ Rn%m

±" , where each entry a$
ij = [A$]ij is given by

a$
ij = (aji)

$ .
The LAM were first introduced in [21, 20] as Morphological Associative Memo-

ries, a name still used in recent publications [29], but we follow the new convention in-
troduced in [22, 24] because it sets the works in the more general framework of Lattice
Computing. Given a set of input/output pairs of pattern (X, Y ) =

&$
x!,y!

%
; ! = 1, .., k

'
,

a linear heteroassociative neural network based on the pattern’s cross correlation is built
up as W =

"
! y! ·

$
x!

%#
. Mimicking this constructive procedure [21, 20] propose the

following constructions of Lattice Heteroassociative Memories (LHAM):

WXY =
k(

!=1

)
y! !

$
"x!

%#*
and MXY =

k+

!=1

)
y! !

$
"x!

%#*
, (5)

where ! is any of the %! or &! operators. Here %! and &! denote the max and min
matrix product [21, 20]. respectively defined as follows:

C = A %! B = [cij ] ' cij =
+

k=1,...,n

{aik + bkj} , (6)

C = A &! B = [cij ] ' cij =
(

k=1,...,n

{aik + bkj} . (7)

If X = Y then the LHAM memories are Lattice Autoassociative Memories (LAAM).
Conditions of perfect recall by the LHAM and LAAM of the stored patterns proved in
[21, 20] encouraged the research on them, because in the continuous case, the LAAM is
able to store and recall any set of patterns: WXX %! X = X = MXX &! X, for any X .
However, this result holds when we deal with noise-free patterns. Research on robust
recall [19, 23, 20] based on the so-called kernel patterns lead to the notion of morpho-
logical independence, in the erosive and dilative sense, and finally to the definition of
Lattice Independence (LI) and Strong Lattice Independence (SLI). We gather theoreti-
cal results from [22, 24, 29, 30] that set the theoretical background for the approach to
lattice source induction described in section 5.
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Definition Given a set of vectors X =
&
x1, ...,xk

'
( Rn a linear minimax combina-

tion of vectors from this set is any vector x $Rn
±" which is a linear minimax sum of

these vectors:

x = L
$
x1, ...,xk

%
=

+

j&J

k(

!=1

$
a!j + x!

%
,

where J is a finite set of indices and a!j $ R±" )j $ J and )! = 1, ..., k.

Definition The linear minimax span of vectors
&
x1, ...,xk

'
= X ( Rn is the set of

all linear minimax sums of subsets of X, denoted LMS
$
x1, ...,xk

%
.

Definition Given a set of vectors X =
&
x1, ...,xk

'
( Rn, a vector x $Rn

±" is
lattice dependent if and only if x $ LMS

$
x1, ...,xk

%
. The vector x is lattice inde-

pendent if and only if it is not lattice dependent on X. The set X is said to be lattice
independent if and only if )" $ {1, ..., k} , x" is lattice independent of X\

&
x"

'
=&

x! $ X : ! *= "
'

.

The definition of lattice independence supersedes and improves the early definitions
[23] of erosive and dilative morphological independence. This definition of lattice
dependence is closely tied to the study of the fixed points of the LAAM’s taken as
operators.

Theorem 4.1. [22, 29] Given a set of vectors X =
&
x1, ...,xk

'
( Rn, a vector

y $Rn
±" is a fixed point of WXX , that is WXX %! y = y, if and only if y is lattice

dependent on X .

Definition A set of vectors X =
&
x1, ...,xk

'
( Rn is said to be max dominant if and

only if for every " $ {1, ..., k} there exists and index j" $ {1, ..., n} such that

x"
j!

" x"
i =

k+

!=1

,
x!

j!
" x!

i

-
)i $ {1, ..., n} .

Similarly, X is said to be min dominant if and only if for every " $ {1, ..., k} there
exists and index j" $ {1, ..., n} such that

x"
j!

" x"
i =

k(

!=1

,
x!

j!
" x!

i

-
)i $ {1, ..., n} .

The expressions that compound this definition appeared in the early theorems about
perfect recall of Morphological Associative Memories [21, 20]. Their value as an iden-
tifiable property of the data has been discovered in the context of the formalization
of the relationship between strong lattice independence, defined below, and the affine
independence in the classical linear analysis.

Definition A set of lattice independent vectors
&
x1, ...,xk

'
( Rn is said to be strongly

lattice independent (SLI) if and only if X is max dominant or min dominant or both.
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As said before, min and max dominance are the conditions for perfect recall. Per
construction, the column vectors of Lattice Autoassociative Memories are diagonally
min or max dominant, depending of their erosive or dilative nature, therefore they will
be strong lattice independent, if they are lattice independent.

Conjecture 4.2. [24] If X =
&
x1, ...,xk

'
( Rn is strongly lattice independent then

X is affinely independent.

This conjecture (stated as theorem in [22]) is the key result whose proof would
relate the linear convex analysis and the non-linear lattice analysis. If true, it means that
the construction of the LAAM provides the starting point for obtaining sets of affine
independent vectors that could be used as lattice sources for the unmixing algorithms
described in section 3. We have found it to be true in our computational experiences,
but a formal proof is still lacking.

Theorem 4.3. [24] Let X =
&
x1, ...,xk

'
( Rn and let W ( M ) be the set of vectors

consisting of the columns of the matrix WXX (MXX .). Let F (X) denote the set of
fixed points of the LAAM constructed from set X . There exist V ( W and N ( M
such that V and N are strongly lattice independent and F (X) = F (V ) = F (N) or,
equivalently, WXX = WV V and MXX = MNN .

The key idea of this theorem is that it is possible to built a set of SLI vectors
from the column vectors of a LAAM. Taking into account that the column vectors of
a LAAM are diagonally max or min dominant (depending on the kind of LAAM), it
suffices to find a subset which is lattice independent. It is also grounded in the fact
that a subset of a set of max or min dominant vectors is also min or max dominant.
The proof of the theorem is constructive giving way to algorithms to find these sets of
SLI. It removes iteratively the detected lattice dependent column vectors. Detection
lies in the fact that WXX = WWW = WV V and MXX = MMM = MNN when the
vectors removed from W or M to obtain V or N are lattice dependent on the remaining
ones. Algorithms discussed in [8, 24] apply this result. The experience shows that
most of the column vectors of the LAAM are lattice independent, so that the sets of
SLI vectors are large and need some kind of selection algorithm to find the salient
ones. One way to perform this selection is discarding those that can be interpreted as
close approximations of others already selected, in the incremental framework of the
algorithm described in section 5.

To deal with approximation in this Lattice Computing setting it seems natural [29]
to use the Chebyshev distance given by the greatest componentwise absolute difference
between two vectors, it is denoted # (x,y) and can be computed as follows: # (x,y) =
(x$ %! y) % (y$ %! x). The Chebyshev-best approximation of c by f (x) subject to
x $ S, is the minimization of # (f (x) , c) subject to x $ S.

Theorem 4.4. [29] Given B $ Rm%n and c $ Rm, a Chebyshev-best solution to
the approximation of c by B %! x subject to the constraint B %! x < c is given by
x# = B$ &! c and x# is the greatest such solution.
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In our incremental algorithm we will need to solve the unconstrained minimization
problem

min # (B %! x, c) ,

in order to decide if the input vector is already well approximated by a fixed point of
the LAAM constructed from the selected enmembers.

Theorem 4.5. [29]Given B $ Rm%n and c $ Rm, a Chebyshev-best solution to
the approximation of c by B %! x is given by µ + x# where µ is such that 2µ =
#
$
B %! x#, c

%
=

$
B %! x#

%$ %! c.

This theorem has resulted in enhanced robust recall for LAAM under general noise
conditions, compared with other Associative Memories proposed in the literature. It
has also been applied to produce a lattice based nearest neighbor classification scheme
with good results on standard benchmark classification problems.

5. Incremental Lattice Source Induction Algorithm (ILSIA)

The algorithm described in this section is a further step in the formulation of a
search of SLI sets of vectors from the Endmember Induction Heuristic Algorithm in-
troduced in [8]. It is grounded in the formal results on continuous LAAM reviewed in
the previous section. The dataset is denoted by Y = {yj ; j = 1, . . . , N} $ Rn%N and
the set of lattice sources induced from the data at any step of the algorithm is denoted
by X = {xj ; j = 1, . . . , K} $ Rn%K . The number of lattice sources K will vary
from the initial value K = 1 up to the number of lattice sources found by the algo-
rithm, we will skip indexing the set of lattice sources with the iteration time counter.
The algorithm makes only one pass over the sample as in [8]. The auxiliary variables
s1, s2,d $ Rn serve to count the times that a row has the maximum and minimum,
and the component wise differences of the lattice source and input vectors. Borrow-
ing Matlab notation, the expression (d == m1) denotes a vector of 0 and 1, where 1
means that corresponding components are equal.

The algorithm aims to produce sets of SLI vectors extracted from the input dataset.
Assuming the truth of conjecture 4.2 the resulting sets are affine independent, that is,
they define convex polytopes that cover some (most of) the data points in the dataset.
To ensure that the resulting set of vectors are SLI, we first ensure that they are lattice
independent in step 3(a) of Algorithm 1 by the application of theorem 4.1: each new in-
put vector is applied to the LAAM constructed with the already selected lattice sources.
If the recall response evoked by the vector is perfect, then it is lattice dependent on the
lattice sources, and can be discarded. If not, then the new input vector is a candidate
lattice source. We test in step 3(c) the min and max dominance of the set of lattice
sources enlarged with the new input vector. We need to test the whole enlarged lattice
source set because min and max dominance are not preserved when adding a vector to
a set of min/max dominant vectors. Note that this is contrary to the fact that subsets of
min or max dominant sets of vectors are also min or max dominant [24]. Note also that
to test lattice independence we need only to build WXX because the set of fixed points
is the same for both kinds of LAAM, i.e. F (WXX) = F (MXX) . However, we need
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Algorithm 1 Incremental Lattice Source Induction Algorithm (ILSIA)
1. Initialize the set of lattice sources X = {x1} with a randomly picked vector in

the input dataset Y .
2. Construct the LAAM based on the strong lattice independent (SLI) vectors:

WXX .
3. For each data vector yj;j=1,. . .,N

(a) if yj = WXX %! yj then yj is lattice dependent on the set of lattice sources
X , skip further processing.

(b) if #
$
WXX %!

$
µ + x#

%
,yj

%
< $, where x# = W $

XX &! yj and µ =
1
2

$$
WXX %! x#

%
%! yj

%
, then skip further processing.

(c) test max/min dominance to ensure SLI, consider the enlarged set of lattice
sources X # = X + {yj}

i. µ1 = µ2 = 0
ii. for i = 1, . . . , K + 1

iii. s1 = s2 = 0
A. for j = 1, . . . , K + 1 and j *= i

d = xi " xj ; m1 = max (d); m2 = min (d).
s1 = s1 + (d == m1), s2 = s2 + (d == m2).

B. µ1 = µ1 + (max (s1) == K) or µ2 = µ2 + (max (s2) == K).
iv. If µ1 = K +1 or µ1 = K +1 then X # = X + {yj} is SLI, go to 2 with

the enlarged set of lattice sources and resume exploration from j + 1.
4. The final set of lattice sources is X.

to test both min and max dominance because SLI needs one of them or both to hold.
This part of the algorithm is an adaptation of the procedure proposed in [30].

If SLI was the only criteria to be tested to include input vectors in the set of lattice
sources, then we will end up detecting a large number of lattice sources so that there
will be little significance of the abundance coefficients because many of them will be
closely placed in the input vector space. This is in fact the main inconvenient of the
algorithms proposed in [8, 24] that use the columns of a LAAM constructed from the
data as the SLI vector set, after removing lattice dependent vectors. To reduce the set
of lattice sources selected we apply the results on Chebyshev-best approximation in
theorem 4.5 discarding input vectors that can be well approximated by a fixed point of
the LAAM constructed from the current set of lattice sources. In step 3(b) this approx-
imation of a candidate is tested before testing max/min dominance: if the Chebyshev
distance from the best approximation to the input vector is below a given threshold, the
input vector is considered a noisy version of a vector which is lattice dependent on the
current set of lattice sources.
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Figure 1: Simulated sources (time courses) in the experimental data.

6. Results on simulated fMRI images

We have used the simulated fMRI data [2, 31] 1. In fMRI the spatial distribu-
tion of data sources can be classified into locations of interest and artifacts. The lo-
cations of interest include task-related, transiently task-related, and function-related
locations. Their spatial distribution are typically super-gaussian in nature because of
the high localization of brain functionality. A task-related location and its correspond-
ing source (component) closely match the experimental paradigm. A transiently task-
related source, on the other hand, is similar to a task-related source but with an acti-
vation that may be pronounced during the beginning of each task cycle and may fade
out or change as time progresses. Functional locations are those activated areas which
are related to a particular functional area of the brain and the source for these may not
exhibit a particular pattern. The class of uninteresting sources or artifacts include mo-
tion related sources due to head movement, respiration, and cardiac pulsation. Figure
1 shows the sources used in the simulated fMRI data. Source #1 corresponds to the
task related time course, source #6 corresponds to a transient task-related time course.
Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of the locations of the sources, corresponding to
the mixing matrices in the linear models of both ICA and LICA. Spatial locations #1
and #6 are the ones with most interest from the task point of view. To form the fMRI
mixture, first the image data is reshaped into vectors by concatenating columns of the
image matrix. The source matrix is multiplied by the time course matrix to obtain a
mixture that simulates 100 scans of a single slice of fMRI data.

We have applied the LICA and MS-ICA algorithms to this simulated data. We
obtain five lattice sources with the LICA approach using standard settings of the algo-
rithm, and we set the MS-ICA number of sources to that number. Figure 3 presents the
lattice sources found by ILSIA, with the best correlated simulated time course overlaid
in red. Figure 4 shows the sources found by the MS-ICA together with the best corre-
lated simulated time course. Note that ILSIA finds both a task related and a function-
related source. We show in figure 5 the abundance images that correspond to the spatial

1Simulated data can be generated with the tools provided in
http://mlsp.umbc.edu/simulated_fmri_data.html
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Figure 2: Simulated spatial distribution of location of the sources
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Figure 3: Sources found by the ILSIA on the simulated data

distributions of the lattice sources. Notice that the spatial location of the task-related
source is well detected in the second image, while the transient task-related source lo-
cation is also well detected despite that it does not appear as one of the best correlated
sources in figure 14. Because the LICA and ICA algorithms are unsupervised, they
can discover sources which indirectly help discover the spatial locations of interest, al-
though the sources themselves are not precise matches of the underlying true sources.
Figure 6 shows the spatial distribution of the MS-ICA sources. The detection is noisier
than in the results obtained by LICA, and the task-related spatial locations are not so
clearly detected. Table 1 contains the quantitative measure of the goodness of spatial
discovery, given by the Mutual Information similarity measure between the simulated
spatial distributions of the simulated sources and the mixing coefficients that give the
estimation of the spatial distribution of the discovered sources. We have highlighted
the maximum values per column, and we have highlighted the closest one when it is
near the maximum of the column. The MS-ICA has more ambiguous columns than the
LICA, which is in agreement with the visual assessment of figures 5 and 6.
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Figure 4: Sources found by MS-ICA on the simulated data

Figure 5: Spatial distributions found by LICA on the simulated data.

Figure 6: Spatial distribution of the sources given by the mixing matrices of MS-ICA on the simulated data.
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MS-ICA LICA

Source #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5
#1 -0,16 0,15 0,03 1,18 -0,36 -0,52 2,51 -0,37 -0,23 0,02
#2 -0,45 -0,78 -0,13 -0,38 -0,29 -0,48 -0,33 2,26 -0,13 -0,38
#3 1,29 1,09 2,32 0,79 1,18 0,31 1,66 0,25 2,42 2,24
#4 -0,28 0,68 -0,56 -0,63 -0,38 -0,57 -0,72 -0,53 -0,52 -0,50
#5 -1,42 -1,05 -0,80 -0,69 -0,70 -0,71 -0,76 -0,70 -0,57 -0,72
#6 1,33 -0,79 -0,30 -0,39 -0,60 2,26 -0,44 0,36 -0,50 -0,54
#7 0,62 1,51 0,17 -0,24 0,80 0,30 -0,20 -0,57 -0,01 0,55
#8 -0,92 -0,81 -0,72 -0,63 -0,62 -0,59 -0,71 -0,68 -0,47 -0,67

Table 1: Mutual Information similitude between the spatial locations discovered by LICA and MA-ICA and
the ground truth spatial locations.

7. Results on a standard case study

The experimental data for this benchmarking corresponds to auditory stimulation
test data of a single person2. These whole brain BOLD/EPI images were acquired on
a modified 2T Siemens MAGNETOM Vision system. Each acquisition consisted of
64 contiguous slices. Each slice being a 2D image of one head volume cut. There
are 64x64x64 voxels of size 3mm x 3mm x 3mm. The data acquisition took 6.05s.,
with the scan-to-scan repeat time (RT) set arbitrarily to 7s., 96 acquisitions were made
(RT=7s.) in blocks of 6, i.e., 16 blocks of 42s. duration. The condition for successive
blocks alternated between rest and auditory stimulation, starting with rest. Auditory
stimulation was bi-syllabic words presented binaurally at a rate of 60 per minute. Due
to T1 effects it is advisable to discard the first few scans (there were no "dummy" lead-
in scans). We have discarded the first 10 scans. An standard results obtained with the
SPM software is presented in figure 7 as localized in the Talairach space, in sagital,
coronal and axial cuts.

There are a number of sources of noise in the fMRI signal [28] that must be dealt
with in appropriate preprocessing steps [25]. We have dealt with these noise sources
following the standard procedures in SPM software, so that all the algorithms ap-
plied have the same input data quality. First, we realigned the volumes to account for
head motion artifacts. Second, we coregistered the functional volumes with the struc-
tural MRI T1-weighted volume. Third, we performed spatial normalization guided by
the structural volume segmentation. Finally, we performed a smoothing step with an
isotropic Gaussian kernel.

As already discussed in [9], we perform a Lattice Normalization, subtracting the
mean value of each voxel time series independently so that the plots are collapsed
around the origin. This mean subtraction corresponds to an scale normalization in the
Lattice Computing sense. It removes scale effects that hinder the detection of mean-
ingful lattice independent vectors. Note that, although we are shifting the voxel vector

2The dataset is freely available from ftp://ftp.fil.ion.ucI.ac.uk/spm/data, the file name is snrfM00223.zip.
The functional data starts at acquisition 4, image snrfMOO223-004.
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Figure 7: Activation maps obtained with an execution of SPM software with nominal parameters over the
case study data.
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# PCA ML-ICA MF-ICA MS-ICA FastICA LICA
1 0.04 -0.14 -0.13 -0.04 -0.06 0.20
2 0.02 0.09 -0.14 0.22 -0.16 0.09
3 -0.08 -0.01 0.12 -0.07 0.08 -0.07
4 -0.22 -0.03 -0.13 0.07 -0.12 0.17
5 0.03 0.37 -0.13 -0.20 -0.18 0.14
6 0.10 0.12 -0.12 -0.13 0.11 0.09
7 0.33 0.12 -0.04 -0.07 -0.10 -0.15
8 0.34 -0.09 0.05 0.19 0.03 -0.07
9 -0.15 0.18 0.11 0.06 0.25 0.06

10 -0.09 -0.14 -0.18 0.16 0.05 0.02
11 0.24 -0.15 0.15 -0.25 -0.07 0.09

Table 2: Correlation between lattice sources found by LICA, the sources found by the ICA algorithms, the
PCA’s eigenvectors and the task control variable.

to the origin, we are not aiming to perform a normalization in the statistical sense.
We have proceeded as follows: first we have applied the ILSIA algorithm, de-

scribed in section 5, obtaining a number of lattice sources. Then we have applied the
comparative algorithms (PCA, ML-ICA, MF-ICA, MS-ICA and FastICA) setting the
number of lattice sources to the number obtained by LICA. Table 2 shows the corre-
lation of the induced lattice sources and independent sources with the time plot of the
experiment control variable, which is zero during the resting state and one while the
auditory stimulation is taking place. This correlation is a measure of how well each
lattice source/source is related to the task. The source with the maximum correlation
for each algorithm is an indication of the a corresponding spatial distribution of mixing
coefficients that may have the best similitude with the SPM activation results of figure
7. To verify this hypothesis, we further computed the Mutual Information similitude
measure among the mixing coefficients of each source and the SPM t-statistics map be-
fore thresholding. Table 3 contains these Mutual Information values, which in general
confirm the results of table 2. Therefore, we discover both the underlying task (which
is set for the GLM in SPM) and the activation pattern. A qualitative assessment of the
algorithms follows by visual comparison of the results of SPM (shown in figure 7) with
the voxel clusters detected on the mixing coefficient volumes with highest Mutual In-
formation for each algorithm. Cluster detection in the abundance images corresponds
to voxels with abundance value above the 99% percentile of the distribution of this lat-
tice source/source abundance coefficients over the whole volume. Cluster detection is
shown as white voxels in the corresponding images. The goal is to reproduce the activ-
ity detection in the auditory cortex that the SPM is able to find. To asses this detection
we reproduce selected axial, coronal and sagital cuts that correspond approximately to
the brain cuts shown in the reference SPM result image shown in figure 7. In figures
8 to 13, the top row shows the axial and coronal cuts and the bottom row will show
the sagital cuts lying approximately in the auditory cortex at both sides of the brain.
Notice that in some cases there are activations detected over the air region, which an
undesirable result.
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# PCA ML-ICA MF-ICA MS-ICA FastICA LICA
1 -0.30 -0.21 -0.17 -0.37 -0.97 3,02
2 0.02 -045 -0.46 1.48 -1.60 -0.30
3 -0.30 -0.71 -0.46 -1.17 0.34 -0.30
4 -0.22 -0.85 -0.43 0.53 1.11 -0.30
5 -0.03 2.60 -0.46 -0.39 -0.76 -0.30
6 -0.30 -0.56 -0.46 -0.98 0.18 -0.30
7 0.33 -0.78 -0.46 -0.13 -0.59 -0.30
8 3.020 -0.09 -0.38 1.35 0.30 -0.30
9 -0.35 -0.52 0.02 -1.29 1.99 -0.30

10 -0.39 0.75 0.35 -0.21 -0.30 -0.30
11 0.24 -0.06 2.91 1.17 0.31 -0.30

Table 3: Mutual Information similarity between the mixing volumes computed by LICA, the ICA algorithms,
the PCA and the t-statistic computed by the SPM software (before thresholding).

Figure 8: Best matching activation detection over the abundances of the LICA approach.
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Figure 9: Best matching activation detection over the abundances of the PCA approach.

Figure 10: Best matching activation detection over the abundances of the ML-ICA approach.
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Figure 11: Best matching activation detection over the abundances of the MS-ICA approach.

Figure 12: Best matching activation detection over the abundances of the FastICA approach.
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Figure 13: Best matching activation detection over the abundances of the MF-ICA approach.
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Figure 14: Lattice sources found by ILSIA, after normalization, for the LICA approach. Task indicator
variable overlaid in red.

To show the degree of discovery of the control variable that models the control task
by each algorithm, we reproduce in figures 14 to 19 the sources found by each algo-
rithm, the lattice sources of LICA, the statistically independent sources of ICA, and the
eigenvectors of the PCA. For this visualization, each source has been normalized com-
puting its z-score, in order to highlight its structure and made it visually comparable
with the control variable. The control variable plot is overlaid in read on each source
plot.

We note that our approach gives qualitative and quantitative results comparable to
the well established ICA approaches. That seems to support the idea that Lattice Inde-
pendence involves properties somehow least similar to that of Statistical Independence.
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Figure 15: Sources found by MF-ICA, after normalization. Task indicator variable overlaid in red.
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Figure 16: Sources found by ML-ICA, after normalization. Task indicator variable overlaid in red.
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Figure 17: Sources found by FastICA, after normalization. Task indicator variable overlaid in red.
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Figure 18: Eigenvectors found by PCA, after normalization. Task indicator variable overlaid in red.
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Figure 19: Sources found by MS-ICA, after normalization. Task indicator variable overlaid in red.

8. Summary and Conclusions

We have proposed and applied a Lattice Independent Component Analysis (LICA)
to the model-free (unsupervised) analysis of fMRI. The LICA is based on the appli-
cation of the Lattice Computing based algorithm ILSIA for the selection of the lattice
sources, and the linear unmixing of the data based on these lattice sources. We have
discussed the similarities of our approach with the application of ICA to fMRI ac-
tivation detection [3, 25]. In our approach the temporal sources correspond to lattice
sources detected by the ILSIA algorithm and the spatial mixing coefficients correspond
to the abundance volumes obtained by unmixing the voxel time series on the basis of
the found lattice sources. We have benefited from recent results on the Chebyshev best
approximation and on the equivalence between SLI and affine independence. After a
normalization consisting in the subtraction of the vector mean value, we look for SLI
vectors that can not be well approximated by a fixed point of the LAAM constructed
with the selected lattice sources. The LICA approach then uses this set of vectors to
compute the mixing coefficients that characterize the data and the lattice source. We
perform the activation detection thresholding these coefficients on the basis of its his-
togram. Work on simulated fMRI data shows that LICA performance is comparable to
or improves over the ICA approach in the sense of discovering task-related sources and
their spatial locations. Working with a well-known case study, have found that LICA
gives results consistent with the SPM standard approach. Compared to ICA algorithms,
LICA reproduces also the SPM results. An important feature of our approach is that it
is an unsupervised algorithm, where we do not need to postulate a priori information or
models. Also, LICA does not impose a probabilistic model on the sources. The lattice
independence condition may be a more relaxed restriction to find meaningful sources
in data where ICA approaches can fail due to their statistical properties.
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Besides some other open theoretical questions, we want to state conveniently, and
solve, the problem of finding the right number of lattice sources, and the right lattice
sources. Those are non trivial problems in many other context (i.e. clustering), stated
and solved as some kind of minimization problem. In our context, the problem is fur-
ther complicated by the intrinsic non-linearity of ILSIA and the interleaving of the
linear and non-linear procedures in LICA. It is not evident at this moment how to for-
mulate a well behaved objective function for such purposes. Besides these fundamental
problems, we will extend the validation evidence that may give the confidence to apply
the method to new fMRI data sets as an exploratory tool by itself. We wishfully think
that it could be applied to event oriented experiments, and to the task of discovering
networks of activation in the brain.
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Abstract. In this paper we explore the use of the Voxel-based
Morphometry (VBM) detection clusters to guide the feature extraction
processes for the detection of Alzheimer’s disease on brain Magnetic Res-
onance Imaging (MRI). The voxel location detection clusters given by
the VBM were applied to select the voxel values upon which the clas-
sification features were computed. We have evaluated feature vectors
computed over the data from the original MRI volumes and from the
GM segmentation volumes, using the VBM clusters as voxel selection
masks. We use the Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm to per-
form classification of patients with mild Alzheimer’s disease vs. control
subjects. We have also considered combinations of isolated cluster based
classifiers and an Adaboost strategy applied to the SVM built on the
feature vectors. The study has been performed on MRI volumes of 98
females, after careful demographic selection from the Open Access Se-
ries of Imaging Studies (OASIS) database, which is a large number of
subjects compared to current reported studies. Results are moderately
encouraging, as we can obtain up to 85% accuracy with the Adaboost
strategy in a 10-fold cross-validation.

1 Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder, which is one of the
most common cause of dementia in old people. Currently, due to the socioeco-
nomic importance of the disease in occidental countries it is one of the most
studied. The diagnosis of AD can be done after the exclusion of other forms of
dementia but a definitive diagnosis can only be made after a post-mortem study
of the brain tissue. This is one of the reasons why Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) based early diagnosis is a current research hot topic in the neurosciences.

Morphometry analysis has become a common tool for computational brain
anatomy studies. It allows a comprehensive measurement of structural di!erences
within a group or across groups, not just in specific structures, but throughout
the entire brain. Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) is a computational approach
! Research partially supported by Saiotek research projects BRAINER and S-

PR07UN02, and the MEC research project DPI2006-15346-C03-03.
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to neuroanatomy that measures di!erences in local concentrations of brain tissue,
through a voxel-wise comparison of multiple brain images [1]. For instance, VBM
has been applied to study volumetric atrophy of the grey matter (GM) in areas
of neocortex of AD patients vs. control subjects [3,16,9]. The procedure involves
the spatial normalization of subject images into a standard space, segmentation
of tissue classes using a priori probability maps, smoothing to correct noise and
small variations, and voxel-wise statistical tests. Statistical analysis is based on
the General Linear Model (GLM) to describe the data in terms of experimental
and confounding e!ects, and residual variability. Classical statistical inference is
used to test hypotheses that are expressed in terms of GLM estimated regression
parameters. This computation of given contrast provides a Statistical Parametric
Map (SPM), which is thresholded according to the Random Field theory.

Machine learning methods have become very popular to classify functional
or structural brain images to discriminate them into normal or a specific neu-
rodegenerative disorder. The Support Vector Machine (SVM) either with linear
[10,15] or non-linear [6,11] kernels are the state of the art to build up classification
and regression systems. Besides MRI, other medical imaging methods are being
studied for AD diagnosis. There are di!erent ways to extract features from MRI
for SVM classification: based on morphometric methods [5,6], based on regions
of interest (ROI) [13,11] or GM voxels in automated segmentation images [10].
Work has also been reported on the selection of a small set of the most informa-
tive features for classification, such as the SVM-Recursive Feature Elimination
[6], the selection based on statistical tests [13,15], the wavelet decomposition of
the RAVENS maps [11], among others.

Many of the classification studies on the detection of AD were done with both
men and women. However, it has been demonstrated that brains of women are
di!erent from men’s to the extent that it is possible to discriminate the gender
via MRI analysis [11]. Moreover, it has been shown that VBM is sensitive to the
gender di!erences. For these reasons, we have been very cautious in this study.
We have selected a set of 98 MRI women’s brain volumes. It must be noted
that this is a large number of subjects compared with the other studies referred
above.

Our approach is to use the VBM detected clusters as a mask on the MRI
and Grey Matter (GM) segmentation images to select the potentially most dis-
criminating voxels. Feature vectors for classification are either the voxel values
or some summary statistics of each cluster. We both consider the feature vector
computed from all the VBM clusters and the combination of the individual clas-
sifiers built from the clusters independently. We build our classification systems
using the standard SVM, testing linear and non-linear (RBF) kernels. Best re-
sults are obtained with an Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) strategy tailored to
the SVM [12]. Section 2 gives a description of the subjects selected for the study,
the image processing, feature extraction details and the classifier system. Section
3 gives our classification performance results and section 4 gives the conclusions
of this work and further research suggestions.
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2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Subjects

Ninety eight right-handed women (aged 65-96 yr) were selected from the Open Ac-
cess Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS) database (http://www.oasis-brains.org)
[14]. OASIS data set has a cross-sectional collection of 416 subjects covering the
adult life span aged 18 to 96 including individuals with early-stage Alzheimer’s
Disease. We have ruled out a set of 200 subjects whose demographic, clinical or de-
rived anatomic volumes information was incomplete. For the present study there
are 49 subjects who have been diagnosed with very mild to mild AD and 49 non-
demented. A summary of subject demographics and dementia status is shown in
table 1.

Table 1. Summary of subject demographics and dementia status. Education codes
correspond to the following levels of education: 1 less than high school grad., 2: high
school grad., 3: some college, 4: college grad., 5: beyond college. Categories of socioe-
conomic status: from 1 (biggest status) to 5 (lowest status). MMSE score ranges from
0 (worst) to 30 (best).

Very mild to mild AD Normal
No. of subjects 49 49

Age 78.08 (66-96) 77.77 (65-94)
Education 2.63 (1-5) 2.87 (1-5)

Socioeconomic status 2.94 (1-5) 2.88 (1-5)
CDR (0.5 / 1 / 2) 31 / 17 / 1 0

MMSE 24 (15-30) 28.96 (26-30)

2.2 Imaging Protocol

Multiple (three or four) high-resolution structural T1-weighted magnetization-
prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) images were acquired [7] on a 1.5-T
Vision scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) in a single imaging session. Image
parameters: TR= 9.7 msec., TE= 4.0 msec., Flip angle= 10, TI= 20 msec.,
TD= 200 msec., 128 sagittal 1.25 mm slices without gaps and pixels resolution
of 256!256 (1!1mm).

2.3 Image Processing and VBM

We have used the average MRI volume for each subject, provided in the OASIS
data set. These images are already registered and resampled into a 1-mm isotropic
image in atlas space and the bias field has been already corrected [14]. The Statis-
tical Parametric Mapping (SPM5) (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) was used
to compute the VBM which gives us the spatial mask to obtain the classification
features. Images were reoriented into a right-handed coordinate system to work
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with SPM5. The tissue segmentation step does not need to perform bias correc-
tion. We performed the modulation normalization for grey matter, because we
are interested in this tissue for this study. We performed a spatial smoothing be-
fore performing the voxel-wise statistics, setting the Full-Width at Half-Maximum
(FWHM) of the Gaussian kernel to 10mm isotropic. A GM mask was created from
the average of the GM segmentation volumes of the subjects under study. Thresh-
olding the average GM segmentation, we obtain a binary mask that includes all
voxels with probability greater than 0.1 in the average GM segmentation volume.
This interpretation is not completely true, since the data are modulated, but it
is close enough for the mask to be reasonable. We design the statistical analysis
as a Two-sample t-test in which the first group corresponds with AD subjects.
The general linear model contrast has been set as [-1 1], a right-tailed (groupN ¿
groupAD), correction FWE, p-value=0.05. The VBM detected clusters are used
for the MRI feature extraction for the SVM classification.

2.4 Support Vector Machine Classification

The Support Vector Machine (SVM)[18] algorithm used for this study is in-
cluded in the libSVM (http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/) soft-
ware package. The implementation is described in detail in [4]. Given training
vectors xi " Rn, i = 1, . . . , l of the subject features of the two classes, and a vec-
tor y " Rl such that yi " {#1, 1} labels each subject with its class, in our case,
for example, patients were labeled as -1 and control subject as 1. To construct
a classifier, the SVM algorithm solves the following optimization problem:

min
w,b,"

1
2
wT w + C

l!

i=1

!i

subject to yi(wT "(xi) + b) $ (1# !i), !i $ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The dual optimiza-
tion problem is

min
#

1
2

#T Q# # eT #

subject to yT # = 0, 0 % #i % C, i = 1, . . . , l. Where e is the vector of all ones,
C > 0 is the upper bound on the error, Q is an l by l positive semi-definite
matrix, Qij & yiyjK(xi, xj), and K(xi, xj) & "(xi)T "(xj) is the kernel function
that describes the behavior of the support vectors. Here, the training vectors
xi are mapped into a higher (maybe infinite) dimensional space by the function
"(xi). The decision function is sgn(

"l
i=1 yi#iK(xi, x)+ b). C is a regularization

parameter used to balance the model complexity and the training error.
The kernel function chosen results in di!erent kinds of SVM with di!erent

performance levels, and the choice of the appropriate kernel for a specific ap-
plication is a di"cult task. In this study two di!erent kernels were tested: the
linear and the radial basis function (RBF) kernel. The linear kernel function is
defined as K(xi, xj) = 1+xT

i xj , this kernel shows good performance for linearly
separable data. The RBF kernel is defined as K(xi, xj) = exp(# ||xi"xj ||2

2$2 ). This

http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/
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kernel is basically suited best to deal with data that have a class-conditional
probability distribution function approaching the Gaussian distribution [2]. One
of the advantages of the RBF kernel is that given the kernel, the number of
support vectors and the support vectors are all automatically obtained as part
of the training procedure, i.e., they do not need to be specified by the training
mechanism.

2.5 Feature Extraction

We have tested three di!erent feature vector extraction processes, based on the
voxel location clusters detection obtained from the VBM analysis.

1. The first feature extraction process computes the ratio of GM voxels to the
total number of voxels of each voxel location cluster.

2. The second feature extraction process computes the mean and standard
deviation of the GM voxel intensity values of each voxel location cluster.

3. The third feature feature extraction process computes a very high dimen-
sional vector with all the GM segmentation values for the voxel locations
included in each VBM detected cluster. The GM segmentation voxel values
were ordered in this feature vector according to the coordinate lexicographic
order.

First, we have considered all the VBM detected clusters together, so that each
feature vector characterizes the whole MRI volume.

2.6 Combination of SVM

We have considered also the construction of independent SVM classifiers for
each VBM detected cluster and the combination of their responses by a simple
majority voting, and to use the cluster with greatest statistical significance to
resolve ties. This can be viewed as a simplified combination of classifiers. Fur-
thermore, we have defined a combination of classifiers weighted by the individual
training errors, where the classifier weights are computed as in the AdaBoost-
SVM algorithm in [12] (Algorithm 1), assuming an uniform weighting of the data
samples.

2.7 Adaptive Boosting

Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost)[17,8] is a meta-algorithm for machine learning
that can be used in conjunction with many other learning algorithms to improve
their performance. AdaBoost is adaptive in the sense that subsequent classifiers
built are tweaked in favor of those instances misclassified by previous classifiers.
AdaBoost is sensitive to noisy data and outliers. Otherwise, it is less susceptible
to the over-fitting problem than most learning algorithms.

AdaBoost calls a weak classifier repeatedly in a series of rounds t = 1, ..., T .
For each call a distribution of weights Wt is updated and indicates the impor-
tance of examples in the data set for the classification. On each round, the weights
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Algorithm 1. Combining the independent SVM trained per cluster

1. Input: as many sets of training samples with labels as clusters in the sta-
tistical parametric map T k = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xN , yN)}, k = 1..C, where N is
the number of samples of each cluster.

2. Initialize: the weights of training samples: wk
i = 1/N , for all i = 1, ..., N

3. For each k cluster do

(a) Search the best $ for the RBF kernel for the training set Tk, we denote
it as $k.

(b) Train the SVM with Tk and $k, we denote the classifier as hk.
(c) Classify the same training Tk set with hk.
(d) Calculate the training error of hk: %k =

"N
i=1 wk

i , yi '= hk(xi).
(e) Compute the weight of the cluster classifier hk: #k = 1

2 ln( %k
1"%k

).

4. Output: for each test data x its classification is f(x) =
sign(

"C
k=1 #khk(x)).

of each incorrectly classified example are increased (or alternatively, the weights
of each correctly classified example are decreased), so that the new classifier
focuses more on those examples.

Following these ideas, we have also tested a combination of SVM classifiers
along the ideas from the Diverse AdaBoost SVM [12], presented as Algorithm
2. In this approach we built a sequence of SVM classifiers of increasing variance
parameter. The results of the classifiers are weighted according to their statistical
error to obtain the response to the test inputs in the 10-fold validation process.

2.8 Classifier Performance Indices

We evaluated the performance of the classifiers built with the diverse strategy
using 10 times the 10-fold cross-validation methodology. To quantify the results
we measured the accuracy, the ratio of the number of test volumes correctly clas-
sified to the total of tested volumes. We also quantified the specificity and sensi-
tivity of each test defined as Specificity = TP

TP+FP and Sensitivity = TN
TN+FN ,

where TP is the number of true positives: number of AD patient volumes cor-
rectly classified; TN is the number of true negatives: number of control volumes
correctly classified; FP is the number of false positives: number of AD patient
volumes classified as control volume; FN is the number of false negatives: num-
ber of control volumes classified as patient. The regularization parameter C of
all the SVM classifiers trained for this study was set to 1.
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Algorithm 2. Diverse AdaBoostSVM
1. Input: a set of training samples with labels {(x1, y1), . . . , (xN , yN )}; the

initial &, &ini; the minimal &, &min; the step of &, &step; the threshold on
diversity DIV.

2. Initialize: the weights of training samples: wt
i = 1/N , for all i = 1, ..., N

3. Do while (& > &ini)
(a) Calculate gamma: ! =

#
2"2

$!1
.

(b) Use & to train a component classifier ht on the weighted training set.
(c) Calculate the training error of ht: %t =

"N
i=1 wt

i , yi '= ht(xi).
(d) Calculate the diversity of ht: Dt =

"N
i=1 dt(xi), where dt(xi) =%

0 if ht(xi) = yi

1 if ht(xi) '= yi

(e) Calculate the diversity of weighted component classifiers and the current
classifier: D =

"T
t=1

"N
i=1 dt(xi).

(f) If %t > 0.5 or D < DIV : decrease & by &step and go to (a).
(g) Set weight of the component classifier ht: #t = 1

2 ln( %t
1"%t

).
(h) Update the weights of training samples: wt+1

i = wt
iexp(##yiht(xi).

(i) Normalize the weights of training samples: wt+1
i = wt+1

i (
"N

i=1 wt+1
i )"1.

4. Output: f(x) = sign(
"C

k=1 #khk(x)).

3 Results

In this section we present for each experiment the following data: the number
of features, accuracy, specificity, which is related to AD patients and sensitivity,
which is related to control subjects. We will give results on the global feature
vectors, the simple voting of independent classifiers based on statistical signif-
icance of VBM, the weighted combination of individual cluster SVM based on
training errors, and an adaptive boosting strategy for combining classifiers.

3.1 Global Feature Vectors

The VBM performed for this study was described in section 2. We present in ta-
ble 2 the results of the three feature computation processes applied to the whole
set of VBM clusters to obtain a single feature vector for the whole volume. Each
table entry contains the SVM results using the linear (lk) and RBF (nlk) kernels
upon the corresponding feature vector set. The table rows correspond to the fea-
ture extraction processes described in section 2.5. Table 2 best accuracy result is
80.6% with the RBF kernel, but this result is not too far from the results of the
linear kernel SVM. This best accuracy result is obtained with a rather straight-
forward feature extraction method: the mean and standard deviation of the MRI
voxel intensities. This means that MRI intensities may have discriminant value.
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Table 2. Classification results with a linear kernel (lk) and a non-linear RBF kernel

(nlk). The values of ! =
#
2"2

$!1
for non linear kernel were 0.5, 0.031, 0.0078 for each

feature extraction process, respectively.

Feature extracted #Features Accuracy (lk/nlk) Sensitivity (lk/nlk) Specificity (lk/nlk)

GM proportion 12 69.39 / 68.36 0.63 / 0.61 0.88 / 0.90

Mean & StDev 24 78.57 / 80.61 0.72 / 0.75 0.88 / 0.89

Voxel intensities 3611 73.47 / 76.53 0.72 / 0.77 0.75 / 0.76

Overall the sensitivity results in table 2 is much lower than the specificity. We
believe that the source of error is the confusion of mild demented AD patients
with control subjects. Upon inspection, this hypothesis seems to be correct for
this data.

3.2 Combination of Individual Cluster SVM

Table 3 presents the results of the combination of SVM classifiers built up over each
cluster independently, searching for the best kernel parameter & in each classifier
independently. The voxel clusters are selected according to the VBM performed as
described above. The results do not improve over the ones obtained with the whole
image feature vector.Wenote that, contrary to the global feature vector, the results
improve when considering the whole collection of MRI voxel intensities.

Table 4 presents the results of the combination of individual weighted SVM
classifiers. Each SVM classifier was trained with one VBM cluster feature set
and the weights were computed according to its training error. We obtain a

Table 3. Majority voting classification results with linear kernel (lk) and non-linear
kernel (nlk) SVM built independently for each VBM cluster

Feature extracted #Features Accuracy (lk/nlk) Sensitivity (lk/nlk) Specificity (lk/nlk)

Mean & StDev 24 74% / 75% 0.51 / 0.56 0.97 / 0.95

Voxel intensities 3611 77% / 78% 0.74 / 0.76 0.80 / 0.82

Table 4. Weighted individual SVM per cluster classification results. The value of the
RBF kernels for the nonlinear (nlk) classifiers were searched for the best fit to the
training set.

Feature extracted Features Accuracy (lk/nlk) Sensitivity (lk/nlk) Specificity (lk/nlk)

Mean & StDev 24 71% / 79% 0.54 / 0.78 0.88 / 0.80

Voxel intensities 3611 73% / 86% 0.76 / 0.80 0.70 / 0.92

Table 5. Diverse AdaBoostSVM classification results

Feature extracted Features Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity

Mean & StDev 24 85% 0.78 0.92

Voxel intensities 3611 78% 0.71 0.85
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significant improvement of the accuracy when considering the voxel intensities
as features for the non-linear RBF SVM.

Table 5 shows the results of the Diverse . The &min is set as 0.1, the &ini is
set as 100 and &step is set as 0.1. The DIV value is set as as 0.6.

4 Conclusions

In this work we have studied feature extraction processes based on VBM analysis,
to classify MRI volumes of AD patients and normal subjects. We have analyzed
di!erent designs for the SPM of the VBM and we have found that the basic GLM
design without covariates can detect subtle changes between AD patients and
controls that lead to the construction of SVM classifiers with a discriminative
accuracy of 86% in the best case. The weighted cluster SVM and the Diverse
AdaBoostSVM methods improved remarkably the results, mainly the sensitiv-
ity of the classification models. In [5] they compare their results on a smaller
population of controls and AD patients to the ones obtained with a standard
VBM analysis, using a cluster and found a classification accuracy of 63.3% via
cross-validation. Therefore, the results shown in this paper, along with the care-
ful experimental methodology employed, can be of interest for the Neuroscience
community researching on the AD diagnosis based on MRI. Further work may
address the extraction of features based on other morphological measurement
techniques, such as the Deformation-based Morphometry.
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Abstract. Detection of Alzheimer’s disease on brain Magnetic Reso-
nance Imaging (MRI) is a highly sought goal in the Neurosciences. We
used four di!erent models of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN): Back-
propagation (BP), Radial Basis Networks (RBF), Learning Vector Quan-
tization Networks (LVQ) and Probabilistic Neural Networks (PNN) to
perform classification of patients of mild Alzheimer’s disease vs. control
subjects. Features are extracted from the brain volume data using Voxel-
based Morphometry (VBM) detection clusters. The voxel location detec-
tion clusters given by the VBM were applied to select the voxel values
upon which the classification features were computed. We have evaluated
feature vectors computed from the GM segmentation volumes using the
VBM clusters as voxel selection masks. The study has been performed
on MRI volumes of 98 females, after careful demographic selection from
the Open Access Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS) database, which is
a large number of subjects compared to current reported studies.

1 Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder, which is one of the
most common cause of dementia in old people. Currently, due to the socioeco-
nomic importance of the disease in occidental countries it is one of the most
studied. The diagnosis of AD can be done after the exclusion of other forms
of dementia but a definitive diagnosis can only be made after a post-mortem
study of the brain tissue. This is one of the reasons why early diagnosis based
on Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a current research hot topic in the
neurosciences.

Morphometry analysis has become a common tool for computational brain
anatomy studies. It allows a comprehensive measurement of structural di!erences
within a group or across groups, not just in specific structures, but throughout
the entire brain. Voxel-based Morphometry (VBM) is a computational approach
to neuroanatomy that measures di!erences in local concentrations of brain tissue
through a voxel-wise comparison of multiple brain images [2]. For instance, VBM
! Research partially supported by Saiotek research projects BRAINER and S-

PR07UN02, and the MEC research project DPI2006-15346-C03-03.
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has been applied to study volumetric atrophy of the grey matter (GM) in areas
of neocortex of AD patients vs. control subjects [3,18,7]. The procedure involves
the spatial normalization of subject images into a standard space, segmentation
of tissue classes using a priori probability maps, smoothing to reduce noise and
small variations, and voxel-wise statistical tests. Statistical analysis is based on
the General Linear Model (GLM) to describe the data in terms of experimental
and confounding e!ects, and residual variability. Classical statistical inference is
used to test hypotheses that are expressed in terms of GLM estimated regression
parameters. This computation of given contrast provides a Statistical Parametric
Map (SPM), which is thresholded according to the Random Field theory.

Machine learning methods have become very popular to classify functional
or structural brain images to discriminate them into normal or a specific neu-
rodegenerative disorder. The Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) used for this
study were the Feedforward Networks (sometimes called Multilayer Perceptron)
trained with the Backpropagation of errors algorithm (BP), Radial Basis Net-
works (RBF), Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) and Probabilistic Neural
Networks (PNN) [10]. Support Vector Machine (SVM) both with linear [12] and
non-linear [14] kernels have been tested in a previous work for the same task [8].
There are di!erent ways to extract features from MRI for classification: based
on morphometric methods [5], based on regions of interest (ROI) [15,14] or GM
voxels in automated segmentation images [12]. Our approach is to use the VBM
detected clusters as a mask on the Grey Matter (GM) segmentation images to
select the potentially most discriminating voxels. Feature vectors for classifica-
tion are either the voxel values or some summary statistics of each cluster. We
considered the feature vector computed from all the VBM clusters together.

A work using ANNs and VBM for AD detection have been reported in [11],
where a single three-layer, feed-forward ANN trained with a backpropagation
algorithm was used as a classifier over a small set of unpublished proprietary
MRI data. They perform data dimensionality reduction applying a Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) to improve the e"ciency of the classifier. Although
their results can not be reproduced, this work confirms that the approach that
we follow is a promising area of research.

Section Materials and Methods gives a description of the subjects selected
for the study, the image processing, feature extraction details and the classifier
system. Section Results gives our classification performance results and section
Conclusions gives the conclusions of this work and further research suggestions.

2 Materials and Methods

Subjects. Ninety eight right-handed women (aged 65-96 yr) were selected from
the Open Access Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS) database [16]. OASIS data
set has a cross-sectional collection of 416 subjects covering the adult life span
aged 18 to 96 including individuals with early-stage Alzheimer’s Disease. We have
ruled out a set of 200 subjects whose demographic, clinical or derived anatomic
volumes information was incomplete. For the present study there are 49 subjects
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Table 1. Summary of subject demographics and dementia status. Education codes
correspond to the following levels of education: 1 less than high school grad., 2: high
school grad., 3: some college, 4: college grad., 5: beyond college. Categories of socioe-
conomic status: from 1 (biggest status) to 5 (lowest status). MMSE score ranges from
0 (worst) to 30 (best).

Very mild to mild AD Normal
No. of subjects 49 49

Age 78.08 (66-96) 77.77 (65-94)
Education 2.63 (1-5) 2.87 (1-5)

Socioeconomic status 2.94 (1-5) 2.88 (1-5)
CDR (0.5 / 1 / 2) 31 / 17 / 1 0

MMSE 24 (15-30) 28.96 (26-30)

who have been diagnosed with very mild to mild AD and 49 non-demented. A
summary of subject demographics and dementia status is shown in table 1.

Imaging protocol. Multiple (three or four) high-resolution structural T1-
weighted magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) images were
acquired [6] on a 1.5-T Vision scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) in a single
imaging session. Image parameters: TR= 9.7 msec., TE= 4.0 msec., Flip angle=
10, TI= 20 msec., TD= 200 msec., 128 sagittal 1.25 mm slices without gaps and
pixels resolution of 256!256 (1!1mm).

Image processing and VBM. We have used the average MRI volume for
each subject, provided in the OASIS data set. These images are already regis-
tered and re-sampled into a 1-mm isotropic image in atlas space and the bias
field has been already corrected [16]. The Statistical Parametric Mapping soft-
ware (SPM5) [1] was used to compute the VBM which gives us the spatial mask
to obtain the classification features. Images were reoriented into a right-handed
coordinate system to work with SPM5. The tissue segmentation step does not
need to perform bias correction. We performed the modulation normalization
for GM, because we are interested in this tissue for this study. We performed a
spatial smoothing before performing the voxel-wise statistics, setting the Full-
Width at Half-Maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian kernel to 10mm isotropic.
A GM mask was created from the average of the GM segmentation volumes of
the subjects under study. Thresholding the average GM segmentation, we obtain
a binary mask that includes all voxels with probability greater than 0.1 in the
average GM segmentation volume. This interpretation is not completely true,
since the data is modulated, but it is close enough for the mask to be reason-
able. We designed the statistical analysis as a Two-sample t-test in which the
first group corresponds with AD subjects. In SPM software terms: the contrast
has been set to [-1 1], a right-tailed (groupN > groupAD), correction FWE, p-
value=0.05. The VBM detected clusters are used for the feature extraction for
the classification procedures.
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Backpropagation. Backward propagation of errors or Backpropagation (BP)
[17,10,9] is a supervised learning method, and it is a non-linear generalization
of the squared error gradient descent learning rule for updating the weights of
the artificial neurons in a single-layer perceptron, generalized to feed-forward
networks . Backpropagation requires that the activation function used by the
artificial neurons (or "nodes") is di!erentiable with its derivative being a sim-
ple function of itself. The backpropagation of the error allows to compute the
gradient of the error function relative to the hidden units. It is analytically de-
rived using the chain rule of calculus. During on-line learning the weights of
the network are updated at each input data item presentation. We have used
the resilient backpropagation, which uses only the derivative sign to perform the
weight updating.

Radial Basis Function Networks. Radial basis function networks (RBF) [4]
are ANN that use radial basis functions as activation functions. RBF’s consist of
a two layer neural network, where each hidden unit implements a radial activated
function. The output units compute a weighted sum of hidden unit outputs.
Training consists of the unsupervised training of the hidden units followed by
the supervised training of the output units’ weights.

Probabilistic Neural Networks. A Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) [20]
is a special type of neural network that uses a kernel-based approximation to form
an estimate of the probability density function of categories in a classification
problem. The distance is computed from the point being evaluated to each of
the other points, and a radial basis function (RBF) is applied to the distance to
compute the weight (influence) for each point.

Di!erent types of radial basis functions could be used, but the most com-
mon is the Gaussian function. The sigma value of the function determines the
spread of the RBF function; that is, how quickly the function declines as the
distance increased from the point. With larger sigma values the function has
more spread, so that distant points have a greater influence. PNN are a kind of
Nearest Neighbor classifier that uses all the data samples as reference values and
the only functional transformation is the computation of the posterior probabil-
ity of the classes as a combination (sum/average) of the evidence given by each
data sample through its RBF window.

The tuning of a PNN network depends on selecting the optimal sigma value
of the spread of the RBF functions. In this paper an exhaustive search for the
optimal spread value in the range (0, 1) for each training set has been done. The
results shown in Table 4 correspond to the best spread value found.

Learning Vector Quantization. Learning vector quantization (LVQ) [13,19]
provides a method for training competitive layers in a supervised manner. The
system is composed of an unsupervisedly trained competitive layer which per-
forms a partitioning of the input space. The supervisedly trained output layer
provides the labeling of the input data according to its belonging to an input
region (crisp clustering) or to its degree of membership (soft clustering). In the
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original proposition of the LVQ, the competitive units were cluster centers with
the Euclidean distance as the similitude measure. Training of the competitive
units can be performed by Kohonen’s Self Organizing Map. Supervised training
was simply the assignment of a label to a competitive unit according to a major-
ity voting on the data samples falling in the partition corresponding to the unit.
LVQ provides fine tuning of the competitive units using class information. The
basic versions proposed by Kohonen are known as the LVQ1 and LVQ2. Both
start with the unsupervised learning of the competitive units, and its initial ma-
jority voting labeling. In the LVQ1 a supervised training is performed as follows:
for each data sample we compare its label with the one of its corresponding com-
petitive unit, if the labels match (the data item is correctly classified) then the
competitive unit is moved towards the input data sample, otherwise it is moved
in the opposite direction. This rule may cause an unstable and oscillatory be-
havior if the discriminant boundary among classes is very complex. The LVQ2
rule is proposed to improve the learning, sometimes it is recommended to apply
it after the LVQ1. In LVQ2, for each input data sample we find the two closest
competitive units. If one correctly classifies the input and the other belongs to a
wrong class, and the input data lies in a window around the mid-plane between
them, then the correct class unit is moved towards the input and the incorrect
unit is moved away from the input. We have used the simplest implementations.

Feature extraction. We have tested two di!erent feature vector extraction
processes, based on the voxel location clusters detection obtained from the VBM
analysis. The features were extracted from the output volumes of the segmenta-
tion step in the VBM analysis, they are a GM density volume for each subject.

1. The first feature extraction process computes the mean and standard devi-
ation of the GM voxel values of each voxel location cluster, we denote these
features as MSD in the result tables given below.

2. The second feature extraction process computes a very high dimensional
vector with all the GM segmentation values for the voxel locations included
in each VBM detected cluster. The voxel values were ordered in this feature
vector according to the coordinate lexicographical ordering. We denote these
features as VV in the result tables below.

3 Results

We evaluated the performance of the classifiers built with the diverse training and
architecture strategies using 10 times the 10-fold cross-validation methodology.
In this section we present for each experiment the following data: the number of
features extracted from each subject, classification accuracy, sensitivity, which is
related to AD patients and specificity, which is related to control subjects. The
results shown are the mean values of the classification results from the 10-fold
crossvalidation process, also the standard deviation (stdev) is shown. We will
give results of each di!erent classifiers: Backpropagation (Table 2), RBF (Table
3), PNN (Table 4), LVQ1 (Table 5) and LVQ2 (6).
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Table 2. Classification results with a BP network with resilient backpropagation. Mean
(Standard deviation) of 10 cross-validations.

Feature extracted #Features #Hidden units %Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
MSD 24 10 78.0 (0.12) 0.69 (0.14) 0.88 (0.13)
VV 3611 10 78.0 (0.11) 0.72 (0.17) 0.84 (0.18)

Table 3. Classification results with a RBF network. Mean (Standard deviation) of 10
cross-validations.

Feature extracted #Features Spread %Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
MSD 24 0.02 66.00 (0.13) 0.65 (0.24) 0.68 (0.14)
VV 3611 0.852 72.5 (0.10) 0.65 (0.21) 0.80 (0.17)

Table 4. Classification results with a PNN network. Mean (Standard deviation) of 10
cross-validations.

Feature extracted #Features Spread %Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
MSD 24 0.02; 77.8 (0.09) 0.62 (0.14) 0.94 (0.1)
VV 3611 0.852 74.2 (0.14) 0.68 (0.20) 0.81 (0.17)

Table 5. Classification results with a LVQ1 network . Network training parame-
ters:MSD: 200 epochs, goal: 0.01 and learning rate: 0.01 ; V V : 150 epochs, goal:
0.10 and learning rate: 0.010.Mean (Standard deviation) of 10 cross-validations.

Feature extracted #Features #Hidden units %Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
MSD 24 10 81.0 (0.18) 0.72 (0.27) 0.90 (0.14)
VV 3611 10 79.3 (0.13) 0.76 (0.23) 0.82 (0.19)

Table 6. Classification results with a LVQ2 network . Network training parameters:
MSD : 200 epochs, goal: 0.01 and learning rate: 0.01; VV : 50 epochs, goal: 0.01 and
learning rate: 0.005. Mean (Standard deviation) of 10 crossvalidations.

Feature extracted #Features #Hidden units % Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
MSD 24 10 83.0 (0.12) 0.74 (0.23) 0.92 (0.1)
VV 3611 10 77.0 (0.15) 0.76 (0.23) 0.78 (0.17)

The best accuracy result (Table 6) is 83% with the LVQ2, but this result is not
far from the results of LVQ1 and PNN. Which is a very encouraging result, given
that we have not removed critical subjects from the data collection: very mildly
demented subjects who could end in a false positive diagnosis and . Regarding
the usefulness of the features extracted, it is di"cult to make an assessment,
because some algorithms work better with VV than with MSD, and other have
the inverse performance. Training and validation on MSD features is obviously
more time e"cient, and the best result corresponds to this feature extraction
process.
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4 Conclusions

In this work we have studied several ANN classifiers applied to classify MRI
volumes of AD patients and normal subjects. The feature extraction processes
is based on VBM analysis. After examining di!erent designs for the SPM of the
VBM we have found that the basic GLM design without covariates can detect
subtle changes between AD patients and controls that lead to the construction of
ANN classifiers with a discriminative accuracy of 83% in the best case as shown in
table 6. A result of 83% of accuracy is really encouraging considering the number
of subjects in the database. Improvements could be obtained using Adaptive
Boosting including di!erent types of ANNs and Support Vector Machines. The
problem we have found is that the subjects wrongly classified maybe the most
critical ones: old control subjects classified as AD (false positives) and subjects
with a very early or mild dementia classified as normal (false negatives), exactly
the ones which are the target in these studies that try to perform early detection
of AD. Post-mortem confirmation data of AD diagnosed subjects could improve
the results.

Further work may address the use of disease specific templates or other type
of morphometric measures, such as Deformation-based Morphometry.
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Neural classifiers for schizophrenia diagnostic
support on di!usion imaging data

Alexandre Savio, Juliette Charpentier, Maite Termenón, Ann K. Shinn, Manuel
Graña !

Abstract: Diagnostic support for psychiatric disorders is a very interesting goal
because of the lack of biological markers with su!cient sensitivity and specificity
in psychiatry. The approach consists of a feature extraction process based on the
results of Pearson correlation of known measures of white matter integrity obtained
from di"usion weighted images: fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean di"usivity
(MD), followed by a classification step performed by statistical support vector
machines (SVM), di"erent implementations of artificial neural networks (ANN)
and learn vector quantization (LVQ) classifiers. The most discriminant voxels
were found in frontal and temporal white matter. A total of 100% classification
accuracy was achieved in almost every case, although the features extracted from
the FA data yielded the best results. The study has been performed on publicly
available di"usion weighted images of 20 male subjects.

Key words: DWI, Schizofrenia, Neural Classifiers, Fractional Anisotropy, Mean
Di!usivity

1. Introduction

There is growing research e"ort devoted to the development of automated diagnos-
tic support tools that may help clinicians perform their work with greater accuracy
and e!ciency. In medicine, diseases are often diagnosed with the aid of biological
markers, including laboratory tests and radiologic imaging. The process of diag-
nosis becomes more di!cult, however, when dealing with psychiatric disorders,
in which diagnosis relies primarily on the patient’s self-report of symptoms and
the presence or absence of characteristic behavioral signs. Schizophrenia is a dis-
abling psychiatric disorder characterized by hallucinations, delusions, disordered
thought/speech, disorganized behavior, emotional withdrawal, and functional de-
cline [2]. Currently, diagnosis is made almost exclusively on subjective measures
like self-report, observation, and clinical history.

A large number of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) morphological studies
have shown subtle brain abnormalities to be present in schizophrenia. Structural
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studies have found enlargement of the lateral ventricles, particularly the tempo-
ral horn of the lateral ventricles [28];[28]; reduced volumes of medial temporal
structures (hippocampus, amygdala, and parahippocampal gyrus) [4, 17, 29], supe-
rior temporal gyrus [17], prefrontal cortex [15, 32], and inferior parietal lobule[27,
14]; and reversal of normal left greater than right volume in male patients with
schizophrenia [24, 12]. In 1984, Wernicke [35] proposed that schizophrenia might in-
volve altered connectivity of distributed brain networks that are diverse in function
and that work in concert to support various cognitive abilities and their constituent
operations. Consistent with the “dysconnectivity hypothesis”, studies have found
correlations between prefrontal and temporal lobe volumes [36, 7] and disruptions
of functional connectivity between frontal and temporal lobes in schizophrenia [23].
These findings strongly point to widespread problems of connectivity in schizophre-
nia.

Di"usion tensor imaging (DTI) is a MRI method that allows more direct inves-
tigation into the integrity of white matter (WM) fibers, and thus into the anatom-
ical connectivity of di"erent brain regions. DTI depends upon the motion of water
molecules to provide structural information in vivo [25, 5], and yields measures
like fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean di"usivity (MD). The most commonly
demonstrated DTI abnormalities in schizophrenia are decreased FA in the unci-
nate fasciculus (a tract connecting temporal and frontal regions and involved in
decision-making, emotions, and episodic memory), the cingulum bundle (a tract
interconnecting limbic regions which involved in attention, emotions, and mem-
ory), and the arcuate fasciulus (a tract connecting language regions) [21]. Lower
anisotropic di"usion within white matter may reflect loss of coherence of WM fiber
tracts, to changes in the number and/or density of interconnecting fiber tracts, or
to changes in myelination [19, 22, 1, 20].

The present paper will focus on the application of machine learning (ML) al-
gorithms for the computer aided diagnosis (CAD) of schizophrenia, on the basis of
feature vectors extracted from DTI measures of WM integrity, FA and MD. This
feature extraction method is based on Pearson correlation, and is simpler than
others found in the literature [13, 11]. These features will be the input for statis-
tical SVM and artificial neural networks (ANN) classifiers. We found literature on
the application of ML algorithms to the discrimination of schizophrenia patients
from healthy subjects. A minimum recognition error of 17,8% using geometry
features and FA of DTI from a database of 36 healthy subjects and 34 patients
with schizophrenia was reported in [34]. A study of the e"ect of principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) and discriminant PCA (DPCA) was carried on FA volumes
reaching a minimum one-leave-out validation classification error 20% using Fisher
linear discriminant (FLD) in [9]. Good classification results were also obtained in
structural MRI (sMRI) studies [37, 11].

Section 2. gives a summary of the classification algorithms used for this study.
Section 3. describes the materials and methods in the study: characteristics of
the subjects conforming the database for the study, the acquisition protocol, the
preprocessing steps of the MRI and DTI volumes and the feature extraction process.
Section 4. gives the results of our computational experiments. Section 5. gives our
final comments and conclusions.

2
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2. Neural Network and Statistical Classification Al-

gorithms

We deal with two class classification problems, given a collection of training/testing
input feature vectors X = {xi ! Rn, i = 1, . . . , l} and the corresponding labels
{yi ! {"1, 1}, i = 1, . . . , l}, which sometimes can be better denoted in aggregated
form as a binary vector y ! {"1, 1}l. The algorithms described below build some
classifier systems based on this data. The simplest algorithm is the 1-nearest neigh-
bor (1-NN) which involves no adaptation and uses all the training data samples.
The classification rule is of the form:

c (x) = yi! where i
! = arg min

i=1,...,l
{#x" xi#} ,

that is, the assigned class is that of the closest training vector. To validate their
generalization power we use ten-fold cross-validation.

2.1 Support Vector Machines

The support vector machine (SVM) [33] approach to build a classifier system from
the given data consists in solving the following optimization problem:

min
w,b,!

1

2
w

T
w+ C

l
!

i=1

!i, (1)

subject to

yi(w
T"(xi) + b) $ (1" !i), !i $ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (2)

The minimization problem is solved via its dual optimization problem:

min
!

1

2
!

TQ!" e
T
!, (3)

subject to

y
T
! = 0, 0 % #i % C, i = 1, . . . , l. (4)

Where e is the vector of all ones, C > 0 is the upper bound on the error, Q
is an l & l positive semidefinite matrix, whose elements are given by the following
expression:

Qij ' yiyjK(xi,xj), (5)

where

K(xi,xj) ' "(xi)
T"(xj), (6)

is the kernel function that describes the behavior of the support vectors. Here,
training vectors xi are mapped into a higher (maybe infinite) dimensional space by
the function "(xi). The decision function is:

3
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sgn(
l

!

i=1

yi#iK(xi,x) + b). (7)

The regularization parameter C is used to balance the model complexity and
the training error. It was always set to 1 in this case study.

The chosen kernel function results in di"erent kinds of SVM with di"erent per-
formance levels, and the choice of the appropriate kernel for a specific application
is a di!cult task. In this study we only needed to use a linear kernel, defined as:

K(xi,xj) = 1 + x
T
i xj , (8)

this kernel shows good performance for linearly separable data.

2.2 Backpropagation

Backward propagation of errors, or backpropagation (BP), [26, 16] is a non-linear
generalization of the squared error gradient descent learning rule for updating the
weights of artificial neurons in a single-layer perceptron, generalized to feed-forward
networks, also called multi-Layer perceptron (MLP). Backpropagation requires that
the activation function used by the artificial neurons (or "nodes") is di"erentiable
with its derivative being a simple function of itself. The backpropagation of the
error allows to compute the gradient of the error function relative to the hidden
units. It is analytically derived using the chain rule of calculus. During on-line
learning, the weights of the network are updated at each input data item presen-
tation. We have used the resilient backpropagation, which uses only the derivative
sign to perform the weight updating.

We restrict our presentation of BP to train the weights of the MLP for the
current two class problem. Let the instantaneous error Ep be defined as:

Ep (w) =
1

2
(yp " zK (xp))

2 , (9)

where yp is the p-th desired output yp, and zK (xp) is the network output when
the p-th training exemplar xp is inputted to the MLP composed of K layers, whose
weights are aggregated in the vector w. The output of the j-th node in layer k is
given by:

zk,j (xp) = f

"

#

Nk"1
!

i=0

wk,j,izk"1,i (xp)

$

% , (10)

where zk,j is the output of node j in layer k, Nk is the number of nodes in layer
k, wk,j,i is the weight which connects the i-th node in layer k"1 to the j-th node in
layer k, and f (·) is the sigmoid nonlinear function, which has a simple derivative:

f # (#) =
df (#)

d#
= f (#) (1" f (#)) . (11)

The convention is that z0,j (xp) = xp,j . Let the total error ET be defined as
follows:

4
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ET (w) =
l

!

p=1

Ep (w) , (12)

where l is the cardinality of X . Note that ET is a function of both the training
set and the weights in the network. The backpropagation learning rule is defined
as follows:

!w (t) = "$
%Ep (w)

%w
+ #!w (t" 1) , (13)

where 0 < $ < 1, which is the learning rate, the momentum factor # is also
a small positive number, and w represents any single weight in the network. In
the above equation, !w (t) is the change in the weight computed at time t. The
momentum term is sometimes used (# (= 0) to improve the smooth convergence
of the algorithm. The algorithm defined by equation (13) is often termed as in-
stantaneous backpropagation because it computes the gradient based on a single
training vector. Another variation is batch backpropagation, which computes the
weight update using the gradient based on the total error ET .

To implement this algorithm we must give an expression for the partial deriva-
tive of Ep with respect to each weight in the network. For an arbitrary weight in
layer k this can be written using the Chain Rule:

%Ep (w)

%wk,j,j
=

%Ep (w)

%zk,j (xp)

%zk,j (xp)

%wk,j,i
. (14)

Because the derivative of the activation function follows equation 11, we get:

%zk,j (xp)

%wk,j,i
= zk,j (xp) (1" zk,j (xp)) zk"1,j (xp) , (15)

and

%Ep (w)

%zk,j (xp)
=

Nk+1
!

m=1

%Ep (w)

%zk+1,m (xp)
zk+1,m (xp) (1" zk+1,m (xp))wk+1,m,j ,

which at the output layer corresponds to the output error :

%Ep (w)

%zK (xp)
= zL (xp)" yp. (16)

2.3 Radial Basis Function Networks

Radial basis function networks (RBF) [10] are a type of ANN that use radial basis
functions as activation functions. RBFs consist of a two layer neural network, where
each hidden unit implements a radial activated function. The output units compute
a weighted sum of hidden unit outputs. Training consists of the unsupervised
training of the hidden units followed by the supervised training of the output units
weights. RBFs have their origin in the solution of a multivariate interpolation

5
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problem [8]. Arbitrary function g (x) : Rn ) R can be approximated by a map
defined by a RBF network with a single hidden layer of K units:

ĝ" (x) =
K
!

j=1

wj" (&j , #x" cj#) , (17)

where " is the vector of RBF parameters including wj ,&j ! R, and cj ! Rn;

let us denote w = (w1, w2, . . . , wp)
T , then the vector of RBF parameters can be

expressed as "
T =

&

w
T ,&1, c

T
1 , . . . ,&K , cTK

'

. Each RBF is defined by its center
cj ! Rn and width &j ! R, and the contribution of each RBF to the network
output is weighted by wj . The RBF function " (·) is a nonlinear function that
monotonically decreases as x moves away from its center cj . The most common
RBF used is the isotropic Gaussian:

ĝ" (x) =
p

!

j=1

wj exp

(

"
#x" cj#

2

2&2
j

)

.

The network can be thought as the composition of two functions ĝ" (x) = W *
" (x), the first one implemented by the RBF units " : Rn ) RK performs a data
space transformation which can be a dimensionality reduction or not, depending
on whether K > n. The second function corresponds to a single layer linear
Perceptron W : RK ) R giving the map of the RBF transformed data into the
class labels. Training is accordingly decomposed into two phases. First a clustering
algorithm is used to estimate the Gaussian RBF parameters (centers and variances).
Afterwards, linear supervised training is used to estimate the weights from the
hidden RBF to the output. In order to obtain a binary class label output, a hard
limiter function is applied to the continuous output of the RBF network.

2.4 Probabilistic Neural Networks

A probabilistic neural network (PNN) [31] uses a kernel-based approximation to
form an estimate of the probability density function of categories in a classifica-
tion problem. In fact, it is a generalization of the Parzen windows distribution
estimation, and a filtered version of the 1-NN classifier. The distance of the input
feature vector x to the stored patterns is filtered by a RBF function. Let us de-
note the data sample partition as X = X1 +X"1, where X1 =

*

x
1
1, . . . ,x

1
n1

+

and

X1 =
,

x
"1
1 , . . . ,x"1

n"1

-

. That is, superscripts denote the class of the feature vector

and n1 + n"1 = n. Each pattern x
i
j of training data sample is interpreted as the

weight of the j-th neuron of the i-th class. Therefore the response of the neuron
is computed as the probability of the input feature vector according to a Normal
distribution centered at the stored pattern:

"i,j (x) =
1

(2')
n/2

&n
exp

.

"

/

/x" x
i
j

/

/

2&2

0

. (18)

Therefore the output of the neuron is inside [0, 1]. The tuning of a PNN network
depends on selecting the optimal sigma value of the spread & of the RBF functions,
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which can be di"erent for each class. In this paper an exhaustive search for the
optimal spread value in the range (0, 1) for each training set has been done. The
output of the PNN is an estimation of the likelihood of the input pattern x being
from class i ! {"1, 1} by averaging the output of all neurons that belong to the
same class:

pi (x) =
1

ni

ni
!

j=1

"i,j (x) . (19)

The decision rule based on the output of all the output layer neurons is simply:

ŷ (x) = argmax
i

{pi (x)} , i ! {"1, 1} , (20)

where ŷ (x) denotes the estimated class of the pattern x. If the a priori probabilities
for each class are the same, and the losses associated with making an incorrect
decision for each class are the same, the decision layer unit classifies the pattern x

in accordance with the optimal Bayes’ rule.

2.5 Learning Vector Quantization Neural Network

Learning vector quantization (LVQ), as introduced by Kohonen [18], represents
every class c ! {"1, 1} by a set W (c) = {wi ! Rn; i = 1, . . . , Nc} of weight vectors
(prototypes) which tessellate the input feature space. Let us denote W the union
of all prototypes, regardless of class. If we denote ci the class the weight vector
wi ! W is associated with, the decision rule that classifies a feature vector x is as
follows:

c (x) = ci!

where
i! = argmin

i
{#x"wi#} .

The training algorithm of LVQ aims at minimizing the classification error on
the given training set, i.e., E =

1

j (yj " c (xj))
2, modifying the weight vectors on

the presentation of input feature vectors. The heuristic weight updating rule is as
follows:

!wi! =

2

(· (xj "wi!) if ci! = yj

"(· (xj "wi!) otherwise
, (21)

that is, the input’s closest weight is adapted either toward the input if their
classes match, or away from it if not. This rule is highly unstable, therefore, the
practical approach consists in performing an initial clustering of each class data
samples to obtain an initial weight configuration using equation 21 to perform the
fine tuning of the classification boundaries. This equation corresponds to a LVQ1
approach. The LVQ2 approach involves determining the two input vector’s closest
weights. They are moved toward or away the input according to the matching of
their classes.

7
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3. Materials and Methods

Structural MRI and DTI data from twenty men (aged 21-55 yr), ten patients
and ten controls, from a publicly available database from the National Alliance
for Medical Image Computing (NAMIC) 1 were the subjects of this study in this
experiment. The imaging parameters and demographic information about the sub-
jects can be obtained from the web site, we omit them for lack of space. A technical
description of the feature extraction method and the data will be available 2, be-
cause many of the di!culties found have no place in an academic paper, but are
important for the reproducibility of the results.

3.1 Scalar Features of Di!usion Tensors

In DTI, a di"usion tensor at a voxel is a 3&3 positive-definite symmetric matrix D,
which can be represented by its decomposition as D = )1g1g

T
1 +)2g2g

T
2 +)3g3g

T
3 ,

where )1 $ )2 $ )3 and g1, g2, g3 are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of D,
respectively. Two scalar measures were extracted [6] from the voxels di"usion
tensors: the mean di"usivity (MD) and the fractional anisotropy (FA). The first
corresponds to the average eigenvalue:

MD =
Tr (D)

3
=

)1 + )2 + )3

3
. (22)

The FA measures the fraction of the magnitude of D that can be related to
anisotropic di"usion in a mean-squared sense (i.e. the extent of deviation from
isotropic di"usivity in all direction). Its magnitude is also rotationally invariant,
and independent from sorting of the eigenvalues. The FA is calculated as follows:

FA =

3

1

2

4

()1 " )2)
2 + ()2 " )3)

2 + ()3 " )1)
2

5

)2
1 + )2

2 + )2
3

. (23)

Thus, isotropic di"usion is imaged as zero value and FA maximum value is one.
Figure 1 show slices of FA and MD volumes of one study subject.

3.2 Image preprocessing

Feature extraction requires that the di"usion related data is spatially normalized,
in order to compute the correlation measure and to extract the values of the feature
vectors. Our starting point was the nonlinear registration [3] of the T1-weighted
sMRI skull stripped volumes of each subject to the Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI152) standard template, using the ANTS3 nonlinear elastic registration algo-
rithm. For the elastic registration, a probabilistic correlation similarity metric was
chosen with window radius 4 and gradient step length 1. The optimization has been
performed over three resolutions with a maximum of 100 iterations at the coarsest
level, 100 at the next coarsest and 10 at the full resolution. The optimization stops
when either the distance between both images cannot be further minimized or the

1http://www.insight-journal.org/midas/collection/view/190?path_navigation=17
2http://www.ehu.es/ccwintco/index.php/GIC-experimental-databases
3http://www.picsl.upenn.edu/ANTS
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Figure 1 FA and MD maps of one subject.

maximum number of iterations is reached. We used a Gaussian regularization with
sigma parameter value 3 which operates only on the deformation field and not on
the similarity gradient. In addition, a previous histogram matching step has been
performed. The deformation fields of this registration were used afterwards for the
spatial deformation of the FA and MD volumes.

The DWI scans were already noise filtered and corrected for eddy currents
and head motion by the group that originally acquired the scans. A brain mask
was obtained for each DWI data volume to calculate the FA and MD maps of
each subject [6]. The FA and MD maps were linearly registered to the sMRI
skull stripped volumes [30] of each subject and then non-linearly registered to MNI
applying the deformation fields obtained from the sMRI data nonlinear registration.
All of the FA and MD volumes were then considered spatially normalized.

3.3 Feature extraction

Once the FA and MD maps were spatially normalized, we processed them inde-
pendently. We considered each voxel site independently, forming a vector at the
voxel site across all the subjects. Then we computed the Pearson correlation co-
e!cient between this vector and the control variable with the labels (patient=1,
control="1). Thus we obtained for FA and MD data two independent volumes
containing correlation values at each voxel. For each volume we estimated the em-
pirical distribution of the absolute correlation values and determined a selection
threshold corresponding to a percentile of this absolute correlation distribution.
Voxel sites with absolute value of the correlation above this threshold were re-
tained, and the feature vector for each subject was composed of the FA or MD
values at these voxel sites. In table I we show the percentiles and the number of
voxels selected for each feature vector.

Although the voxel sites selected to build the feature vectors (the feature mask)
were localized in many di"erent regions of the subject brains, we found that most
were concentrated in regions of characteristic abnormalities found for schizophrenia

9
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Database Percentile DT Measure Number of voxels

A 99.990% FA 241
MD 241

B 99.992% FA 193
MD 193

C 99.995% FA 121
MD 121

D 99.997% FA 72
MD 72

E 99.999% FA 24
MD 24

Table I Databases considered, percentile on the correlation distribution and size of
the feature vectors.

shown in the literature (see [19] for references). The features voxel locations 4 were
di"erent for FA and MD maps. In the case of FA, the selected voxels were localized
mainly in parietal and temporal lobes, but also in the cerebellum and occipital lobe.
More specifically, in WM we found discriminant voxel values in the cingulum bun-
dle, superior and inferior longitudinal fasciculus and in the inferior fronto-occipital
fasciculus. On the other hand, in the MD maps, the most discriminant voxel values
were the ones localized in frontal and parietal lobes, more specifically thecingulum
bundle, inferior fronto-occipital and longitudinal fasciculus, and superior longitu-
dinal fasciculus.

3.4 Classifiers parameters

All classifiers were calculated with a maximum iteration number (epochs) of 100.
For the 1-NN classifier, we used the nearest neighbor rule with euclidean distance.
In the SVM algorithm, a linear kernel function was used as well as a sequential min-
imal optimization for the separating hyperplane method. For BPNN, the number
of neurons in the hidden layer was 4, the learning rate was set to 0.05, tan-sigmoid
transfer function, and training and learning functions were gradient descent with
momentum. LVQ2 was trained with 2 hidden neurons, learning rate set to 0.01.
The training function used for RBF was according to resilient backpropagation
algorithm. In the case of PNN, random order incremental training was used. For
the last three algorithms (BPNN, LVQ2 and RBF) zeros were set as initial input
and layer delay conditions. These parameters have been selected after a sensitivity
analysis.

We tested several cross-validation strategies, because the small database size
may have an influence on the results obtained with each of these cross-validation
processes. Cross-validation partitions were computed 40 times and we show average
accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity for the 10-fold cross-validation procedure.

4This specification of the voxel locations were obtained with the “atlasquery” tool from FM-
RIB’s FSL (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/) using the “MNI Structural Atlas” and the “JHU
White-Matter Tractography Atlas”.
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Database FA MD

A 1-NN 1.00 (1.00-1.00) 1.00 (1.00-1.00)
SVM 1.00 (1.00-1.00) 1.00 (1.00-1.00)
BP 0.75 (0.67-1.00) 0.78 (0.69-1.00)

RBF 0.98 (0.97-1.00) 1.00 (1.00-1.00)
PNN 1.00 (1.00-1.00) 0.54 (0.54-0.54)
LVQ2 1.00 (1.00-1.00) 1.00 (1.00-1.00)

B 1-NN 1.00 (1.00-1.00) 1.00 (1.00-1.00)
SVM 1.00 (1.00-1.00) 1.00 (1.00-1.00)
BP 0.75 (0.66-1.00) 0.78 (0.70-1.00)

RBF 1.00 (1.00-1.00) 1.00 (1.00-1.00)
PNN 1.00 (1.00-1.00) 0.52 (0.52-0.52)
LVQ2 1.00 (1.00-1.00) 1.00 (1.00-1.00)

C 1-NN 1.00 (1.00-1.00) 1.00 (1.00-1.00)
SVM 1.00 (1.00-1.00) 1.00 (1.00-1.00)
BP 0.77 (0.68-1.00) 0.77 (0.68-1.00)

RBF 1.00 (1.00-1.00) 1.00 (1.00-1.00)
PNN 1.00 (1.00-1.00) 0.52 (0.52-0.52)
LVQ2 1.00 (1.00-1.00) 1.00 (1.00-1.00)

D 1-NN 1.00 (1.00-1.00) 1.00 (1.00-1.00)
SVM 1.00 (1.00-1.00) 1.00 (1.00-1.00)
BP 0.77 (0.68-1.00) 0.77 (0.68-1.00)

RBF 1.00 (1.00-1.00) 0.84 (0.79-0.90)
PNN 0.99 (0.99-1.00) 0.55 (0.55-0.55)
LVQ2 1.00 (1.00-1.00) 1.00 (1.00-1.00)

E 1-NN 0.94 (0.90-0.99) 1.00 (1.00-1.00)
SVM 0.95 (0.90-1.00) 1.00 (1.00-1.00)
BP 0.76 (0.67-1.00) 0.77 (0.68-1.00)

RBF 0.92 (0.90-0.94) 0.89 (0.91-0.88)
PNN 0.94 (0.90-0.99) 0.52 (0.52-0.52)
LVQ2 0.97 (0.94-1.00) 1.00 (1.00-1.00)

Table II 10-fold cross-validation results. Accuracy (Sensitivity, Specificity)
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4. Results

The results are presented in table II. The most striking result is that we found
optimal performance of almost all classifiers built from the provided feature vectors.
The only exceptions were the results of PNN on MD data; tuning of the Gaussian
kernel variance was more di!cult than applying the training algorithm of other
approaches . Also BP shows lower performance than the others. The second
general result is that MD features seem to perform slightly better than FA features,
disregarding the anomaly of PNN classifiers. In the experimental design we wanted
to test if decreasing the size of the feature vectors had an impact on the classifiers
performance. We found that performance was not a"ected down to the smallest
feature vector (database E) where decreases in performance can be appreciated
in all the classifiers for the FA data, while 1-NN, SVM and LVQ2 maintain their
performance for MD data.

5. Conclusion

The goal of this paper was to test the hypothesis that classification algorithms con-
structed using statistical and Neural Network approaches can discriminate between
schizophrenia patients and control subjects on the basis of features extracted from
DTI data. The way to build the feature vectors has been the direct selection of
voxels from the DTI-derived FA and MD scalar valued volumes that show a high
correlation with the control variable that labels the subjects. The selected voxels
roughly correspond to findings reported in the medical literature. Surprisingly, all
the classifiers obtain near perfect results. Despite the simplicity of our feature ex-
traction process, the results compare well with other results found in the literature
[9, 34]. We think that appropriate pre-processing of the data is of paramount im-
portance and can not be disregarded trusting that ensuing statistical or machine
learning processes may cope with the errors introduced by lack of appropriate
data normalization. Therefore, our main conclusion is that the proposed feature
extraction is very e"ective in providing a good discrimination between schizophre-
nia patients that can easily be exploited by the classifier construction algorithms.
The main limitation of this study is that the results come from a small database.
Therefore, more extensive testing will be needed to confirm our conclusions. Nev-
ertheless, we are making available 5 the actual data employed in the computational
experiments to allow for independent validation of our results.
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